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'It's time to get Outdoors'
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Callowa County girls, boys
win track meet

Local names are drawn for
May court session: Wilson
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News In Brief
Lexington paper wins Pulitzer
for Kentucky Wildcats story
LEXINGTON, Ky. iAP - The corks were popping and the
champagne was flowing when it was learned that the Lexington
Herald-Leader won the Pulitzer Prize for investigative reporting.
Reporters Jeffrey Marx and Michael York slapped hands when
the wire story bringing the news flashed on the video-display terminal in editor John Carroll's office Thursday afternoon that the
newspaper had won the highest award in journalism for its story
on alleged corruption in the University of Kentucky basketball
program.
"I wish my family was here for this," said an elated Marx, a
native of New York. "Other than the love of my family, the people in this newsroom have shown the most love."
Members of the newsroom staff and other newspaper departments celebrated the first Pulitzer Prize in the newspaper's
history while publisher Creed Black poured champagne into the
plastic glasses of the reporters and editors on the prize-winning
story. ''This is a great day for the Herald-Leader," Black said. "It's
the first Pulitzer Prize in our history. It's the highest recognition
a newspaper can get from its peers.
"We knew it was a controversial and sensitive story, but it was
done in the highest degree of professionalism.... It was a team effort for the entire newsroom."
The newspaper in its Oct. 27, 1985 story told of players selling
season tickets for up to $1,000 each, holding $5010 $100 after shaking hands with supporters and accepting gifts of clothing, car
tires and free meals.from a small corps of boosters from 1972-85.
The newspaper based its probe on interviews with more than
200 people from March to October 1985.
Thirty-three 'players were interviewed, 31 of whom said they
knew of improper activities while they played at Kentucky.
Twenty-six players told the newspaper they received money.
gifts or meals.
Several players interviewed in the newspaper story claimed
they were misquoted, or that their statements were taken out of
context. But Herald-Leader John Carroll answered those claims
by-gar/it-J-11e -TelrolleY8 had tape recorded most oT The
conversations.
On Oct. 28, the Herald-Leader followed with stories on improper offers to recruits by some of the nation's top schools.
The University of Kentucky launched an internal inquiry after
the stories, and that was followed by an NCAA investigation.
Neither the university nor the NCAA .have released their
findings.
The newspaper also suffered a backlash from readers, calling
it "The Cheap Shot Gazette." There were about 375 canceled
subscriptions within 10 days of the story.
There was also a bomb threat and threatening phone calls to
some reporters after the story was published. One nightclub even
held a "Trash the Herald-Leader" party.
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MCCH OKs expansion, renovation
By GENE McCUTCHEON
Staff Writer
A bid from Crouch Contruction Company totaling $1,357,000
for construction of a new main
entrance as well as new outpatient, physical therapy and administration facilities at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital was approved
Thursday.
Acceptance of the low bid
came at the regular meeting of
the MCCH board of
commissioners.
Also approved last night was
Crouch's bid of $27,108 for construction of a garden and patio
for patient use, to be located on
the roof of the hospital building.
The new entrance to the
hospital will face Poplar Street
and will include a new lobby and

gift shop, in addition to_thenew
adminstrative offices. Construction is expected to take about 18
months and should start in the
near future.
Other bidders on the project
were B&C Construction,
$1,363,700; Midstates Construction, $1,390,199; HaLF'erry Construction, $1,392,490; Cleaver
Construction, $1,405,000; and
Jax Construction, $1,442,000.
Hospital administrator Stuart
Poston said the roof-top garden
is expected to be well-received
by patients at the hospital.
Poston pointed out that the Murray Woman's Club and the
Hospital Auxiliary have each
donated $5,000 toward the project which will include planters,
patio tables with umbrellas as
well as fixed seating.

In addition 1.Q__CrOttch._ other
bidders on the roof plaza were
Burkeen Construction, $28,637,
and John Clark Construction.
$29,390.
In other action at Thursday's
meeting, the board of
commissioners:
- Approved the lone bid from
the Insurance Center of Murray
for property insurance on the
hospital. That bid was for $29,013
and includes $10 million of earthquake insurance.
Poston pointed out that all of
the MCCH buildings were constructed as "earthquake resistant" but indicated he felt the
coverage was necessary.
- Approved new medical staff
bylaws on a voice vote but
directed that a joint committee
of the board and the medical

The newest members of Murray State University's exclusive
Emeritus Club will be honored at
a lUncheon on the campus Friday. April 25, as part of the annual Alumni Weekend.
Membership in the Emeritus
Club is attained by alumni upon
the 50th anniversary of their
,graduation. The class of 1936 will
'be welcomed into membership
this year at the 11:30 a.m. luncheon in the ballroom of the Curris Center.
Other highlights of the weekend
'include rededication of the A.
Carman
Animal
Health
Technology Building at 3:30 p.m.
Saturday and the traditional
alumni banquet at 7 p.m. Saturday in the ballroom of the Curris
Center.
Richard
•'Max"
Dr.
Shackelford of Verona, Wis., professor emeritus of the University of Wisconsin and a member of
the 1936 class, will address the
luncheon
gathering.
"Reminiscences" will be his
topic.

FIN the Associated Press

WASH/NGTON - Secretary of State George Shultz has sent a
clear signal to Libya's armed forces that overthrowing Col.
Moammar Khadafy would be •'all to the good" of the economically strapped country.
BEIRUT, Lebanon - The bodies of three kidnapped Britons,
all shot at close range, have been found with a note saying they
were killed because Britain cooperated with the U.S. air raids on
Libya.
.-ISII/N G TO % - Airlines are imposing new security
measures to combat terrorism abroad, including around-theclock guards at parked aircraft, but they say travelers should
help pay for the expensive precautions.
WASHINGTON - Are terrorists "wild beasts" who can be conquered with military force and Western unity? Or has the Reagan
administration, in its zeal to punish those who attack American
diplomats, tourists and servicemen, begun to lump terrorists
together with desperate,men driven by a cause?
TALLAHASSEE. FM. - Hundreds of people were evacuated
from the state Capitol complex today because of two telephoned
bomb threats, officials said.
HOBOKEN.
- New York and New Jersey have battled
over the Statue of Liberty, the Westway highway project, the
moving of businesses, defections by sports teams, and now, the
birthplace of baseball.
PITTSBURGH - Too shy to tell an analyst about your sexual
problems? Try talking to a computer instead. A computer program developed by researchers at Carnegie-Mellon University
will listen to your woes, identify the source of the problem and
even suggest treatment - all without a blush.

Shackelford, who was named a
Distinguished Alumnus at Murray State in 1974, earned both the
master's and doctoral degrees at
the University of Wisconsin in
Madison. He is a noted specialist
on the genetics of fur bearing
animals.
Joining him on the program
will be fellow graduates Thomas
Boyd of Louisville, who will give
the invocation. and Owen Billington of Murray, who will give
the benediction.

—Today's Index

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray ledgar
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday.
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday
are urged to call 753-1916 between 3:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays. Office Hours - S a.m.-3
p.m. Monday thru Friday, II
a.m.-12 p.m. Saturday.

A blur of brick

'staff

Ilk Dm% Irork

Ralph Bogard mans the controls of a front-end loader as he and his crews tear down the old Taylor
Motors building at 4th and Poplar. The property, owned by First Baptist Church, will be used for parking space. The ultimate use of the lot is undetermined, church officials
Tonight, partly, cloudy w ith
a 30 percennt chance of
thundershowers developing
late'. Low in the mid 50s.
South wind 10 mph or less.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for a chance of
thunderstorms on Sunday. a
few lingering "showers on
Monday. then becoming
mostly fair on Tuesday.
Lake Levels
Ky. Lake
Barkley Lake

356.7
356.7

(('ont'd on page 2)

New emeritus
members set
for induction
by university

Elsewhere...

Two Sections-32 Pages
Classifieds
14, 15
Comics
6
Crosswords
14
Dear Abby
5
Horoscope
10
4, 5
Murray Today
Obituaries
16
Perspective
3
5
Rainey's Day
Sports
12, 13
Outdoor Section
16 pages

staff consider a _provision requiring individual malpractice
insurance for staff physicians.
That committee is expected to
report back to the board in the
near future.
- Heard a review of the
hospital's financial and
statistical report from controller Danny Watters. Watters
said the local hospital's volume
of inpatients for the past year
was down, from a year ago, but
outpatient visits and outpatient
procedures were up
significantly.
"This shows that we are
following the nationwide trend
toward more outpatient than inpatient treatment," Watters
said.

Dr. Kala M. Stroup. university
president, will welcome the
group and with George E. Long
II of Benton. outgoing president
of the Alumni Association, will
present the newest 50-year
graduates with Emeritus Club
membership certificates.
Presiding at the luncheon will
be Bill Kopperud of Murray,
president-elect of the Alumni
Association. Molly Ross of Murray will lead the guests in a
memories sing-a-long
Donna G Herndon. director of
((ont'd on page 10)

U.S. braces for more raid-sparked attacks
Crowds outraged by the U.S. bombing of
Libya swirled around American embassies
to shout their hatred of "U.S.A. Aggressor!" Terrorists killed three kidnap
victims in Lebanon and explosives were
thrown at U.S. missions in Tunisia and
Costa Rica.
The Reagan administration indicated
further shocks were expected, and White
House spokesman Larry Speakes said."We
are prepared for an increase in terrorism
Speakes. speaking Thursday in
S leadership
Washington_ sstid the

believes its bombing of Libyan cities in
retaliation for Libyan leader Col. Moammar Khadafy's alleged support of political
violence abroad will "tn the long run ...
reduce the risk to Americans'• from Terror
attacks.
Sefigity was tightened at U.S. installations abroad,and in Honduras, a U.S. Army
spokesman, Maj. Carl Gidlund, said intelligence reports indicated Americans in
the Central American nation are targets for
terrorist attacks, possibly from Libyans in

neighboring Nicaragua
Late Thursday, an explosive device,
possibly a hand grenade, blew up in front of
the U.S. consulate in San Jose, capital of
the Central American nation of Costa Rica.
At least four people, none of them
Americans, were reported injured.
U S Ambassador Lewis A. Tambs called
the blast a terrorist act*, But police said the
nearby office of the Panamanian Tourism
Institute
target.

may have been the intended
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More and better teachers object of
Murray State University will
be recommended for a $47,050
grant to fund a program designed to prepare more and better
qualified
teachers
of
mathematics and science for the
middle school level.
Titled A Special Math • Science
Institute for Middle School
Teachers, the program will provide free tuition for nine semester
hours of credit and a $500 stipend

for each of 36 participants — 18
in mathematics and 18 in science.
Scheduled during Summer
Term I June 2-July 2 and the fall
semester, the program will be
funded bK the Kentucky.coi.mcit
on Higher Education CHE
through Title II of the 1984 Education for Economic Security Act.
Fifteen proposals were submitted to the CHE, and the grant to
Murray State will be the largest

of eight to public and independent
Kentucky colleges and universities through the competitive
program when approved at a
CHE meeting May 8.
PrBototmlialone. director at.
school services in the College of
Education at Murray State and
author of the grant proposal, will
direct the program. He said he is
indebted to faculty in both the
College of Education and College

7,050 MSU grant

of Science, as well as public
school personnel. for their
assistance and cooperation in
developing the proposal.
Malone explained that any
teacher from school districts in
the West Kentucky Educational
Cooperative who is teaching at
the middle school level or who
wishes to teach math or science
In the middle grades is eligible.
A primary objective of the project is to help teachers secure an
endorsement for middle school.
Our intention is to work closely with superintendents to get
their help in the selection of participants in anticipation of their
future staffing needs,- he said.

He also pointed to a critical
need nationally to enlarge the
pool of middle school math and
science teachers and described
the project as "an attempt to address that problem.
Another purpose of the program is to begin working toward
the tri-level system of certification that will become effective in
Kentucky in 1989. At that time,
Malone said teachers will be certified at the middle school level,
as well as elementary and
secondary.
The summer portion of the institute at Murray State will run
five days per week for five weeks,

with Wednesdays for laboratory.
The fall portion will probably be
arranged or offered through Kentucky Educational Television.
Institute participants.. may
commute or live in campus housing at their own expense.
Application
forms
are
available in the offices of the
district superintendents. They
should be completed and submitted to the superintendent no later
than April 25. Teachers selected
will be notified by May 15.
Anyone who needs additional
information may call the College
of Education at Murray State at
762-3817.

New slate of officers to be inducted
at MSU Alumni Weekend banquet
A slate of new officers for the
Murray State University Alumni
Association will be inducted at
the annual Alumni Weekend
recognition banquet Saturday
evening, April 26.
Bill Kopperud of Murray, class
of '64, will take the oath as president. He succeeds George Long of
Benton, class of '68.
Ben Hogancamp of Murray,
class of '68, will be installed as
vice president. Fred Schultz Jr.
of Frankfort, class of '46, will
take office as president-elect.
Schultz was elected vice president in 1985 and succeeds to the
president-elect position. The vice
president and five new council
members were elected earlier
this year by members of the
association.
New members of the executive
council for three-year terms are:
Frank R
Gallimore of

Joe Curtsinger of Fancy Farm,
class of '49; Anne Erwin of St.
Louis, Mo., class of '77; Emma
Sue Hutson of Murray, class of
'43; Jackie Shroat of Frankfort,
class of '53; and Jim Wallace of
Cadiz, class of '65.
The banquet, which begins at 7
p.m
in the Curris Center

ballroom, will also include
recognition of two Distinguished
Alumni and the Distinguished
Professor of the Year and presentation of two 25-Year Service
Awards.
Members of the 1936 Golden
Anniversary Class will be the
guests of honor at the annual
Emeritus Club luncheon at 11:30
a.m. Friday. April 25, in the Curris Center ballroom. The
Emeritus Club is made up of
alumni who have observed the
50th anniversary of their
graduation.
Reservations are $8 per person
for the alumni banquet and $6.50
for the Emeritus Club luncheon
and should be made no later than
April 23 in the Office of Alumni
Affairs. Sparks Hall. Murray
State University, Murray, Ky ,
42071, telephone t 5021762-3737 or
762-6926.

Calloway County Court Clerk
Ann Wilson has released the
names of those persons selected
to report for Circuit Court jury
duty for the May court session.
The names were drawn in open
court earlier this month.
Wilson said those selected
should report to the Miller Courthouse Annex at 9:30 a.m., Monday. May 5.
Names drawn include: Billy
Ray Adams, Lavelle Steele
Bean, Margaret Blalock, Hazel
Jean Brandon, Lloyd Buchanan,
James Edwin Cain, Mary Beth
Carruthers, Jo Lee Clark,
Hubert Coles, Lurine Erwin

Cooper, Ann Parker Darnell and
Charles Rob Darnell.
Also, William E. Dodson,
Naomi Dunn, Frank James
Enoch, Frances W. Erwin,
Nicholas Ferrara Jr., Franklin
G. Fitch, Shirley Garland.
Bienvenida Garrastazu,
Margaret B. Gibson, Harold G.
Gish, Raymond Warren Grady
and Lacie K. Greenfield.
And, William Wayne Hewlett,
Helen L. Hogancamp, Tass Hopson, ...1a.rnes' Harold Housden,
Hugh Hurt, Edna Pauline Jones,
Gladys Jones, Parvin Cleatus
Jones. Verlene Joseph, Alberta
Korb, Mary Hicks Lamb.

Marilyn McCuiston, Perly McClure and Eleanor Miller.
Also, William M. Miller, Hugh
Darrell Mitchell, Nancy Kay
Morton, Alton Paschall, Larry
Pea, Mary Louise Phillips,
Virginia W. Riggins, Naome B.
Rogers. Tax S. Rogers, Thelma
G. Rose and Terry Gene
Shoemaker.
And, James Hale Spann,
Larue D. Spann. Eugene
Spillman. Betty Stewart, Larhea
M. Stewart, Ernestine Venable.
Marie C. Wallace, Peter W.
Whaley, Jean Hurt Wilson,
Roszella Williams and Janie W.
Young.

Puryear, Tenn., class of '56;
Herbert T. Hurley of Benton,
class of '45; Mary Ann Underwood Russell of Murray, class of
'54; Charles Steve Story of
Mayfield, class of '69; and Laura
Fisher Tesseneer of Crescent
Springs, class of '44.
Jerry P. Rhoads of Madisonville, class of '63, will also be installed as a member of the council to serve the final year of
Hogancamp's unexpired term.
Completing their terms on the
council are:

MSU regents could meet next week

Sale 9.99
Orig. $18. Stylish vertical rib-knit tops feature an assortment of collar and
sleeve treatments. One to suit your every whim. Perfect to pair with slacks,
shorts or skirts. Solid colors in junior sizes.

Sale 9.99

1

Orig. $15. Whether gathered or
pleated. elastic waist or button
closure, here are some wonderful
ways to bring in the summer.
Comfortable woven sheeting
shorts in refreshing solids.
Junior sizes.

A meeting of the Murray State
University board of regents
could possibly be called as early
as next week to consider the contract of MSU president Dr. Kola
Stroup, board chairman Bill
Beasley told the Murray Ledger
& Times Thursday afternoon.
Beasley said four members of
the board requested the special
meeting last week, originally
asking that he be called for April

15. Conflicts in schedules of different board members have
prevented the selection of a date
thus far, Beasley said, adding
that he has listed about six suggested dates and is currently
polling the members in an attempt to find a time that all
regents can attend.
He said he hoped to be able to
select a suitable date by Monday
or Tuesday of next week.

Following an executive session of the board at its March
meeting, it was reported that the
members were split 5-5 on
whether or not to renew Stroup's
contract for an additional four
years. Her current contract expires June 20. 1987. Stroup said
when she agreed to come to
Murray she asked for one year's
notice if her contract were not to
be renewed.

Several local citizens were
credited with possibly saving
the life of a Murray man who
was pinned under his
automobile following a wreck at
the intersection of Doran and
Wiswell roads this morning,
Murray Police Department officials said.
MPD patrolman Ronald
Wisehart and Sgt. Dan Kelly
said about a dozen witnesses and
passers-by lifted the car off of
Gregory D. Caldwell and held it
until the rescue unit from the
Murray Fire Department arrived with the jaws of life.
• The accident occurred when
the Caldwell car, which was
eastbound on Wiswell, was
struck in the side by a car driven

by Douglas Walker which was
southbound on Doran road.
The impact knocked Caldwell
from his car and flipped the
Caldwell car on its roof, trapping Caldwell underneath.
"When we arrived there were
about ten or twelve witnesses

standing there holding the car
off of Caldwell," Sgt. Kelly said.
Kelly said Caldwell's feet and
ankles were still trapped inside
the car.
Emergency personnel arrived
a few moments later and used
the jaws of life to free Caldwell
from the overturned vehicle.
Patrolman Wisehart commended the bystanders for their
aid to Caldwell, saying, "That
sort of thing doesn't happen very
often."
Both Caldwell and Walker
were taken to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital by hospital ambulance. Caldwell was still
undergoing treatment at press
time today. Walker was treated
and released.

111CCH•••

JCPenne
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray. Ky 42071
Office 759-1400
Catalog. 1-800-222-6161

(('onI'd from page 1)
Poston also advised the board
that MCCH had been approved
for 80 percent funding for an
energy conservation project
that will cost a total of about
185.000. The project will involve
reclaiming energy from air expelled from the hospital's
heating and cooling systems
The board closed the public
portion of the meeting to go into
executive session to discuss personnel matters and a proposed
property acquisition.

mphonic Band
to present concert
Music generally familiar to the
band-concert goer will be on the
program when the Murray State
University Symphonic Band
presents its annual performance
on the campus Tuesday evening.
April 22.
Dennis L. Johnson. director of
bands and conductor of the
55-piece Symphonic Band, said
the concert at 8 p.m. in the Curris Center ballroom is open to the
public at no admission charge.
To be featured will be:
— "Suspiros de Espana." a
Spanish march reminiscent of the
days of the bullfight and the long
processional to the arena.
— "Folk Song Suite" by Ralph
Vaughn Williams. a threemovement work based on old
English melodies arranged for
the resources of the symphonic
band
— "Pageant" by Vincent Pershchetti, a 1953 composition
which allows each section of the
band an opportunity to be
spotlighted

Exposition Center
pon pulling set
The Sportsman Pony Pulling
Association will hold a Pony
Pulling Saturday, April 19 at the
West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center.
The pull will begin at noon
after the weigh-ins that morning. The pull will continue into
the evening, according to Paul
Fennell, member of the
association.
There will be a $3 admission
fee and an entry fee of $11 for
those wishing to participate.
Prizes will be awarded.
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royko says

by mike royko

Theatre deserves support
To the editor,
Community Theatre has
entered its 10th year. That's 10
years of special entertainment,
of family involvement and
thousands of collaborative hours
of creative opportunity, fun, and
good hard work for the whole
community. For 10 years, Community Theatre has been a place
to go for our young people looking for something to do, and 10
years of affordable, quality
entertainment for our fixedincome seniors, moms and dads,
and young adults.
Most especially to me, as a
former director of Community
Theatre, it has allowed all of us
to explore our creative selves.
I've watched people who have
never stepped on stage before

I urge everyone's support.
Please buy a ticket, build a set,
or make a contribution today.
Sincerely,
Hal Park
Producing Director
Ky. Shakespeare Festival

To the editor:
As commisioner of the Kentucky Department of the Arts, I
am writing in support of the 1986
Fund Drive for the Playhouse in
the Park. Since its beginning in
1977, Playhouse in the Park has
generated the very best in community spirit and volunteerism
as well as local enthusiasm for
and commitment to the arts.
In my travels throughout the
state. I have had the opportunity
to visit many community arts
organizations. And it was indeed
a pleasure to personally attend a
performance this past season of
"Jacques Brel is Alive and Well

and Living in Paris." The
citizens of Murray and Calloway
County should be extremely proud to have produced such a successful community theatre with
its progressive and unfailing
commitment to excellence. I
know the 1986 Fund Drive for
Playhouse in the Park will find
the same enthusiastic support
that has made Murray a leading
cultural center of the region.
Sincerely,
Crit Luallen
Commissioner,
Kentucky Department
of the Arts
Frankfort, Ky. 40601

To the editor:

become stars. I've watched
families heal wounds and
discover things about each other
they had forgotten. And, I have
seen parents thrill at the accomplishments of their children.
This is what Community
Theatre does for Murray. It
deserves our support in the
same way that little league
sports, the Boy Scouts, and our
schools and libraries do. Community Theatre builds
character too.

This morning on television I
saw the daily session of the
United States Congress opened
with prayer. It was not a moment of silent prayer hut an
audible prayer asking for God's
help and guidance.
It seemed incongruous for the

leaders of our nation to able to
exercise this right when the
children in our schools, our
leaders of tomporrow, are
denied the privilege of beginning
their day in the same manner.
Sincerely,
Jo Cleta Williams
1512 Canterbury Dr.
Murray. Ky. 42071

To the editor:
The nation will long
remember Christa McAuliffe —
a teacher, asronaut and an
American hero. She was a
dreamer whose passion was to
reach for the stars. Her imagination knew no boundaries.
Today, our future dreamers
can be found in our nation's
classrooms. It was in the
classroom that Christa taught
and where she hoped her
achievements would one day inspire her students to return — as
teachers.
That is why the American
Federation of Teachers
established "Christa's
Challenge." an education and
scholarship fund that will pay
for the education of our country's brightest students who

wish to dedicate their lives to the
challenge Christa loved most:
teaching!
Please help keep Christa's
dream alive sending your taxfree donations to:
Christa's Challenge
Box 1930
Washington, DC 2.0013
Your efforts will be a tribute
to Christa McAuliffe, and our
nation's teachers and will go a
long way towards meeting
America's drastic need for more
than a million new teachers in
the coming decade.
Sincerely,
Albert Shanker
President,
American Federation
of Teachers
555 New Jersey Ave.
Washington, DC 20001

For LaRouchites, it's all a hoax
Many people have a hard time
figuring
out
what
the
LaRouchites really believe in.
Are they right-wingers or leftwingers or just plain nuts? How
can they be anti-Semitic when so
many of them are Jews?
It sounds confusing, but it can
be explained.
The hard-core LaRouche
group, which does full-time
organizational work and probably doesn't number much
more than 500 people, functions
like a communist organization.
That's not surprising, since the
people closest to LaRouche are
those who were with him in the
late 1960s and early 1970s, when
he and they were Marxists. They
were the radical students he
recruited during campus revolts.
While the image they now project is right wing because that's
the group they feel they can influence, they still function more
like Stalin-era communists than
anything else.
Just as Stalin had the final say
on everything in the Soviet Union
— literature, music, diet,
military hardware, you name it
— LaRouche dictates what his
followers will believe and do.
Their only friends and acquaintances are fellow LaRouchites.
They marry among themselves.
They read only what LaRouche
tells them to read. They listen only to approved music. They're not
permitted to disagree with
LaRouche or criticize him. If
they're heard doing so, they could
be reported to his security
branch. They report each other
for infractions, because they're
afraid that if they don't,
somebody will report them.
Having children is virtually

Miirray Ledger & Times
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Consumers" Week
is proclaimed

times like something from the far
right?
The answer is that there's not
much of a market in this country
for communism. But there are a
lot of people on the far right. So
they tailored their pitch to that
market.
That's why their ideas are such
a hodge-podge. You believe in
conspiracies? They'll give you
conspiracies. Against abortion?
They talk against abortion. For
nuclear energy? So are they.
Distrust government? So do they.
Fear the Russians? Them, too.
Save the farmer? Right on. Catch
the drug pushers? They're with
you.
To gain support of other rightwing extremist groups and
distressed farmers, they came up
with an anti-Semitic pitch:
Jewish bankers are the cause of
their woes.
But because many of the longtime members are Jewish, they
had to be brainwashed, stripped
of their heritage, convinced that
the organization and it's worldsaving mission was more important than family and dignity.
Of course, there is a slight
catch to all of their sales pitches.
What they want from you is
money. And they collect an
astonishing amount — as much
as $400,000 a week.
Also, they don't necessarily
believe in all the things they're
preaching, as is evidenced by
their own use of abortions.
And there's something else
.they wantwhen they grab you at
an airport and ask if you favor
nuclear energy or are against
drug pushers: your name, address and phone number.
They give that to a phone team,

which follows up and tries to get
loans, which they often fail to
repay.
And it's from that long list of
names that they recruited the
people who are now running for
office all over the country.
Most of these candidates are
not - hard-core LaRouchites.
They're just on the fringe. Many
of them are just one-issue types,
who fell for this or that sales
pitch. They were flattered to be
asked to run for public office. But
most of them don't even know the
kind of organization they're involved with.
You can see that in the contrast
between the personalities of
Mark Fairchild and Janice Hart,
the two LaRouchites who won Illinois primaries.
Hart, although a low-level
LaRouchite, has been with the
organization since she was just a
lonely and neglected kid. She's
totally
programmed
and
robot-like.
Fairchild was snagged only a
year or two ago after hearing an
airport pitch. There are moments
when he still sounds normal.
But give him time, give him
time. His eyes will get that flat
look.
In a way, the fringe members
who give money and let
themselves be slated for office
are victims of a hilarious hoax.
Most of them are from the
political right. But they're being
used by a hierarchy group that includes former or present
Maoists, Trotskyites, Stalinists
and Marxists.
Yes, politics makes strange
bedfellows. But in this case, it
makes for an even stranger mix
in the padded cells.

BUT I
1HOUGNT
A GENTLEMAN'S
AGRESMEt.sr

By Attorney General
David L. Armstrong

The week of April 20-26 has
been designated National Consumers' Week by President
Reagan and is being recognized
as Consumer Education Week in
Kentucky. The national slogan,
chosen by the United States Office of Consumer Affairs, is "Consumers Rate Quality."
The purpose of the week is to
expand issue awareness and
educational opportunities for consumers. The slogan indicates that
consumers can and should insist
on quality products and services.
Consumers are vital to the
Correction;
co-sponsor of the resolution. The
economy of the nation and KenDue to faulty information,
original letter appeared in the
tucky and this special week gives
Senator Fred Bradley was listed
April 14 issue of The Murray
us the opportunity to recognize
as a member of the Senate
Ledger & Times.
their importance.
Education Committee which
My Consumer Protection Divideleted "In God We Trust" from
We regret the error.
sion has scheduled various aca joint resolution to post that
Sincerely,
tivities in recognition of ConSam B. Peavey, Ed.D.
motto on a plaque in Kentucky
sumer Education Week. A
2307 Tyler Lane
Schools. Senator Bradley was
statewide poster contest is being
Louisville, Ky. 40205
not on that committee, but was a
held and students in elementary,
middle and high schools are eligible to participate. The posters
should follow the "Consumers
Rate Quality" theme but are
Ten years ago
Florida. Sixteen Explorer
otherwise
left up to the artistic
About 30 joggers and
Scouts and three adult leaders
imagination of each student.
bicyclists raised approximately
made the 2500-mile trip.
Deadline for entry is April 7. A
$800 for Cystic Fibrosis in a jogRoger Cary was the name
winner will be chosen from each
bike-a-thon at Murray High
chosen for a boy born to Mr. and
group and the winning artist, his
School.
Mrs. Holmes Dunn of Murray
or her parents and the sponsoring
The Murray State
April 17.
teacher will be invited to the
Thoroughbred baseball team
Mrs. Danny Edwards was
Capitol for an awards ceremony
won a doubleheader over
hostess for a meeting of the
on April 21. A tour of the Capitol
Western Kentucky by scores of
Kirksey Women's Missionary
and lunch will be provided.
6-4 and 10-4, upping its season
Society.
Government officials will also be
mark to 31-10.
Thirty years ago
on hand to meet the winners.
David Parker, Richard
During the week, the Consumer
A special 12-page section was
Workman, Dale Maupin and
Protection staff will also have
published by the Murray Ledger
Charles Tuttle were awarded
booths at shopping malls across
& Times in recognition of the
the Tenderfoot badge at a
the state to distribute information
golden anniversary of th 1926
meeting of Boy Scout Troop 77.
about consumerism. In addition
graduating class at Murray
Mrs. Wells Purdom was
to the pamphlets, newsletters,
State.
hostess for a meeting of the Capcomplaint forms and fact sheets
Twenty years ago
tain Wendell Oury chapter of the
'on hand, representatives will be
Explorer Post 45 returned
Daughters of the American
ready to answer any questions
from an eight-day tour of
Revolution.
you may have.
It is important that you have as
much information as possible in
order to be a smart consumer —
whether you are in the market for
WALTER L. APPERSON, Publisher
anew or used car, applying for a
TED DELANEY, Circulation & Production Manager
credit card, making a mail-order
DAVE REEVES, Advertising Manager
purchase or joining a health spa.
TAYLOR,
BOB
Classified
Manager
4(
knowledgeable
Being
and
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager
forewarned helps you to make the
The Murray Ledger & Times (USPS 308-7001
right decision before making an
The Murray Ledger & Times is published every afternoon except Sundays
Investment with your money and
July 4. Christmas Day. New Years Day and Thanksgiving Day by Murray
often prevents you from being
Newspapers Inc. 1001 Whitnell Dr , Murray, Ky 42071 Second Class Postage
taken advantage of
Paid at Murray. Ky 42071
My Consumer Protection DiviSUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by carriers $4 00 per month.
sion will assist you with any quespayable in advance By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Hardin.
tions or problems you may have
Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington. Ky . and Paris. Buchanan and Puryear.
Please call the Consumer ProtecTn $32 60 per year By mail to other destinations $49 50 per year
tion Hotline at 1-800-432-9257 or
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write the Office of the Attorney
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Division, 209 St Clair St
ray Ledger & Times
Frankfort, Ky 40601

looking back

forbidden among the hard-core
diembers. Pregnancy slows
down production. Children divert
attention and cause a change in
values.
So, members are coerced into
having abortions. That's funny in
a way, because the LaRouchites
have been trying to ingratiate
themselves with right-to-life
organizations by saying they are
against abortion.
Just as Stalin used brainwashing and bullying to convince
his people that only he knew all
the answers to everything,
LaRouche used the same tactics
to convince his ninnies that only
he could save the world and only
they could help him do it. If they
did only what he told them to do.
LaRouche began doing this in
the 1970s — a process he called
Operation Mop Up.
It consisted of group sessions in
which the members were forced
to reveal the most intimate
details about themselves. They
underwent vicious psychological
pounding. Some gave up and quit.
Those who stayed became totally submissive and dependent on
LaRouche and the organization.
As a former member told me:
"Even if some of the stuff sounded crazy, there was always
something that made a little
sense. And many of us had been
involved for so many years, we
didn't really have anything else
in our lives. We had been cut off
from the real world so long. So it
was hard to leave., It involved
telling yourself that you had- wasted a big piece of your life."
So why, you might ask, does an
organization with a communist
origin and so many former
munist members, now sou
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by john cunniff

business mirror

Global stock market a possibility
NEW YORK (AP — Some
day, it seems likely, the stock
markets of the world will be
linked into a 24-hour market.
giving the serious investor no
relief from the quotation tape.
The first big move in that
direction is scheduled for next
Tuesday, when, if no hitch
develops, the London Stock Exchange links with NASDAQ to
trade almost instant pricing information on U.S. and European
stocks
The electronic bridge will give
dealers and investors on either
side of the ocean direct access,
via computers and display
screens, to prices of about 600
stocks. some 300 from each
market More stocks will be added later
For NASDAQ — the National
Association of Securities
Dealers Automated Quotation —
the link is a coup.
NASDAQ is a 15-year-old electronic market — an over-thecounter market It has no
trading floor, instead, 440
dealers — from Merrill Lynch to
small regional brokers — exchange pricing information on
electronic screens.
The London Exchange has a
floor, in which brokers interact

face to face, but it is in the process of abandoning it in favor of
an electronic dealer market.
modeled on NASDAQ and called
Stock Exchange Automated
Quotation.
NASDAQ and SEAC are, as
they say in the computer
business, compatible.
Such electronic markets are
likely to be models for the global
market, which eventually seems
destined to be In such a world.
stocks of the various nations
would be available for trading
around the clock.
"The push for the 24-hour
global stock market is on." says
Gordon S. Macklin, president of
the National Association of
Securities Dealers
Over the past 12 months, the
markets of Britain, France,
West Germany, Switzerland.
Sweden. Australia and Japan
have outperformed the very
robust U.S. stock market And
some of the best-performing
U S mutual funds last year
were those specializing in
foreign stocks
In spite of their interest.
however, relatively few
Americans have dipped their
wallets into those markets, leaving that for the professionals
Lack of information is one

reason. lack of access another
But electronic screens in
NASDAQ member's offices now
can call up the names 9.1 dealers
and the prices they are asking
for the stocks in which they
make markets — that is. the
stocks they buy and sell for their
own portfolios.
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—conimunityr events

CCHS honor roll for period is released
•

41,

The Calloway County
High School honor roll
for the third nine weeks
has been released by
school officials and is as
follows:
9th Grade
Tim Armstrong.
Shane Black, Angela
Brown, Peggy Chadwick. Karen Dale,
Donald Dick, Amy
Ferguson. Kelly Geurin.
* Vickie Herndon,
*Angela Herndon,
41so: Gina Harris,
Heidi Heiss. Gina
Gooch, Darla Gremore,
* Kimberly Lough.
*Rhoda Jones, Kevin
Kelly, Richard Lovins,
Laura Jones, Kathy
Musser, Lisa Nanney,
Also: Patrick Robinson. Patrick Orr, Wendy
Peiper. Shane Seavers.
JoAnn Slayden. Renee
Thweatt, Chantal
Walker, Jon Wuest and
Heather Walston.
10th Grade
Lori Adams, *Tracy
Banks. Carey Alexander, Allana Bearsby,

William Brown. Trevor
Coleman, Charlotte
Dawson, James Dowdy.
Raybo Dunn, John
Eells,
Also Karen. Elkins,
Anisha Frizzell, Nathan
Futrell. Jennifer
Geurin. Tracy Henry,
Vickie Grady. *Roger
Herndon, Patrick Gupton. Jennifer Hill, Joanna Gibbs.
Also: Richard Hill.
Kim Higgins, Tammy
Hodges, Pam Huston,
Corey Lambert, Tammy Markle: Shay Mitchell, Melissa Smith,
Susan Prescott.
Also: Tommy
Sallengs, Christy
Raspberry, Amanda
Sims. Kristen Ruccio,
Bethany Thompson.
Chad Stubblefield.
Stephanie Wilson and
Matt Yuill.
11th Grade
*Jamie Anglin,
*Eerie Atkins,
*Shalisha Bandarra,
*Rhonda Barrett. Andy
Adams. Eric Barrett.

ostun
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Also: *Jody
Burkeen, *Kelli
Burkeen,* Jeanne Carroll, Todd Bohannon,
Alesia Covey. Suzanne
Coleman, Carol Cunningham, Regina Dowdy,
Tonia Erkman. *Marcia Grimes,
Also: *Stephanie
Hays, Penny Futrell,
Sherry Glassco, Buffy
Greer, Joycelyn Hardin.
Kelly Haskins. Angela

SAT. NIGHT

* Country Ham Dinner
*21 pc. Shrimp Dinner
*8 oz. Chopped Beef Steak
All served with coleslaw your choice

of potatc

and our own homemade rolls

$395
Your Choice Only

Boston Tea Party, U.S. 641 S.,
Holiday Inn — 6 a.m.-10 p.m.
Everyday — 753-0910
'Good Food, Good Service and Great
American Value are still in style!

Lunch menus for the chicken fried steak with
Calloway schools'for the gravy. Tuesday —
week of April 21-25 have turkey club sandwich,
been released as taco salad. Wednesday
follows. Fresh fruits, — deli roast beef, sliced
vegetables, deserts and turkey with gravy.
drinks are available Thursday — tacos,
daily.
sausage/biscuit/egg.
Calloway County High Friday
bar-b-que
School
sandwich, lasagne.
Pizza, hamburgers,
Calloway County
cheeseburger and salad
Middle School
bar are available daily.
Salad bar and pizza
Monday — corn dog,
re available daily.

The Theta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will meet Monday, April 21, at
730 p.m. at the club house. Lois Sparks. a
retired teacher, will present the program on
"Illiteracy in Kentucky," Hostesses will be
Alexa Starks and Gayle McGregor. At the March
meeting of the department, Darwin Kelsey,
director of the National Museum. Boy Scouts of
America, was the guest speaker. He showed
slides of the proposed museum and of plans for
its opening in May. Kelsey expressed the need
for volunteers to help in various places in the
museum. Hostesses were Margaret Cavitt and
Jo Burkeen.

Buser to be speaker
Jeffrey Buser, assistant professor of
economics at Murray State University, wil be
one of three speakers at a banking seminar Monday. April 21, at Paducah Community College.
"Has Deregulation Led to More of Less Competition' will be Buser's topic for the session,

ROPER
OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT

FINANCING
AVAILABLE

SPRING INTO
SUMMER SALE

Best deal of the season
on the Roper
LT11 lawn tractor.
SPECIAL PRICE
$

1499

•Durable I I hi svrichro
balanced Briggs & Stratton
Indust nal Commercial
engine
•Dependable 5-speed In line
.ransaide
•38-rich mower deck
standard equipment
•Rugged channel frame
construction
•2 year limited warranty

FINANCING
AVAILABLE

Friday, April 18
Twin Lakes RV Camping Club will have their
April meeting at Piney
Campgrounds Friday
through Sunday. C.W.
Jones will be
wagonmaster.

— — — —
The second night of a
revival will be held at
Calvary Baptist Church
at 6:30. Rev. David
Gossum will be the
evangelist.
— — — —
The Murray Singles
Connection will meet at
People's Bank parking
lot at 6 p.m. and will eat
and attend Aurora
Music Barn.
— — — —
The second night of a
held at
Monday — roast beef ham and cheese. Tues- revival will be
United
Hill
Temple
sandwich, grilled day — crispy fish, hamMethodist Church at 7
cheese with soup. Tues- burger. Wednesday —
Rev. Nowell
p.m.
day — chicken sand- speghetti/meat sauce,
Bingham of Murray
wich, crispy fish. corn dog. Thursday —
First Methodist will be
Wednesday — corn dog,
fried chicken, blt with the evangelist.
lasagne. Thursday —
cheesesticks. Friday —
— — — —
pizzaburger, chicken
burritoes/chili, grilled
There will be a Spring
nuggets. Friday —
sandwich.
Festival at Calloway
turkey club sandwich, cheese
Breakfast is served at County High School
taco.
Calloway elementary 7:30 a.m. each day at from 6:30 to 9 p.m.
schools
the three elementary
There- will be round
Monday — taco, hot schools.
and square dancing
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at
the Lynn Grove Roller
Rink. Featured wil be
the Sharecroppers
scheduled at 7 p.m. in the theater of the Fine Arts
Band.
Building at PCC. "Banking Today: An Assessment" is the theme fr the seminar, which is free
Saturday, April 19
and open to the public. Joining Buser on the proThere will be a Pangram are Alton Gilbert, vice president of the
cake Breakfast and
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, discussing
yard sale starting at 6
"What Existing Studies Reveal on the Effects of
a.m. at The ,Martin's
Interstate Banking" and Congressman Carroll
Chapel U'nited
Hubbard speaking about "Current Concerns on
Methodist Church.
Bank Regulation Before Congress."
An early prenatal
class willbe held from 9
to 11 a.m. in the third
floor classroom of
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Wortham. Rt. 1, Box 201A,
Murray-CallowaY CounMurray, are the parents of a son, Tyler Aaron,
ty Hospital.
eight pounds, six ounces. 21 inches,born Satur— — — —
day, April 12 at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The Worthams have another son, Gary
Ryan, 22 months. The father is presently
employed at Farrington Airport, Paducah.
Grandparents are Mrs. Shirley ,Warren, Murray: Mr. and Mrs. C.D. Cook, Elizabethtown,
Mr. and Mrs. Youel Wortham, Rt. 1., Murray.
Great-grandparents are the late Mr. and Mrs.
MIAMI (AP) — Mel
Tom Manis, Murray; Mrs. and Mrs. Clyde Cook,
Fisher will be portrayed
Rt. 6, Murray; Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Wortham,
by Cliff Robertson in
Paragould, Ark. and the late Mr. and Mrs.
"Dreams of Gold," a
Maylon Rose, Deerborn, Mich.
made-for-TV movie on
the treasure salvor's
life, according to
spokesmen for Fisher
Mrs. Rita Kelso. Rt. 7. Box 352, Murray. had
and Interplanetary
her name drawn for a prize at the Chestnut
Productions.
Grove AME Church of Hazel on April 13. Mrs
The sunken mother
Kelso was awarded a basket of groceries worth
lode
of the Nuestra
$30 or more.
Senora de Atocha was
discovered by Fisher's
son. Kane, and a diving
crew 41 miles off Key
The Paducah Symphony Orchestra will be
West last July.
presenting a concert Sunday, April 27 at 3 p.m. in
Fisher's wife,
Lovett Auditorium at Murray State University.
Delores, will be played
The concert is sponsored by Murray Shrine Club
by Loretta Swit, son
in conjunction with Murray State University
Kim will be played by
with special assistance provided by Business
William Zabka and
Committee for the Arts of the local chamber of
Kane by Brut Toms.
commerce. Tickets are $5 for students and $7 for
CBS is expected to
adults and are available at the following places:
chamber of commerce, Framers Gallery, Pier I
broadcast the movie in
Imports and the Curris Center Information
September, InDesk.
terplanetary said

Worthams have son

Robertson
to portray
Mel Fisher

Rita Kelso wins prize

Symphony concert set

MOVIES IN
MURRAY

Best deal of the season
on the new Roper
YTH16 Hydrostatic
Drive yard tractor.
•4-1
h rnoveer deck
.,1,4i.c1 as standard
eq,nprne,,t.
•r
hp, MO Clutch
▪ ,e• 1....LIed warrant,

SPECIAL MICE

$269995
•Heavy duty 18 PIP twin
cylinder Boggs & Stratton
IndustnaVCortimercial engine
•Slav:lard 44'3-blade mover

CHERI 3

EY PIT
TOM HANKS
SHELLEY LONG
>

=
1-

Repotmakaemplit
2 Year Limited Warranty

ALL SEASONS LAWN & LEISURE

POLICE ACADEMY 3:
BACK IN TRAINING
RUN FOR COVER! Cl
(1:30, 3:10) 7:05.8:55

(1:30, 3:20) 7:10, 9:00

offe•At5

STEVEN SPIELBERG Presents
Iail
it
i4AN

Ralph Mocchio
Joe Seneca

El

r (1:30, 3:20) 7:10, 9:10
•Trne tested 6-speed Roperbuilt t ransmde.
•Electric 11O clutch
•Full range of optional
anactrnerits for year -round
service
•2-year knitted warrants,

LUXURIOUS
ROCKING
CHAIR SEATS

MURRAY THEATRES
ar CIOSE

$249595
054T,(41h hem
I-42.1,,,steLt., dry.•L.,, s, tAh , 'II

BARGAIN MATINEES
SAT.& SUN. CINE & CHEM

Cheri • Cine • 24 HR. TEL. 753-3314

SPECIAL PIK(

Save big when you buy
a new Roper garden
tractor now.

205 N. 4th

Also. Randy Sons, Mary Etansen, Mark
Cindy Tucker, Jason Jones, Kerr Rhonda.
Winchester. Denise Debbie Key,
Wolke, Stacy Woods and
Also: LeAnn
Kevin Young.
Lockhart, Lisa Morgan,
12th Grade
Brooks Barton, John Linda Noel, Amberly
Bray, Michael Brunn. Moss, Lisa Meador,
Dana Cunningham. Kim *Regina Peeler,
Darnell, Ray Coursey, Charles Rogers, Kelli
*siDana McCuiston, Pierce, Lori Roberts,
*Marcia Ford. Brian
Also: Jody Price.
Duncan, Russell Dunn.
Staci Tidwell, Carolena
Also: Michelle Ford, Todd, Jeanne (Thorn)
Tim Garland, *Lisa Underhill, *Beth
Lewellyn, *Darin Lof- Woodall, Tim Weathertis, *Marilyn Mc. ford and Sherri
Callon, Jennifer Jarrett. Gallimore.

County school lunch menus listed

Theta Dept. to meet

Something for everyone every

AND

Nicole Bazzell, Laura
Bearsby, Tim Black.
Michael Anderson.

DATEBOOK

e a /J LIM

FRI

Hendrick, *Angie Huff,
Tina Hudson,
Also: Anne-Marie
Hoke, Rodney Jones,
*Stephanie Lucas.
*Angela McClard,
*Jody Lassiter, Natalie
McDougal, Liz Marquardt. Robert
Knight,* Jeff Orr,
*Wendy Parker,
Also: *LeeAnn
Rayburn, Shayne Morris. Tina Morris. Tonya
Murdock. *Stacy
Taylor, Kim Rose, Connie Ross, Monty Satterwhite. Tracy Scott.
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r

(I:30, 3:35) 7:05, 9:15
0.14clesitr's( I

011/4VIDE() CLUB
1008 ChesInul SlIvel
Murray. Kentucky

1:=1

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

Stik

SLEEPING
BEAUTY,,.
11v
r 'ISO *At,0.3,
FINIAL SHO%imis

NEW ARRIVALS

SAT. L St N. ONLY (1:30) ONLY

COMMANDO
INVASION U.S.A.
WITNESS
EXCALIBUR
KISS OF THE SPIDER WOMAN

He fought his first battle
on the Scottish
Highlands in 1536.

Mon-Sat • II a.m. 10 p.m.
Sun. & Holidays • I p.m. 10 p.m.

ififilLeW2g1
*Seen Connery
(3:05) 7:00. 9:05

Murray

753-4110

The U.S. Coast Guard
Auxiliary Murray
flotilla will offer
courtesy marine examinations for boats up
to 26 feet in length at the
Bel Air Center.
— — — —
Twin Lakes RV Camping Club will hold their
April meeting at Piney
Campgrounds. A
potluck will be held at
night. C.W. Jones will be
wagonmaster.
— — — —
Saturday, April 19
The Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will have
a bake sale, house, bedding. and perennial
plants, white elephants
and miscellaneous
items at the Club House
parking lot at 704 Vine
Street from 9 a.m. to
noon.
— — — —
Calvary Baptist
Church will hold the
final night of a revival
at 6:30 p.m. Bro. David
Gossum will be the
evangelist.
— — — —
P.E.O. Sisterhood,
Chapter M. will hold a
luncheon meeting at
noon in the home of Mrs.
Harry Sparks.
— — — —
Temple Hill United
Methodist will hold the
final night of a revival
at 7 p.m. Rev. Nowell
Bingham of First
Methodist will be the
evangelist.
— — — —
The Murray Shrine
Club will hold its monthly social at the Boston
Tea Party at the Holiday Inn beginning at 6
— — — —
The Bel Air Merchants Association will
sponsor a boat show at
the Bel Air Center.
..11111•1111••

Sunday, April 20
A Boat Show will be
held at the Bel Air
Center sponsored by the
Bel Air Merchants
Association.
— — — —
The first day of a
"Good News America,
God Loves You" revival
at Coldwater Baptist
Church will be held at 11
a.m. and at 6 p.m. The
evangelist will be Dr.
Roger Oldham.
— — — —
The Twin Lakes RV
camping Club wil conclude their April
meeting at Piney
Campgrounds.
— — — —
The U.S. Coast Guard
Auxiliary Murray
flotilla will offer
courtesy marine examinations for boats up
to 26 feet in length at the
Bel Air center.
— — — —
Murray Pre-School
Co-op will hold an open
house at 2 p.m. A
presentation will begin
at 2 p.m.
— — — —
Cherry Corner Baptist
Church will hold a
"Good News America,
God Loves You" revival
beginning at 11 a.m. and
6 p.m.. Bro. James
Binkley will be the
evangelist.
— — — —
Monday, April 21
The second night of a
"Good News America.
God Loves You" revival
at Cherry Grove Baptist
Church will be held at 7
p.m. with Bro. James
Binkley as the
evangelist.
— — — —
The center for International Programs NonFormal Education Cornmitte will hold a
meeting at 7 p.m. in the
Mississippi Room of the
Curris Center.
— — — —
The Murray Calloway
County hospital Auxiliary volunteers will
meet at 11:30 a.m.
— — — —
The second night of a
"Good News America,
God Loves You" revival
will be held at 7 p.m.
with Dr. Roger Oldham
as the evangelist.
— — — —
The Penny
Homemakers will hold a
meeting with Mrs. Ruth
Parker at 1 p.m.

THE Mt KRA

Light bulb,
broom sale
slated by
Lions Club

4;ath.

The annual Light Bulb
and Broom Sale of the
Murray Lions Club will
be held Monday and
Tuesday, April 21 and
22. Members of the local
service club will be going door-to-door
throughout the city on
these dates, offering a
full range of light bulbs,
broom and mops.
Proceeds from the
sale, as in past years,
will be used to help
finance the club's community betterment efforts. The chief
beneficiary is the sight
conservation program,
through which eye
glasses and prescription
assistance are made
available to school age
youth who cannot obtain
these necessities
otherwise.
An incidental benefit
is that items in the sale
are either produced or
packaged by visually
handicapped workers,
so every purchase helps
to provide gainful
employment for them..
Sales will being at 5
p.m. on each of the two
days. Members of the
Murray Lions Club will
appreciate your help in
making this another
successful fund raising
event, in order that they
may, in turn, render
needed services in the
community.

nit

Frank Montgomery, Richard Tuck,and pill Bailey, president, display some
of the items that will be on sale during tlie annual Lions Club Light Bulb and
Hroorn 'ale.

Dealt,

By Abigail

$Agy

Van Buren

DEAR HUNG UP: Regardless
of how you feel about each other,
if she's charging you for sex,
she's a prostitute, and you're
one of her customers. And if you
marry her and approve her
"working" during the daytime,
Nou should have your head
examined.
•*•

DEAR ABBY: I used to dream of
being a doctor. But somehow that
dream has changed. Now I want to
become a registered nurse, perhaps
specializing in*diatric nursing.
My parents artr-not very happy
about my decision. It's my future. If I
can only make them understand that
I will not be happy studying medicine. My heart is set on taking care of
people in a way that nurses do.
I am a high school senior and

The newborn and
dismissals for April 16
at .Murra.x-Callo.wqy
Count Hospital have
been released as
follows:
Newborn
Massey baby girl,
Mary and Scott, Rt. 1,
Puryear.
Dismissals
Mrs. Barbara Boyd,
Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Patricia Oliver, Rt. 1,
Hazel; Mr. Joseph
Sledd, Rt. 1, Murray.
Mrs. Debra Valdez,
Rt 2. Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Carla Jones and baby

must make some decisions about my
career. Can you help me? I am a
male, if that makes a difference.
R.N. OR M.D.?
DEAR R.N.: It makes no difference whatsoever. Follow your
heart; the world needs more
nurses with your dedication and
enthusiasm. Tell your parents
what you have expressed so well
in your letter to me.
* ••

DEAR ABBY: My son (I'll call
him Johnny) is being married next
month. Three years ago he fathered
a son out of wedlock. (I'll call the
boy Billy.) It was no love affair—he
grew up with this girl. They were
just pals. After a big party one
night, this thing just happened.
Johnny offered to marry her, but
she refused.
He pays child support, but he
rarely sees Billy or Billy's mother.
Not many people know about this,
but my husband and I consider Billy
our grandson, and we see him and
his mother often and do what we
can for them.
Now the problem: Billy's mother
wants him to attend his father's
wedding. Johnny doesn't care one
way or the other, but the bride
doesn't want the child there. She
knows all about him and has even
seen him a few times.
Billy's mother is demanding that
the boy attend his father's wedding.
I don't think this is the place for
him. How can I get the mother of our
lovely grandson to change her mind?
MONTANA GRANNY
DEAR GRANNY:Tell her that
this is the bride's day,and it's her
wish that the child not attend the
wedding. And if you have any
influence with your son, please
stress the importance ofsupporting his bride in her decision.

I m Es
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Rainey's
Day
By Rainey Apperson
The Masters had all of the ingredients of a fairy tale ending
last Sunday afternoon, amid the
azaleas and dogwoods in
Augusta, Georgia. Jack
Nicklaus, at the age of 46, won
the Masters for a record breaking sixth time, and his son,
Jackie who is also a golfer, was
his caddy.
In a later interview, Jack said
he had tears in his eyes several
times, striding down the last
couple of fairways, when the
fans kept giving him a standing
ovation.
Charlotte and James Parker
sat with us at the Chamber Dinner on Monday night, and they
were reminiscing abut being at
the Masters Golf Tournament in
1983, when Seve Ballesteros
won. Charlotte declares that
Seve has the most piercing eyes
that just seem to look straight at
you. He totally charmed the
Parkers. I think we all know that
Seve Ballesteros will probably
win the Masters again
sometime.
Sunday was simply Jack's
day, and he was not to be denied
— thank goodness.
Spring break must have been
a pleasant time for most
students and teachers. Beth
Belote and I were ch
g this
week about her breallEe saw
some snow, when she went up
east to visit her son and his family. Most folks went south for the

break, and found perfect
weather.
After spring break, the
women's golf and tennis associations for the Murray Country
Club, and Oaks Country Club,
crank up for the spring and
summer.
Bruce Payne has recently
been hired to work as the tennis
pro at the Murray Country Club,
and he has been very busy this
week with his tennis camps.
They are helpful to get the
women tennis players in the
groove.
Gayle Foster and Martha Andrus will serve as tennis
chairmen and Ethelene McCallon and Euldene Robinson
will serve as golf chairmen at
the Murray Country Club.
Oaks golf chairmen is Shirley
Wade, and their ladies day golf
started on Wednesday.
When Beth Belote and I were
touching on several subjects,
one was the subject of naps —
She said one of the wonderful
things abut being married to
Jack and being in the Belote
family was the family tradition
of taking afternoon naps. She
said that Jack's sister, Alice and
her husband, Wells Purdom,
always sent the family members
off for a nap right after lunch. I
have another friend who said
she hasn't had a nap since she
was two years old. Just a 15
minute nap during a busy day

can make you feel very refreshed of totally blanked out — just
depends on the person — as they
say "different strokes for dif
ferent folks."
The selection of Sid Easley as
"Citizen of the Year" at the
Chamber dinner was a popular
choice. The civic work hours
that Sid puts in for Murray(an
not be counted. He richly
deserved the honor.
The Paducah Symphony Orchestra will make its first public
appearance outside Paducah
when it performs Sunday. April
27, at 3 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium on the campus of
Murray State University.
The 76-member orchestra
under the direction of Robert
Baar who recently retired from
the music faculty at MSU.
The Murray performance ot
the Paducah Symphony Orchestra is sponsored by the Mur
ray Shrine Club in conjuntion
with Murray State University
Special assistance is provided
by the Murray-Calloway
Chamber of Commer(-Business Committee for the
Arts.
Tickets for the April 27 perfor
mance are $7 for adults and
for students. Tickets a! 4'
available now at the Murray
Calloway County Chamber ot
Commerce, (502 ) 753-517:
Framers Gallery in Murray
Dixieland Center, 15021 753-0077
Pier I Imports in Murray's Hr.,Air Shopping Center, I 5(c2 •
753-1851; and the Curris Centei
Information desk on the M:s1
campus,(502 762-2020.
Tickets may be purchased :•,
person or reserved by phone.

Newborns and dismissals announced by hospital

Man's $100-an-Hour Romance
May Not Add Up to Marriage
DEAR ABBY: I have a problem I
don't know how to deal with. I'm,a
44-year-old divorced man-*ho does
a lot of traveling for a small business
I own. One night I saw an ad in the
newspaper for a "dating service." I
was lonely, so I called the number
and the service sent a pretty lady to
my room. She said for $100 an hour
she would do anything I wanted to
do, so we went to bed.
After seeing her off and on for
seven months, I have fallen in love
with her. When I told her how I felt,
she said she loved me,too. Then we
talked about marriage. She's 35,
divorced, and has a 12-year-old son
in boarding school.
She said if we get married she
wants to continue working for a
while as she has a lot of debts to pay;
she also said that her work would not
interfere with our marriage as she
would work only during the daytime.
Meantime,she still charges $100 an
hour and says that after we are married, I won't have to pay her.
What are your views on this?
HUNG UP IN HOUSTON

LED4.ER &

Bookmobile
stops listed
The Library
Bookmobile will make
the following stops during the week of April
22-24:
Tuesday, April 22
Dexter — 10-11:30
a.m . ; Ross — 11 :30
am.-noon; Futrell — 1-2
p.m.; Max Bonner
Grocery — 2-2:30 p.m.;
Boggass — 3-4 p.m.
Wednesday, April 23
Grogan — 10-11-30
a.m.; Taylor
(Crossland) 10:30-11
a.m.: Crossland 11-11:30
a.m.; Rex Gallimore —
11:30 am.-noon; Hazel
Senior Citizens —
noon-1:30; Moore-Hale
Road — 2-4 p.m.
Thursday, April 24
Hamlin — 10
a.m.-noon; Kingings —
noon -12 : 30 p.m.;
Calhoun — 12:30-1 p.m.
Ernstberger — 1:30-3
p.m.; Mohondro —
3:30-4 p.m.

COME TO THE

girl, Rt. 1, Benton.;
Miss Karen, Fox and
baby girl, Rt.._.
84 Box 15,
Murray.
Ms. Deborah Ross,
and baby boy, Shady
Oaks Trailer Park, Murray; Mrs. Rhonda Wortham and baby boy, Rt.
1, Murray; Mrs. Cheryl
Dudenhofer, Rt 4, Paris,
Tenn.
Mrs. Eugenia Ross,
HCBox 137A, Hamlin;
Mr. Joseph Foster, 1604
Parklane, Murray; Mr.
Bowden. Ford, Rt. 4,
Murray.
— — — —
The dismissals for
April 17 at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital have been
released as follows:
Mrs. Shirley Duncan,

P.O. Box 413, Murray;
Mrs. Eunice Thweatt, Vine, Murray;
Miss Debra Norman, Rt Rt. 1. Murray; Miss Esther Doores, Rt. 1.
5. Benton, Mr.,_ Mary JeCknals1....0.-PATOY-.
Kirksey.
_
Bishop, Box 10", New
Concord.
Mr. Steven Salyer, Rt
1, Hardin; Ms. Jean
Harvey, Murray Manor,
Murray; Mr. Richard
1104 Story
Eldridge, Riveria
Courts, Murray.
753-4567
Mr. Rex Laughlin, Rt.
2, Mayfield; Mrs. Joetta
Lawrence and baby boy,
We are happy to anRt. 3, Box 303, Murray;
nounce that Jan Rose,
Mrs. Myrtle Duncan,
bride-elect of Lyndon
.Rt. 6, Murray; Mrs.
Wheeler, has selected
Lavada Garland, 406
her decorating acSycamore, Murray.
cessories from our
bridal registry. Jan and •
Mr. Frederic FairLyndon
will be married
field, 2103 Edinborough,
June 21
Murray; Mrs. Lucy
Rickman, 1500 London
Dr., Murray; Mrs. Vida
Kimbro, Rt. 4 Murray.
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Local churches announce plans for Sunday services
Various churches in
the city and county have
released information
concerning their services on Sunday. April 6,
to the Murray Ledger dr
Times as follows:
— — — —
First United
Methodist Church
Rev. Nowell Bingham
will be preaching on
"The Marks of
Discipleship" with
scripture from Galations 1:1-12 at the morning worship services at
5.30 and 10:50 a.m at
the First United
Methodist Church.
Sunday School is at
945 a m.
7th & Poplar
Church of Christ
Rev John Dale will
speak on "New
Deacons; New
Ministries'' at the 7th St
Poplar Church of Christ
morning services at 8:30
and 10 40 a.m.
Rev Dale will speak
on "Some Basic
Beliefs" at the evening
worship at 6 p.m.
Poplar Spring
Baptist Church
Pastor Chester P.
Culver will be preaching
at the 11 a.m. worship
hour on the subject
"God So Able." Dan
Hargrave will lead the
congregational singing
and the choir in singing
I've Got Good News."
At the organ will be
Hazel Brandon and at
the piano will be Carol
Kelly. Children's church
is also at 11 a.m under
the director of Tray
Garland.
At the evening worship service at 6:30

p.m., the pastor will
speak on "The Oldest
Sin In The World."
Sunday School is at 10
a.m. under the direction
of Marty Futrell and
Church Training is at
5:30 p.m. Both have
classes for all ages.
— — — —
Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church
There will be special
singing at Lynn Grove
United Methodist
Church at 1:30 p.m.
Featured groups will be
the Liberty Boys and
The Impressions.
— — — —
First Presbyterian
Church
The Rev. Thomas
Schellingerhout will
have as his sermon topic
"When You Want to See
God", with scripture
from Matthew 5:8 at the
First Presbyterian
Church.
Church School
Assembly begins at 9:30
a.m. with classes for all.
A nursery is available
for all services.
— — — —
First Christian Church
Dr. David C. Roos,
pastor. will speak on "I
Am the Door" at the
Sunday worship service
of the First Christian
Church.
Candlelighter will be
Chip Richardson and
Emma Shaw; Elders
and Greeters will be
Doug Vander Molen and
Bailey Gore; Deacons
and Ushers will be Terri
Benton, Jean Fleming,
Henry Fulton, Robers
Hopkins. Karen
Olazabal, David fireves
and Bill Van Meter; Coleman McKeel will act as
Captain.
tr#

Treat yourself tonight'
8 oz. Ribeye

Worship leader will be
Raylene Gagel and the
scripture lesson on St
John 10:7-9 will be given
by Kim Garland.
— — — —
Goshen United
Methodist Church
Goshen United
Methodist Church will
hear the pastor, Rev.
Don Faulkner, speak at
the 11 a.m worship service. Don Woods will be
the lay assistant.
The children's group
will sing some special
numbers directed by
Debbie Woods.
Charlie Proffitt will
direct the music with
Pat Brum and Suzanne
Coleman as the
accompanists.
Sunday school will
begin at 10 a.m. and Bible study at 6:30 p.m.
— — — —
First Baptist Church
Pastor Greg Earwood
will speak at the First
Baptist Church morning
worship service at 10:45
a.m. and at the evening
services at 7 p.m.
Sunday school begins
at 9:30 a.m.
David Parker is serving as Deacon of the
Week.
— — — —
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist
Church
A group of young
Christian artists will be
giving their witness
through drama and personal testimony during
the worship hour at
South Pleasant Grove
Sunday morning at the
10:45 a.m. service.
These youths are
head-quartered in St.
Louis, Mo. and crisscross the United States
these kind of settings.
They will entertain, inspire and _challenge you..
Everyone, especially
youths, are invited to
come and experience
these performers.

Lake-Land
Apostolic Church
Rev James H Cain,
pastor, will present the
second in the series of
lessons entitled "Our Inheritance" from I Peter
1:4 and the book of
Hebrews in the 10 a m.
preaching, teaching session at Lake-Land
Apostolic Church.
At the 6 p.m. service,
Dan Walker will begin a
new series of lessons entitled "Diseases of The
Soul." The Evangelistic
service will begin at 7
p.m.
The Lake -Land
Apostolic Church is
located at 402 Sunbury
Circle.
— — — —
Russell Chapel United
Methodist Church
Worship service at
Russell Chapel United
Methodist Church will
be held at 9:45 a.m. with
the minister, Rev. Marvin L. Napier, speaking
on "God's Called-Out
People." with scripture
Colossians 3:1-4 and I
Peter 2:9.
Church school will be
held at 10:45 a.m.
— — — —
Palestine United
Methodist Church
Church school will be
held at 10 a.m. under the
direction of Eugene
Rudolph, church school
superintendent.
The minister, Rev.
Marvin L. Napier. will
speak at the worship
services at 11 a.m. and 6
p.m. Rev. Napier will
speak on "God's CalledOut People" at the morning service with scripture Colossians 3:1-4
and I Peter 2:9.
— — — —
Grace Baptist Church
Rev. R.J. Burpoe,
pastor. will eliver the
message at/he morning
and evening services of
Grace Baptist Church.
Morning service is at

Includes choice of
potato, tossed salad, &
french bread
Thurs Fri & Sat Evening Only
April 17th • 19th

'425

ALL YOU CAN EAT BONELESS
FISH OR CATFISH STEAKS

'425 Every
Homeplace Family Restaurant
Thurs Fri & Sat Eveniny

1906 Coldwater Rd.

759-1864

Paducah
Symphony Orchestra
Robert Baar, Conductor
Sylvia Kersenbaum,
Guest Pianist

Sunday, April 27
3 p.m.
Lovett Auditorium
Murray State University
$5 students
$7 adults
Tickets on sale now at
Chamber of Commerce,
Framers Gallery in Dixieland Center,
Pier I Imports in Bel-Air Shopping Ctr,,
Curris Center Information Desk
Southern Optical
Sponsored by Murray Shnme Club in conjunction with Murray State University Special
assistance provided by Business Committee for
"-t, 4

"Dang, that gives me the creeps.
... I wish she'd hurry up and scoop that guy out."

REVIVAL
April 20th-25th
Sunday: Worship Service 11 a.m.
Evening Service 6 p.m.
Mon.-Fri.: Worship Service 7 p.m.

James Binkley-Evangelist
Charles Anderson-Pastor

Cherry Corner
Baptist Church
Everyone Welcome!

1050 a.m. and evening
worship service is at
5 30 p.m.
Sunday school will be
at 945 a.m. under the
directio of James Rose.
superintendent. with
Regina Peeler,
organist, and Susan
Jones. pianist.
— — — —
Hazel Baptist Church
Cloys Bruce. revival
evangelist, will preach
at the 11 a.m. and 6:30
p.m. worship services at
the Hazel Baptist
Church.
Music for the services
will -be under the direction of Gene Orr Miller
with Oneida White as
pianist and Gwyn Key
as organist.
Sunday School with
Jackie Wilson as Director will be at 9:45 a.m.
and Church Training
with Gary Raspberry as
Director will be at 5:30.
Elm Grove
Baptist Church
The revival continues

Leaders — Followers
The story is told that
during one of the darkest
days of the American
Civil War, a message
was delivered to President Abraham Lincoln
informing him a certain
Brigadier General had
been captured by the
enemy. A member of his
cabinet, when he heard
the news, exclaimed;
"We can't fight a war
without generals. I suggest that you promote a
colonel immediately.
Create a new leader."
In his usual frank
fashion, President Lincoln grimly replied, "I
can promotea colonel-to
the rank of general with
the stroke of my pen, but
that won't make him a
leader. Leaders create
themselves." With that
statement, Mr. Lincoln
spoke a truth as old as
human
the
race:
LEADERS CREATE
THEMSELVES:
Jesus said, John 10:3-4
"He calleth his own
sheep by name, and
leadeth them out. He
goeth before them, and
the sheep follow him: V.
27 My sheep hear my
voice and I know them,
and they follow me."
There is a vast difference between leading
and driving. A vast difference between leadership and dictatorship.
We would do well to
notice phrases like, "And
leadeth them out," not
behind driving. And,"He
goeth before them,"
rather than from the
rear pushing them on. It
is very interesting to
note that in perhaps the
most beautiful and widely used passage in the Bible, Ps. 23, V. 2 "He
leadeth me beside the
still waters" V. 3 "He
leadeth me in the paths
of righteousness for his
name sake."
The study of the
history of any nation is a
study of it's leadership.
Study United States
History, and you will
study about Washington.
Jefferson,
Lincoln,
Roosevelts, etc.. you
cannot separate the
history of a nation and its
leadership. The same is
true with church history.
The same is true with a
church and church
organizations.
What is a leader?
Simply and clearly defin-

Murray High School Band

$300

Certified Mile°. e

Owner History

.11e.\ nit 1101(1 i. Sales, Inc.
Pre t hAnedI ar•

700 Alain
759-1839

VS11.:m H. CA1%. paslow
Lake Load 4poodoll.

leadership by being out perfectly content to be a
front leading but close complete follower in the
enough to his followers organizational structure.
that Mark 12:37 "And the
2. A follower must
common people heard have a leader: There is
him gladly."
not much a follower can
FOUR THINGS A do without a leader. A
LEADER MUST HAVE! follower should never
1. The desire to lead. 2. misuse or simply follow
Ability to lead. 3. A goal a leader for the loaves
and
direction.
4. and fishes. Followers,
Followers.
pray for your leadership,
THREE
CHAR- stay close enough behind
ACTERISTICS OF A that you can be reached
GOOD FOLLOWER:
and used. Be faithful.
1. The desire to be led: Hebrews 13:17 "Obey
We should remember them that have the rule
that everyone is a over you, and submit
follower, even your yourselves: for they
leader, is also a follower watch for your soul, as
in some respect. No man they that must give achas the right to lead un- count, that they may do
til he has experienced it with joy, and not with
following. While this grief: For that is unlesson has the pastoral profitable for you."
and saint relationship in
3. A goal and Direcmind, it also applies to tions: As the leader must
district or organizational have goals and direcwork
as
well. tions, so must you dear
Sometimes, a pastor, a followers. You are also a
leader of a local leader somewhere in
(('ont'd on page 16)
assembly,
will
be

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Miserable
failure: slang
5 Monk's title
8 Triumph
12 Bellow
13 Goddess of
healing
14 Outside
comb. form
15 Comfort
16 Simian
17 English
streetcar
18 Goes in
20 Essence
22 Negative
23 Exist
24 Explosions
27 Fragments
31 Is ill
32 A Gershwin
33 Bank
employee
37 Cultivated
Me land
40 October brew
41 Artificial
language
1
2
3
4
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1 Liberate
2 Bank
transaction
3 Kiln
4 Smooths the
feathers of
5 Sumptuous
meals
6 Tear
7 Places for
combat
in 8
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42 Burrowing
marsupial
45 Wealthy men
49 Cry of
Baccahanals
50 Employ
52 Wallop
53 Actual
54 Legal matters
55 "Lohengrin"
heroine
56 Sea eagles
57 Seine
58 Grate

8 Improve
9 Beige color
10 Heavenly
body
11 Heavy
volume
19 Decay
21 Part of circle
24 Cudgel
8 9
10 11
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25 Falsehood
26 Everyone
28 Goal
29 Before prefix
30 Mournful
34 Tags
35 Guido's high
note
36 Come back
37 Best
38 Girl's name
39 Thief
42 Existed
43 Above
44 Groan
46 Spanish pot
47 Foreman
48 Trade
51 Diocese
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Let Us Pay our way to
the Fiesta Bowl by
Helping You!

ed, a leader is one who
has followers and is
leading.
Without
followers then, it is obvious he is no leader. I
would really like to pose
a thought provoking
question. Which one is
more important, the
leader, or the follower?
To that question, I would
like to ask three more.
What can a leader do
without followers? What
can followers do without
a leader? Which job is
the hardest?
WHAT
IS
A
FOLLOWER? Again,
simply and clearly defined, a ttailower is one who
is folOving. A follower
should never follow so
far behind that he cannot
be seen, reached and used. Likewise, the leader
should never be so far
out front that his
followers cannot keep up
and they loose sight of
him. Jesus set the
perfect example for

53

CAR
WAS
H
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Price

Church of Christ will be
Robin Wadley.
The opening prayer at
the 8:30 a.m. service
will be given by Wayne
Williams and at the
10:50 a.m. service it will
be offered by Keith
Hays. The closing
prayer at the first morning service will be offered by E.C. Wallin and
at the late morning service by Roy Starks.
The evening service
will be a 6 p.m. with the
opening prayer offered
by George Gallagher
and the closing prayer
offered by John
Gallagher.
— — — —
First Baptist Church
Dr. Greg Earwood,
pastor, will deliver the
sermon at First Baptist
Church during the morning worship service at
10:45 a.m. At the evening service at 7 p.m. Dr.
Earwood will speak on
"The Family of God".
Sunday School begins
at 9:30 a.m.

Contemporary religious thought

CAR OF THE WEEK

Sat. 10 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Sun. 1:30-4:30 p.m.

Ikith Bro
Fred America, God Loves
Lowrance preaching at You" revival at the Colthe 11 a.m. service. dwater Baptist Church
Music will be under the beginning in the morndirection of Mitch Ash.
ing worship service at 11
Sunday School begins a.m. Services will also
at 10 a.m., Church be held at 6 p.m.
Training Union at 6 p.m.
Bro. George Culp is
and the Baptist Student the pastor, music direcUnion choir will be in tor is Bobby Manning,
the evening service at pianist is Marge West
6:45 p.m.
and organist is Jennifer
— — — —
Culp.
— — - —
Cherry Corner
Memorial Baptist
Baptist Church
A "Good News
Church
America, God Loves
Dr. Warner Earle
You" revival will begin Fusselle will be the
during the morning wor- guest speaker at
ship service at 11 a.m. ""Memorial Baptist
at the Cherry Corner Church during the morBaptist Church. Bro. ning worship at 10:50
James Binkley will be a.m.
the evangelist during
Deacon of the week
the revival which last will be Lester Garland.
Sunday school begins
until April 25.
Services will also be at 9:40 a.m.
held at 6 p.m.
— — — —
University Church
— — — —
Coldwater Baptist
of Christ
Memorial Baptist
The speaker at the
Dr. Roger Oldham morning worship serwill be the evangelist at vices at 8:30 a.m. and
at "Good News 10:50 a.m. at University
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3 For 1.00
Stepping Stones

EP

60'-5/8" Reg. 12.96

5.00

•

sir

Super 60
Radial Belt

For

1Cu ft

10.97

WAI:MART

Fishing
Contest
*Prizes Awarded
Weekly

Smoke 'N Grill
•Moisturizes &
tenderizes up to
50 lbs.
'Use as meat
& vegetable
roaster, BBQ
or smoker
•Reg. 38.93

16"(Hex) Reg. 6.28

5.47

33000

(12" sq.) 18" circle
Reg. 4.97 4.27
(12" circle)
Reg. 3.97 3.27

•

April 2nd
Fish Types

April 30th
*Jr. Division
15 yrs. & under
*Sr. Division
16 yrs. or older

'1. Black Bass
2. Catfish
3. Crappie
4. Striper

Sale Ends Monday
April 21st
Hwy. 641 North
M-S, 9-9, Sun. 12-6
wAl

MART

ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE

POLICY -

VISA

'Includes Tap-N-Go
•10- Trimmer
'Double Insulation
'Extension Cord
Retainer
'Trigger handle
w/recessed plug
'Adjustable
Assist Handle
'Reorder No. 1210

11 Piece Sierra
Garden Set
Mesquite
Charcoal
'Reg. 69.00
•4 Chairs
•4 Matching
Seats &
Back
Cushions, one
61/2 ft.
umbrella

10"
Electric
Weed
Eater

Wind Chimes

64.00

by Russco III Inc.
'Reg. 7.94
Similar to illustration

Mesquite
Charcoal
66.6 Oz.
'Reg. 1.96

6.77

/

'Reg. 28.94

1.66

25.00

s

Vinyl
Table Cloths

Loyalty

1 Gallon
Sprayer

Wall Mount
Hose Reel
'Model No. 470B
'Reg. 18.92

'Model No. 2001
'Req. 14.88

rf

Similar to illustration

El D 111 El
Leaf Rake
•48 Handles
65 Overall length

Ns/

2 Ft. Cape Cod Wood Fence
PiH

Wal Marl Se'ls

3/2.00
LeSs • Vs il-Mart Ser s

-

•52-x52-, 52"x70'
52"x90", 60" round
'Printed vinyl
•Machine washable
'Reg. 3.00

•r
•-;

114117i

,

11.96

15.96
Eli El

.• 7
e,* =

•Hardwood handle
•22 tines
baked enamel finish

2.27

2 For 5.00

Assorted
Prints

American Made
Hibachi
Model No. 6017
Reg. 6.97

5.92

Lass • Wal Mart Sells for Less • Wal-Mart Sells for Less • Wal-Mart Sells for Less • Wal Mart Sells for Less • lia...vivf sells for L ess e
W.11 Mart Sells for

Less • WI? WV, Sells Sells
for

luircrwa

Poly Swhiel

MIZIIELEWILIMILEIMEMEEE

Mart Self

t.tt11)%1. AVRII. IA 14m,

Less
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'The Real Inspector Hound'continues at Murray State
By Ruth Perkins
The final offering of
the Murray State
University Theater's
1985-86 main -stage
season is The Real Inspector Hound" by Tom
Stoppard. This zany
comedy opens with a
body under the couch
and the critics. Moon
and Birdboot. discussing
Birdboot: It's a sort of
thriller, isn't it
Moon: Is it:'

Birdboot_ That's what
I heard
Who-killed thing -Nobody -will leave-the-room'
Moon I suppose so.
t"nderneath.
Birdboot:
Underneath
It's a
whodunnit. man! —
Look at it!
And the audience
looks at it — and them —
and the fun is off and
running.
It's a little intimidating to try to

review "The Real In- the intense young
spector Hound," since substitute who aspires
this play has its own to replace
his absent
critics written in, so to first-string Higgs:
speak. In fact, with a "Sometimes I dream
of
fine sense of irony, Stop- a revolution," he
says,"
pard has made the a bloody coup d'etat
by
critics the. principal the second rank
— "
characters of the play, And Ben Moore is
simpand the plot evolves as ly captivating as
Birdmuch from their per- boot, the sanctimonious,
sonalities and percep- middle-aged critic who
tions as from the action has passed beyond the
on stage.
need to establish
Ross Bolen is himself and enjoys
especially fine as Moon, sampling the most

delectable fruits of the
theatre, on and off
stage: "My wife Myrtle
understands perfectly
well," he pronounces,
and then is shortly
heard protesting, "If
Myrtle ever found out —
While the critics are
satirizing the world of
theatre reviews ("Does
It," demands Moon,
"declare its affiliations?" and Birdboot
eventually observes. "It
has a beginning, a middle and I have no doubt
It will prove to have an
end"), the action on
stage is having fun with
the traditional mystery
as entertainment. Mona
Batchelor is the epitome

of the family servant as
Mrs. Drudge — wait till
you see her serve tea!
Justin Reiter is elegant
as the mysterious
visitor Simon, and Cindy Hale is vivacious as
the not-so -ingenue
Felicity. Sherrie I).
Dailey is one of the
delights of the evening
as she plays the supervamp. Cynthia, who
mesmerizes Simon —
and Birdboot. And
Roderick Reed gives us
Columbo, Jessica Fletcher, and Harry Fox
rolled into one as In.
Hound: "I'll call
the police," he says, and
'Cynthia protests, "But
you are the police."
"Thank God I'm here,"

says Inspector Hound,
sion of the plot, to the
Director Mark total delight of the auMalinauskas has pro- dience and actors alike.
duced this play in the
Presented without an
round, which adds enor- intermission, "The Real
mously to the fun, and Inspector Hound" runs
the intimate dimensions barely over an hour, and
of the Wilson Hall you will enjoy every
Theatre provide the
minute of it. The play
perfect environment, will continue this Thursskillfully enhanced by day, Friday. and Saturdesigner William R. day, April 17, 18, and 19,
Peeler's genius for in the Wilson Hall
simplicity. The au- Theatre on the campus
dience is enfolded into of Murray State Univerthe action, so that when sity. You can make
the critics themselves reservations by calling
become actively involv- 762-6797, and you really
ed into the plot on stage, ought to call right away.
there is a definite sense "A rattling good eventhat any member of the ing," says Birdboot. "I
audience could be next. was held—"
Even the curtain call
Ah. But therein lies
becomes a logical exten- the tale...

WKMS Highlights
Friday, April It, through Thursday, April 24
Mongay•Friday
5 30 a m Morning Edition
9 00 a m Daytime Classics Seven hours of classical music boiled by
Margaret Hunt and Joe Jackson
1 00 p m All Things Considered National Public Radio's news magazine
of the air
6 00 p m Radio Reader
Friday. April It
6 30p m Evening Classics — Classical Encore C B Hunt brings a con
cert of your favorites from the WKMS classical library
8 30 pm Easy Street with Shelley Howell features Reo Nor's°, J J
•
Johnson. Ray Bryant. Super Sax and Carmen McRae
V
11 00 pm Jazz Horizons with Cam Williams
Saturday, April 19

James Davis, Mona Batchelor. Sherrie Dailey. and Cindy Hale perform in "The Real Inspector Hound"
at MM...
Photo by C. Paul Kaufman

TALL-BIG MEN'S
CLOTHING
Suits 36 52

For All
Your
Farming
Needs...

$89.95
$59.95

Sport Coats 36-56
Slacks to Size 54
Short Sleeve Knit Shirts to 4X
Short Sleeve Dress Shirts to 3X
Belts to 52
1/2 Price
Ties Reg $10
Now$5.00

,Clark's

Next to C-Mart
Ky. 121 North By Pass
Murray, Ky. 753-3557

•Lime Spreading
•StacDust® Sales
•All Types of Seeds
(Grass, Corn, Etc.)

Ag Brokers, Inc.
Industrial Rd.
753-4533
(Next to Ryan Milk)

The Career Of Your Future Is In Our Hands!

We're changing our name, we've
improved our facilities and we've improved our quality of education to put
you on the job fast!

nEw

/UNION COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
1111 wew111 bah street
1102 sloe,

CIASSES
BEGIn
MAY S

FORMERLY DRAUGHON'S JUNIOR COLLEGE

Milierray Ledger & Times
Is Celebrating Spring!
Our Annual Miss Spring
Edition will be published
Tuesday, April 29.
Shannon Christopher will be
featured. If you want to
be included in this special
edition call the advertising
staff of The Murray Ledger
& Times 753-1916.

Don't Be Left Out!

4 00 p m All Things Considered
5 00 p m A Praire Home Companion
700 pm Marian McPartland's Piano Jazz Guest is Max Morath
8 00p m Jazz Saturday Night An hour of "recorded-live" performances
with host Bobby Bryan and Don Story
9 00 p m Soulflight Jazz funk and dance music
11 00 pm Beyond the Edge
Sunday. April 211
6 00 a m Music from Interlochen
7 00 a m Opus 88 Margaret Hunt brings a_program of classical music
from the WKMS record library "Music from Murray" features recitals
by Murray State faculty and students at 8 a m
9 30 a m Saint Paul Sunday Morning Music for guitars by Debussy.
Almeida and Podrigo
11 00a in Chamber Music The New York Woodwind Quintet performs
works by Villa•Lobos. Mozart Deak. Stravinsky and Neilson

I fop m The Big Broadcast of 11486 Benny Goodman, Guy Lombardo
Art Shaw, Jimmy Dorsey and others
4 00 p m All Things Considered
5 00 p m Our Times Interviews and features produced by WKMS News
Director Kent Jenkins
6 00 pm NPR Playhouse The Empire Strikes Sark, • A Question of
Survival"
6 30 p m The Thistle 84 Shamrock
7 30 p m Our Front Porch Red Clay Ramblers are guest artist
8 30 p m Easy Street with Kent Jenkins features music by Oscar Peter
son. Joe Newman, Sarah Vaughn and Herb Ellis
10 00 p m Music from the Hearts of Space Electronic and acoustic
meditative spars rmisic
Monday. April 21
6 30 p m Los Angeles Philharmonic Wuorinen Movers and Shakers.
Berlioz La Mon De Cleopatre; Brahma Symphony No 3. Herbert
Blomstedt. conductor. Kessue Norman, soprano
it Sop m Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Vic Dickenson. Roy Eldridge
Bill Evans, Stan Getz. Nancy Wilson. Slim Gaillaro
Tuesday, April U
6 30 Evening Classics • The Saint Louis Symphony Wagner Trtstaatind
inside prelude and leibestod, Schuman Symphony No 3, Chopin Piano
Concerto No 2 Leoanrd Slalkin and Taung Yeh, conductors Alicia de Lor
roc ha. piano
8 30 p m Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Cal Collins. Scott Hamilton
Curtis Fuller. Sonny Stitt pod others
Wedsesday. April 23
6 00 p m Radio Reader
6 30p m New York Chamber Music Series Music by Bach Brahrris and
('ores
A 30 Easy-Street with Bobby Bryan
Tuesday, April 24
6 343p m Evening Classica New York Philharmonic Prokofiev Sym
phony No 1. and Piano Concerto No 2. Sibelius Symphony No 2 Yuri
Temirkanov. conductor. Nikolal Tetrov, piano
8 30p m Easy Street Errol Garner. Marshall Royal. Monty Alexander
Cleo lame and others

Youngsters help direct Playhouse production
- There are no roles for
children in Playhouse in
the Park's production of
the play "Witness for
the Prosecution," but
young people still play
vital parts.

"We stress youth
theatre in most of our
programming," says
Executive Director Liz
Bussey, "but we have
an obligation to the
adult actors in West

Kentucky, too." In fact,
Director Robert
adult actors are re- Valentine has included
quired in most of the three youngsters as part
theatre's plays like of his production team.
Agatha Christie's "Before I even audition
"Witness for the the actors. I have to
Prosecution."
have a good stage
manager, a solid production assistant, and a
technical assistant.
These people are the
core of the whole operation," said Valetine.
"After I had an
associate producer
(Lori Vaughn of Murray), the first person I
recruited was Meredith
Julian to be production
assistant.
Julian, an 11-year-old
middle school student,
Is the daughter of Frank
and Carol Julian of MurProduction assistant Merideth Julian (second from right) confers with
ray. She is responsible
associate producer Lori Vaughn during a rehearsal for "Witness for
for giving the actors
the Prosecution" at the Playhouse in the Park. Also pictured are actor
corrections on missed
Tracy Harrington (right) and observer Tony Powell. Photo by Gloria Illameron
lines, for taking notes
during rehearsal, and
for dozens of other
chores that come up
both on an off stage.
Nicknamed "The Bear"
by other staff members,
she has even been pressed, into service as a
scene painter by
technical director David
Lauby.
Valentine is also
assisted by John Pasco
FREE ATTACHMENT NO DOWN PAYMENT NO MONTHLY PAYMENT FOR 90 DAYS'
III, a 15-year-old theatre
During SNAPPER s Spring Savings Event its easy to on the mill.),
veteran who is the stage
of satisfied SNAPPER owners You II discover !hot SNAPPER offe,i
you more value and quality lot your dollar
manager. "John will
Now for a limited time, SNAPPER has created a spectacular
take over the running of
valve on 0 limited quality of 35 HP tell propelled wok,
behind mowers The spectacular price of 5399 95 givef
the rehearsals in about
you the best SNAPPER value ever, Plus you will receive
a week," said Valentine,
Gross Catcher Kit absolutely FREE with your purchase,
Now s the BEST time to buy a SNAPPER For all the details
"and I have complete
visit your nearest SNAPPER dealer today
confidence in him."
Tolie advantage of our convenient Snap Credit
Pasco's parents, John
Pion which features no down payment and no pay
rnent for 90 days
and Kathy. are cast
members of the play.
Julian is aided from
time to time by Alexia
lAanufactin*?s Suggested List PrICO 9464 00
Schempp, the ten-yearWOW 21351P0 I Wh.ls Sumplos list)
(Pr.cos may vary from Oftslir prep and freight)
old daughter of James I.
and Nancy Schempp.
A,n's a snap Irlth
Alexia is assisting both
8.
.>
t.
Julian and Pasco during
,
or,luStt
rehearsals, but will soon
take on her principal
duties as properties
Snap
assistant.
AS LOW AS
"These jobs are very
Important to a successful play," said
Bussey. "They require
2 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
concentration and
organization. They can
HURRY,(N:FEN BIDS SOON
make the difference bet•FWIIIMICO CherelPS
tram ON Of tilislivary
ween mediocre production and an excellent
play."
''I depend on these
young people completely,'' said Valentine. "I
don't double-check their
work because they've
((ont'd on pair,. If)

SNAPPER

@ECareerCom
rieduron h 42001
hopkorisrolie My 42240
502 443 8478 50288o-13O2

6 00 a m The Flea Market
8 00• m Music From the Front Porch Four hours of folk and bluegrass
music from the WKMS record library with Linda Morgan and Pat o'Neill
11 30 a m The World of Opera The Metropolitan Opera presents
Parana'.

91.3 FM

SUPER SPRING SAVINGS

SPECIAL
\
ONLY $399.95
‘s.
„g:„.....-r.
T
,...
SNAPPER
trait

ALL SEASONS
LAWN & LEISURE INC.

205 N. 4th

Murray

753.4110

flit

Nil Kit %1 11. 114.f

A

II \II -

Calloway County
A School System For ALL STUDENTS — Now & In The
Future.
Schools Large Enough To te Comprehensive...Small
Enough For INDIVIDUALITY

CALLOWAY COUNTY'S
KINDERGARTEN PROGRAMS
lkt

pibt
Curriculum
A full three hour instructional
Learning activity centers are ar program
ranged in the classroom for all
areas of learning and designed for
individualization.

Housekeeping—Social Center

tat
•
Gross Motor Development

Listening Center

Academics are stressed!

Parent Involvement

Fine Motor Development

Community Involvement
Field Trips are an important part of the kindergarten program
Support Services
Full time support services available to al .,inderoarten
students.

Programs
All programs have full time
certified music, library, physical
education teachers.

•Guidance
•Special Education
•Speech Therapist
•Health Services (Nurse)
•Computer EducatiOn Labs
•Model K I K site (K tucky
Indivisival Kin
arten)

•

Preregister Your Child For The
Calloway County Kindergarten
Program On The Following Dates:
Monday, April 21 at North Elementary
9:00 a.m.
Tuesday, April 22 at Southwest Elementary
9:00 a.m.
Wednesday, April 22 at East Elementary
9:00 a.m.

S.
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State Court of Appeals rules on intent of shoplifters
By MARK R.CHELLURE's
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP Shoplifters do not have to leave
a store with pilfered items in
order to be detained and arrested for a violation. the Court
of Appeals ruled today.
In a unanimous ruling, the
couri said that "clear. unambiguous evidence of actual theft,
be it the the secreting of items in
a purse or under clothes, or the
removing of tags" is sufficient
grounds for an arrest

' We heartily agree with the
other jurisdictions that such
behavior is and should be an outward indicator of theft so as to
entitle stores to arrest
shoplifters without the necessity
of waiting until they attempted
to leave the store, when it might
be too late," the court continued.
Jacqueline Dehner was convicted in Boone Circuit Court of
complicity to theft over $100 and
sentenced to two years in prison.
The sentence was enhanced to
five years after her guilty plea

to being a persistent felony
offender.
Two people with Dehner at a
Boone County store on June 15.
1984 pleaded guilty to theft in
another case.
Dehner was charged with
complicity because she acted as
the lookout.
On appeal. Dehner argued
that her actions and those of her
companions were not sufficient
to convict them.
The court noted that the
statute says a person is guilty of

theft when he "takes or exermovable property of another with intent to
deprive him thereof."
Dehner said the store is a selfservice operations in which a
customer "is encouraged to pick
up and handle items which he
may or may not purchase."
When her companions filled
shopping carts with items, but
did not push the carts out of the
store without paying, Dehner
said they may not be found guilty of theft.

The court said there are no
cases in Kentucky dealing
specifically with self-service
groceries, but that other states
have addressed the issue.
In one of those other cases,
there were several factors
specified that could be used to
determine evidence of a theft,
including "concealing goods
under clothing or in a container,
furtive or unusual behavior,
surveying the area while
secreting the merchandise or
abandoning his own property in

cises control over

Emeritus
Club...

YOU CAN'T DO BETTER THAN

Open Daily 9-9; Sunday 12-6

ON SALE SUN., APRIL 20
THRU TUES., APRIL 22

(Cont'd from page 1)
alumni affairs, said friends of the
newest Emeritus Club members
are welcome to attend. She added that previous Emeritus Club
inductees and faculty members
from that era are especially urged to join the reunion.
Of the 114 graduates in the 1936
class, 85 are living and 29 are
deceased.
Reservations for the luncheon
and other Alumni Weekend
events are being taken through
April 23. Luncheon tickets are
$6.50 per person, and tickets for
the Saturday alumni banquet are
$8 per person. Anyone wishing to
make reservations or obtain
more information may visit or
call:
Office of Alumni Affairs,
Fourth Floor, Sparks Hall, Murray State University, Murray,
Ky., 42071. telephone (502
762-3737 or 762-6926.

S4144.4,

PLANTERS. PLANTERS

(Cheez
Cu

Corn
1E05

SUN.
MON.
TUES.
770
ONLY! 217.77
BIRTHDAY SALE

Your Individual
Horoscope

Complies With ANSI and
CPSC Safety Standards

Our 24948. Self-propelled 21" lawn mower wtth
rear bog for operating convenience. 31/2-HP Briggs &
Stratton engine, adjustable-height wheels.

Our 1.33 Ea. Planters crunchy treats for tasty snacks.
Choose 5-oz.* "cheez balls", 6.5-oz.* "cheez curls" or
7V2-ozo* corn chips in resealable canister.

Style OM/ rrfr may vary

•Nel wt

7006

coy-, 0
l'0111111101011

caterittimill
1/111111

•Ica sop is 111111ori

.19

1111111

I

Sale Price Ea. Color
print film. Choice of
135 or 110 24 exposures ISO 100
2-pock Disc Film*, 3.67

•

19011111111milui lonsinera

ieleill141111411111811111111111H4111
IS

111111

II

SC'e

EXTRA LONG

'15 eras per Oix SO 200

mob
Gentle
-01

OVER•THE-CALF

EXTRA LONG
OVER•771E-OUS

TUBE SOCKS
8-pair pack

UBE SOCKS
pair pack
PITS 10-13

3.97

Our 5.17-6.27 Pkg.6 prs. tube socks for boys or men.
Over-the-calf style of acrylic/nylon/polyester for comfort. Fit
boys' sizes 9-11; men's 10-13.

Sale Price Pkg. 100
paper plates in handy 9"
size. Great for parties,
snacks or microwave
oven use

Sal* Price Each.
Carpet Fresh in 2
scents. 14-oz. net wt.

Sale ;mice. 16-11.
ox.ldWooNle.
Oenll• Orfele* .147
.14-ot nal wl

sli

2
arre,2

5.48SX 990:17
Our 10.97 Gal. Latex
Interior paint.
Waathertight Flat,
Gal. 5.98

Our 1.66 Box..22
long-rifle ammo*.
50 cartridges.iouroL,

3.57

Our 1.37. Roast
beef with gravy.
12-oz. net wt.

880
Sal* Price Carton.
Matted milk balls.
13-oz. net wt.

990

•20
nil di
••16.at net wt

Sale Price Ea. Dow
bathroom* or overt
cleaner**.

1010 in Sporting Goods NO

diA

Sale Price Ea. 5-qt. six*
K mad motor oil. Allweather formula in
choice of 10W30 or
10W40 Stock up
Doc*

1,

Our 16.97 Ea. Carryout.
Monro- Mask shocks.• •
installed shocks." Ea .
12.97

Saks Price Box. 36
Cling Free softener
shoots. Ea., 7x2.6"
Urn" 2 lona

..sno AddIdfdld0
siailsCreadedit POLidv
0...0....• •••••
41••••

•

27%
99
"ave

AIL
*

Reg 3 90

,

*NOM a*•00.0.
...tot

...OM de •••••• two to

Rollsi
l

Saks Price Ea. 121(25'
roll aluminum foil.
Handy in the kitchen for
cooking or keeping food
fresh. 25-sq.-ft roll

mourin
ars MN=

.

f
•••

P••• met
Me. et. sop ••••••• t
•••••••••• ••••ere orregro oo
cora Ire op ire ...we. -mow
•ere•re 1•06 •••••ear. Ce••• en Norte
eo• Or .reorrotoo oe••• eom
•••••••••
M. W.., ee••••••..•
PM. error. ooreer r
••
•
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Frances Drake
FOR SATURDAY, APRIL 19, 1986
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Try to keep expenses down, don't
mix business and pleasure, and then
there is no reason for you not to have
a splendid day of leisure activity and
romance.
TAURUS
•
(Apr.20 to May 20)
You're still advised not to entertain
at home. There's enough going on
already at home base to keep you
busy and stimulated
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You need a level head today
regarding business and the use of
credit. Avoid dubious schemes. The
social whirl is exciting with you the
center of attention.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
)
4IE
Undoubtedly, you'll hear of new
ways to increase income and status
now. Meanwhile, make sure that
current expenses do not escalate.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
A work situation is best left alone
for now. Loved ones enjoy going out
together. Singles meet with happy
introductions. Travel is auspicious.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
You could feel let down by a
romantic interest or a dependent.
You'll begin making exciting changes
around home base. Quiet pursuits are
most satisfying.
LIBRA
(Sept.2310 O(t.22)
You'll want to make a good
impression on friends today and can
do so. You can still have a good time
with others even if a minor family
problem arises.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
CIE
You're ready to take a bold new
career step, but don't be in too much
of a rush to get all the paperwork
done now. Take time to peruse
documents.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
de
Travelers will certainly have good
times now, but some care is needed
not to misplace important items.
Have fun without being careless.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You may not know everything
there is to know about a new venture
you're contemplating. Some more
research is still necessary. Accent
home life tonight.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Couples will benefit from socializing with others now. You won't have
time to fuss over inconsecjuentials
while you're both having a good time.
PISCES
Now
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
glee
You're on the right track regarding
career moves, yet you can he sidetracked today by a friend's judgment
Rely on your own instincts and you'll
go places

1.271. 7

PAIr relay +CNN.

• -

exncnage tor concealed goods,
prosimity to or movement
toward one of the store's exits
(and)passion of a known
shoplifting device."
Generally, the Kentucky court
concluded, "Any attending circumstance is relevant and may
be taken into account if it bears
on the principal issue 'whether the shopper exercised
control wholly inconsistent with
the owner's continued rights."
Dehner's conviction was
upheld.

Sale Price. 50 bristan tablets for
quick cold relief.

Sale Price. 4 roils
Banner bathroom
tissue. 1 ply. 400
sheets per roll

Sale Price Jar. Dry.
roasted peanuts,
24 oz • salted 25 oz'
unsalted

Read the
want ads daily
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Bassin'
with the pros
Volunteers from Boy
Scout Troop 77, Murray,
participated recently in
Arbor Day tree planting
activites at TVA's Land
Between The Lakes. For
more information about
the volunteer program,
write to Volunteer Program Coordinator, Land
Between the Lakes,
Golden Pond, Ky. 42331,
or phone (502) 924-5802,
ext. 291.

Fishing Line

We are still under a
weather system of rapidly moving fronts which
are having a drastic effect on the crappie.
Most of them have
moved away from the
shorelines and shallow
brushpiles and suspended along the dropoffs out
in the bays.
We are supposed to
have another change today, going from a high
pressure to a low, and
this might bring the fish
back in.

There is a possibility of
the water getting clear
like it did last year if we
don't have some rainfall
pretty soon and most of
you remember how
tough that was!
I fished two days with
Bob and Connie Cope
from Crawfordsville.
Ind. and we had a great
time and caught some
good fish.
Connie had a tougher
time than Bob or myself
because she was having
to adjust to casting jigs
for crappie. The only
Another factor will be
way she had ever crapthe water temperature.
pie fished was with minit has dropped or cooled
nows and a float and
8 degrees this week and
when the float went
this will slow some of the
under she could stand up
early spawners down a
and lift the fish in. One
bit.
can't do that if you are
Should we get a week
casting. First you set the
of nice warm sunshine,
hook, then if you must,
things will begin to hapstand and reel the fish in.
pen in the egg factories
Connie caught on to the

By Jerry Maupin

art of casting real fast
and did a super job of
placing the jig in good
places.
However, she reminded me of the game jackin-the-box several times.
She and the crappie
couldn't get on the same
rhythm until the second
day and then she caught
the biggest fish of her
life, a beautiful two
pound crappie!
I'm trying to get them
to come back when the
stripes are hitting good,
she will cross their eyes
then!
Have you heard about
the new plastic tube
worms?
Precision
classic worms that
match the color-celector
are now available tit fifteen different colors at
Kenlake Marina. Jim
Pierceall and I ordered a

display for J.W. Witham,
manager of the marina
and they really look
great.
Many of the colors are
perfect for you folks who
like to flip pig and jigs. I
really think they will
help you catch more fish
as the light changes during the day. Be sure to
-stop by and at least look
them over, you won't be
sorry!
Black bass are trying
to go on the beds in some
sections of the lake
where the water is
warmer.
Several have been
taken by anglers looking
for crappie as well as the
died in the wool'bass'n
men.
Worms,
topwater
stickbaits, spinners, pig
& jig, combos and
crankbaits have been

Check the
Outdoor Section
in today's paper
E. E.E.E.E.E.E.E.

ek.

The temptation to
"adopt" wild creatures
is especially great in the
springtime when, fox
pups, whitetail, fawns,
bobcat kittens, baby cot-

.0

BENTON, Ky. (AP)
— It seemed like
nothing out of the ordinary at first: Florence
Spears reeled in a
nondescript 10-inch
crappie, dropped it in
her minnow bucket and
continued fishing.
A short time later, the
Benton woman dropped
— passed out cold, to be
specific — after she
learned the tagged fish
she caught Wednesday
near Big Bear Creek on
Kentucky Lake Was
worth up to $35.000.
The prize money for
the person who catches
"Tanglefree Tom" is
$20,000. A spokesman
for America Outdoors,
the group sponsoring
the Kentucky-Barkley
Lakes Crappiethon, confirmed that Mrs. Spears

EA.E.E.E.

& W AUT
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tontail rabbits, raccoons
and opossums are venturing out from their
dens and hiding places.
More often than might
be expected a walk in the

had the winning tagged
fish.
Tony Estes, the
general manager of the
Crappiethon, said he
verified the fish's tag
number and suggested
that Mrs. Spears take a
seat.
"When I told her what
the fish was worth, she
started gasping and
breathing heavily, then
the phone went silent."
he said. "A minute or
two later, somebody
came on the phone and
said she had fainted."
When Mrs. Spears
came to, she was told
that if the lucky fisher is
using a reel manufactured by Johnson Reels,
one of the contest's
sponsors, the catch is
worth $15,000 more

woods leads to the
mistake of picking up a
young animal which is
believed to have been
abandoned
by
its
parents. It's perfectly
normal to feel a need to
nuture a baby critter —
take it home, give it
tender loving care and
make a pet of it. But its
a mistake and the
reasons for resisting
such temptations are
many.
While you may think
the scenario of "finding"
a baby wild animal is
farfetched, each year the
Kentucky Department of
Fish
and
Wildlife
Resources
receives
numerous requests to
take in these -orphan"
animals because they
are no longer cute and
cuddly. These small critters have a tendency to
grow up and become
wild animals' and their
keepers can no longer
handle their feeding and
care, or their aggressive
behavior.
These would-be "good
samaritans" find that
they not only possess an
unmanagable wild critter, but they also are in
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, Happy Holiday Travel, Inc,
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'Bass Hawk Boots'
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Sales & Service

possible violation of the
law for keeping wildlife
without a permit.
Kentucky law requires
that anyone holding any
native or exotic wild
mammals or wild birds
as pets or for propagation purposes obtain a
permit from the department through the local
conservation officer who
will determine if the
animal was obtained
legally and if adequate
facilities are provided. A
free transportation permit is also required to
ship wild birds and
mammals into Kentucky
from other states or
E.E.E.EILEA.E.E.EE EEEEIE.E.E.E. 1E "-V
counties, and such
shipments must be accompanied
by
a
V
veterinarian's certificate
stating that the wildlife is
free of symptoms of
disease.
An even worse potential problem from "adopting" wild animals is finding out too late that the
/ Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake :0
reason the "orphan"
4°
didn't scamper off when 0) DON McCLURE GRAYSON RicCLURE
first approached is
because it has rabies or 0 1 1 2 Miles From Murray On 94E.;
some other disease. This
is more common than 0'41
Telephone 502-753-6116
0
most people realize, and

41 Super Shell

E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.VEVEE.
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have that wind blowing earlier, others later. At
on them. The sun will any given time in this
shine on these waters temperature frame, you
longer. They should be may have bass that are
the first pockets of in the pre-spawn, spawn
warmth on the lake, so and post-spawn cycles,
those would be where the depending on their own
fish woqld generally biological clock.
spawn first."
Finally, the postOn the northwest side spawn period has a
of the body of water, key water
temperature
in on rocks, rock piles, range of 65° to 68° —
and other structures that which is a very narrow
absorb sunlight and, in range. For the most part,
turn, radiate that heat in- bass are just "dead"
to the surrounding they don't bite and the
water. You can bet that big females are off in the
bass will be snuggled up depths recuperating.
close to Those "heaters."
Through the spring, no
As a general rule of matter which of the
thumb, the pre-spawn periods you fish, the bass
period comes when the fisherman can have a
water temperature is 48° heck of a lot of fun on
to 58° (Fahrenheit). By ultra-light tackle. More
asking around at bait likely than not, you will
and tackle shops, you catch more small males
can find out where the and these can provide
spawning beds are, and lots of entertainment
odds have it they'll be on when caught on 4-pound
the north or northwest test line! Pros favor
side of the lake. If there spinnerbaits, minnows
is a temperature drop, on jigs, and Rapalas durbass move out from the ing this period. Another
shallow bedding area in- favorite in parts of the
to deeper waters, but will country is a weightless
come back up when spawning rig — a fancy
there is a corresponding title for a zero-weight
temperature rise_ This is plastic worm on a hook
the best time to take a lot rigged Texas-style(hook
of bass with crankbaits, imbedded into the midNo. 7 Fat Raps and dle of the worm ).
Whatever you decide to
Series 600 Bombers.
When
the
water use, be sure to maintain
temperature reaches a slow retrieve.
Be sure to cast beyond
58°. and until it exceeds
65°, there will be spawn- your target. In the
ing. However, other fac- spawning period, bring
tors affecting spawning the lure back toward the
include bottom condi- spawning bed, where you
tions and hormone should let it agitate the
levels. So. contrary to bass guarding the bed. I
what some anglers think, generally feel that no
all bass in a certain area harm comes to fish
don't spawn at the same caught during this period
time
Some spawn if the bass is releasedso
that it can renew its
watch on the bed and
safeguard the hatch
from predators. This insures another generation
of America's favorite
too often they find out the gamefish.
hard way. Rabies is a
dreaded disease and to
Owners of Johnson'
undergo the painful and Evinrude* electric
series of preveniive pi5Sitioning iiiiitors might
shots is an ordeal in like to try OMC's new
itself.
weedless propeller for
In truth, most of the those motors. It has a
"orphaned" animals close-fitting hub and
found in the spring woods special
swept-back
are not orphans at all. blades that OMC says
Their parents have gone keep it from snagging
off in search of food, or without
sacrificing
are hiding nearby until thrust. The prop fits
the human intruders Johnson and Evinrude
leave.
electric models from
So if you find a young 1982 through 1986 and is
animal in the woods, do available from Johnson
it and yourself a favor and Evinrude outboard
and leave it alone.
dealers.

Where "Service Is Our Business"

S. 12th
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Spring is a time of
peak fishin' fever,
especially up North
where anglers have had
to
hibernate
from
November
through
April. To take full advantage of the spring season.
It pays to understand
how bass behave in three
distinct spring periods:
pre-spawn, spawn, and
post-spawn.
Generally speaking.
the most important factors in reading these
periods
are
water
temperature,
weed
growth and the development food chain.
Warming
water
temperature sets off the
spawning instinct. Once
the bass is done with the
spawn,it wants to have a
source of cover available
where it can recuperate
from its spawning frenzy
and can exert little effort
In catching prey. That's
where weed growth
comes in.
The penetration of
sunlight is a key factor in
the pre-spawn period.
Some pros have dubbed
this early cycle the "prespawn picnic" because
of the ravenous feeding
frenzy bass have at
times. During this period
bass school up, so the
smart angler can also
have a "picnic."
Where does one start
fishing in spring?
"I would try the northwest side of the lake or
coves that run northwest," says Randy
Dearman of the Johnson
Outboards Pro Staff.
"They'll be protected
more from the north
wind, and anglers won't
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We Install Automotive Glass
And We Also Make
Hydraulic Hoses.

to 512

Trey Foerster
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producing a lot of male's
and a few females this
week. If this blackberry
winter will get out of the
way, the female catch
will improve a lot.
Paul Jr. Henry landed
a,. whopping 8 lb. 4 oz,
bass while fishing for
crappie in a local watershed lake.
His son Gary fished
with me Thursday morning and he landed a
good 4% pounder.
This is Gary's largest
bass to date but we have
plans to put him on some
larger ones.
Our sauger are slowly
moving into casting
range after their spawning has been completed
and the ones we have
been catching are in
good shape.
Let's go this weekend!
Happy Fishing!

by

State officials warn of wildlife temptations

Benton woman lands fish
worth $35,000 this week

Acil Brown of Sikeston, Mo. is shown with
five
crappie weighing 10-3/4 lbs. These were part
of
58 crappies caught recently on live minnows.
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Two-run sixth lifts
Tigers to 11-10 win

fit
•
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Mark West's sacrifice
fly in the sixth inning
gave the Murray Tigers
a 11-10 win over
Mayfield Thursday in
Murray.
The Tigers (5-3) trailed 9-6 going into the bottom of the fourth before
rallying with two runs in
the fourth, one in the
fifth and two in the
sixth.

•

ft!

CALLOWAY
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West (2-0) was the
winning pitcher. He
relieved starter Mark
Miller in the third inning. Miller was plagued
with control problems,
as the Tigers gave up
ten walks in the game.
West's fly ball scored
Chuck Baker, who had
singled. Chuck Adkins
got the comeback
started with a single.
Jason Sammons came
In as a pinch runner,
moved to second on
Baker's single and

scored when the catcher
made a bad throw to
first on Miller's hit in
front of the plate

ror, scoring Padgett.
Eric Grogan doubled
down the left field line.
putting runners on second and third. West's
single scored Adkins
and Grogan and math.'
the score 8-6.

After Mayfield tallied
four runs in its half of
the first, Murray
responded with three of
Its own. West led off
with a walk, then stole
second. Jay Watson
walked. James Payne
reached first on an error, loading the bases.
Chris Padgett's
grounder scored West.
Adkins then drove in
two runs with a single to
center.

Payne tripled in the
fourth, scoring Watson,
who had walked
Padgett knocked in
Payne with a sacrifi,
fly.
Payne's two -out
single scored West in
the fifth. West was on
second after hitting into
a fielder's choice with
Miller on first due to an
error and a walk to Ed
Hendon.'

Mayfield stretched its
advantage to 8-3 with
four runs in the third.
But MHS stayed close
The Tigers play
With one out in the double-header at
third, Padgett's bunt Henderson County
single was misplayed, Saturday, then return
sending him to second. home for a 4 p.m. conAdkins' grounder got by test with Paducall
the shortstop for an er- Tilghman.

Murray State drops two
despite Garner's gem
Eit-• aced
FAli.ards

Staff photo by Kent Brown

WINNING FORM — Murray High School's David Edwards
won the 110-meter high hurdles and
300-meter low hurdles at a tri-meet with Calloway County
and Reidland Thursday at CCHS.

•

Calloway County girls, boys win tri-meet
Calloway County's
boys and girls' track
teams were victorious
at a tri-meet Thursday
at CCHS.
Murray's boys' team
finished second, while
its girls' team placed
third behind Reidland.
Calloway had to overcome strong performances by Murray's
Rodney Skinner and
David Edwards to edge
the Tigers 67-59.
Skinner won the
100-meter dash in 11.61,
the triple jump in 38-7
and the long jump in
23-(1
Edwards won the
1 in-meter high hurdles
in 17 95 and the
300-meter low hurdles in
45 81
The results of the
boys' competition were:
1600-meter run —

first, Mark Charlton
MHS), 4:50.1. second,
Timmy Manning
(CCHS ), 5:02 and third,
Randy Sons
CCHS
5:09.
400-meter relay — second. Calloway County.
110-meter hurdles —
first, Edwards MHS).
100-meter dash —
first, Skinner i MHS).
300-meter hurdles —
first. Edwards ( MHS
and second, Kevin
Young (CCHSI. 47.81.
200-meter dash —
third, Dana Armstrong
CCHS. 25.87.
3,200-meter run —
first, Charlton i MHS
10:49 and second. Manning CCHS, 11:08.
Discus — first, Eric
Masserfgale ( MHS ).
107-8: second, Kelly
Steely MHS ) 106-4 and
third. Tracy Paschall

(OCHS ). 103-2.
the Lady Lakers. Her
200-meter dash —
High jump — first, times were 13 flat, 27.94
first, Grimes (CCHS
Darren McCuiston
and 1:07.
and third. Greenfield
(CCHS, 5-8; second,
Calloway's Pam ( MHS, 29.95.
Art Bailey 1MHS 1. 5-4
Knight won the 800-,
3,200-meter run —
and third, Jody Burkeen
1,600- and 3,200-meter first, Knight (CCHS)
MHS).
runs in 2:50, 6:19 and and second, Ferguson
Triple jump — first, 15:41. She also placed
CCHS
and Lough
Skinner(MHS t; second, second in the high jump.
CCHS, 16:30.
Kendall ( MHS t, 36-3 and
Calloway's Eushieka
third, Mark Watkins Payne set a school
1,600-meter relay —
CCHS), 33-9 and threerecord in the shot put first, Calloway County.
quarters.
with a throw of 34-1.
Discus — first,
Long jump — first.
The results of the Melissa Smith (CCHS)
Skinner I MHS I ; second, girls' competition were: 99-2; second
, Tina
Kendall MHS).(
18-4%
100-meter hurdles —
Jackson (CCHS), 79-4
and third. Monte first, Kris Miller and third,
Payne
Thompson (CCHS, 18 (CCHS), 17.13.
( CCHS), 63-9%.
and three-quarters.
High jump — first,
100-meter dash —
400-meter dash —
Amberly Moss (CCHS I,
first, Armstrong first, Grimes (CCHS1 4-8; second,
Knight
and second, Angela (CCHS )
CCHS ). 56.55.
4-4 and third.
Woods
Pole Vault — first,
(CCHS)• 13.78.
Ralston ( MHS ), 4-2.
1,600-meter 'run —
Mark Henderson
Shot put — first,
first, Knight I CCHS1
CCHS
Payne I CCHS: second,
Marcia Grimes won and second, Kim Lough
Jackson (CCHS 1, 30-1
the 1 00-. 200- and (CCHS), 7:29.
and third. Smith
400-meter dashes to lead
800-meter relay —
CCHS 27-5.
first, Calloway County
Long jump — first.
and second, Murray.
Woods CCHS), 15-2; se400-meter dash —
cond, Greenfield
first, Grimes ICCHS1
MHS. 14-6 and threeand third, Amy
quarters and third.
Ferguson (CCHS). 1:14.
Miller i OCHS ), 13-9%.
300-meter hurdles —
first, Miller
CCHS 1,
400-meter relay —
53.0.
first, Calloway County.
800-meter run — first,
The Lady Lakers
Knight (CCHS) and sescored 76 points to 25 for
cond, Ferguson
Reidland and 16 for
First from the start
(CCHS). 3:16.
Murray.
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Time-saving ECHO blowers
make outdoor clean-up a breeze!
• Amerq- as favntlte OS powered alternative
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light snow
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Purdom's Value Rated
Used Cars
1983 Cadillac Fleetwood Cpe.
1983 Toyota Corolla, one owner
1982 Dodge Charger
1982 Jeep CJ-7
1979 Chevrolet S/W
1979 Olds Cutlass
1979 Chevrolet El Camino
1979 Pontiac Bonneville, one owner
1979 Chevrolet 4x4 P/U
1981 Pontiac Bonneville
1983 Cadillac, one owner
1982 Cadillac Seville, one owner
1978 Chevrolet Monte Carlo

Purdom Motors, Inc.
14106 IN
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Murray

came in the third.
In the second game,
Austin Peay scored two
in the second, one in the
third, one in the fourth
and five in the sixth. The
Governors are 3-3 in the
OVC and -18-21-2-overall.
Murray finally scored
in the fourth inning and
added runs in the sixth
and seventh.
Naughton went
3-for-3, including two
doubles. Ron Schmitt
had the 'Breds only
other extra-base hit, a
double.
Steve Van Waes (1-4)
took the loss. Tom Berry

relieved him in tho
fourth. David Johnson
and David Rheineck,—
both worked in the sixth
Austin Peay had thruo
home runs. Hoodenpyl.
the ()VC's second.
leading hitter (.433), hit
a two-run blow in the st.
cond. Mel Biankowsk
smacked a solo shot it'
the third. Monte
Williams hit a three-ru!
shot in the sixth.
Murray State host
Middle Tennesse Satur
day. The double-heath':
starts at 1 p.m. a
Reagan Field.

Murray girls defeat Lone Oak
Murray High School's
boys' tennis team fell to
Lone Oak 8-1 Thursday,
but the girls' team won
5-4.
Both are now 2-1.
Mark Whitaker, playing at No. 4, was the only Tiger to win, edging
Ben Harwood 8-6.
"Lone Oak has an allsenior team," Murray
coach Jerry Shelton
said. "I don't think
anyone in this area is
going to be able to stay
close to them this year."
Lone Oak won the
region last year.
No. 1 Jon Mark Hall
lost 8-6 to Chris Dallas.
No. 2 Phil Billington lost
8-4 to Tim Edwards. No.
3 Sean Kelly lost 8-2 to
Troy Duncan.
No. 5 Jason Hunt
dropped a 8-0 decision to
Richard Tracy. No, 6
Malcom Taylor fell 8-2
to Chad Dowdy.
The No. 1 doubles

team of Billington and
Hall lost 8-3 to Duncan
and Harwood. No. 2 Kelly and Whitaker lost 8-6
to Dallas and Edwards.
No. 3 Hunt and Taylor
lost 8-2 to Tracy and
Dowdy.
Ellen Hogancamp got
the Lady Tigers off to a
good start with an 8-1
win over Lechelle Yates
in No. 1 singles.
No. 2 Elizabeth
Oakley nipped Sheri
Brantley 9-8 (7-3), but
No. 3 Robin Williams
lost 8-5 to Lana Allcock.

No. 4 Allison Cart
defeated Cheryl Beasle
8-5. No. 5 Katherint
Oakley lost 8-4 to Jr:i
Beth Ezell. No.
Heather Hughes lost 9-(7-2) to Jody Tick.
Hogancamp and Carr.
at No. 1 doubles,
defeated Yates and
Brantley 8-3. No. 2
Elizabeth Oakley and
Williams defeated
Beasley and Ezell 8-5
No. 3 Katherine Oakley
and Hughes lost to
Allcock and Lisa
Coovert 8-2.

Softball sign-up Saturday
Registration for the
Murray-Calloway County girls softball league
will be Saturday. April
19, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
at the Calloway County
Middle School gym.
The league is open to
girls ages 7-16 (as of
June 1, 1986).

League organizers anticipate three leagues
this year: lower, ages
7-9; middle, ages 10-12
and upper, ages 13-16.
The participation fee
is $20 per girl, but it is
$10 for each additional
girl from the same
family.

FREE! One Bag of
Garst Seed Corn
To Qualified Farmers*
Come by the store
and pick up
your bag of
Free Seed Corn Today.
To Qualify, You Must
Be Planting Corn
•Yhold Chock Roport Roquirod
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Ag Brokers, Inc.

"Satisfied Customers are
Our Main Concern"
DLDSMOBILF

Rich Garner pitched a
two-hitter for Murray
State Thursday.
And lost.
Austin Peay's Bill
Hoodenpyl held the
Thoroughbreds to one
hit, a single by Danny
Naughton in the third inning, and led the Governors to a 1-0 win.
Austin Peay won the
second game 9-3, lowering MSU's record to 2-4
in the Ohio Valley Conference and 13-20
overall.
The lone run the Goys
tallied against Garner
(2-2) was unearned. It

BUICK

753-5315

Industrial Rd.
(Next to Ryan Milk)

753-4533
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Lady Tigers, Lone Oak split
girls" softball double-header

.t.
C.
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Staff photos to. Kent Brown

LADY LAKERS - Marcia Grimes, left, and Eushieka Payne were
top performers for Calloway County Thursday at the tri-meet with Murray
and
Reidland. Grimes won the 100-, 200- and 400-meter dashes. Payne
set a
school record in the shot put with a throw of 34-1.

Wildcats schedule games
in m an during summer visit

Calloway netters
lose to Cardinals

it

1

Mayfield had too
much firepower for
Calloway County's boys'
and girls' tennis teams
Thursday. registering
9-0 and 7-2 wins. Calloway's No. I
singles player, Raybo
Dunn, lost 8-1. No. 2
Scott Adams lost 8-2.
No. 3 Tim Weatherford
lost 8-1, as did No. 4
Brad Pritchett. No. 5
Harv Newton fell 8-0.
No. 6 Darrin Loftis lost
8-1.
Dunn and Adams,
playing at No. 1 doubles,
lost 8-3. No. 2 Roger
Herndon and Gary
Robertson lost 8-0 and
No. 3 Jay Newton and
Billy Haskins lost 8-4.
In girls' action, No. 1
Kelly Haskins lost 8-5 to
Staci Whaley. No. 2
Amy Haskins lost 8-5 to
Ginger Smith. No. 3 Liz
Marquardt defeated Jill
Stratton 8-1.
No. 4 Anne-Marie
Hoke also won, downing
Leslie Sims 8-4. No. 5
Sherry Glassco lost to
Merry Stratton 8-6. No.6
Beth Boaz lost to Marcy
Smith 8-3.

Racers
fall to
Ohio St.
Murray State's men's
tennis team stopped in
Columbus, Ohio Thursday on its way to conference matches with
Akron and Youngstown.
The Racers should
have stayed on the interstate, as Ohio State
defeated them 7-2,
lowering their record to
19-9.
No. 1 John Brunner
lost 6-0, 6-0 to Roger
Smith. MSU coach Bennie Purcell said Smith is
rated in the top 15 in the
country and owns wins
over the second- and
third-ranked players.
No. 2 Jens Bergrahm
lost a three-setter to
Mike Massey 6-7, 6-3.
6 - 3 . No. 3 John
Schneider lost 6-3, 6-2 to
Richard Berry.
No. 4 Bard Gundersen
fell 6-1, 6-3 to Chris Gaff.
while No. 5 Paul Austin
fell 6-4, 6-3 to Scott
Weisman.
No. 6 Alan Farmer
defeated Ulf Hartwig
6-3, 6-3.
Brunner and
Schneider, at No. 1
doubles, lost 6-1, 6-4 to
Berry and Smith. No. 2
Austin and Farmer
defeated Gaff and
Weisman 7-6, 1-6, 6-4.
No. 3 Jeff Cox and
Nathan Rowton lost 3-6.
6-4, 6-3 to Hartwig and
Ted Glavas

The No. 1 doubles
team of Haskins and
Haskins lost 8-5 to
Whaley and Smith. No. 2
Marquardt and Hoke
.
lost 9-8 17-11 to Sims and
Jill Stratton. No. 3
Glassco and Boaz lost
8-2 to Merry Stratton
and Smith.
The Lakers are 0-2.
The Lady Lakers are
1-1.

INGTON, Ky.
The University
tucky basketball
Ill play in a tourent and compete
against four Japanese
teams during its twoweek visit to Japan this
summer, according to
the school's sports information office.
The Wildcats will
leave June 18 for Tokyo,
where they will play in
the Kirin World Basketball Tournament on
June 21-22. National
teamq
Czechoslovakia and
Finland also will
participate.

Kentucky also will
play Japanese teams at
Sendai on June 24,
Niigata on June 26,
Ohtsu on June 28 and
Sapporo on June 29. A
game in Hong Kong on
July 2 is tentatively
planned before returning to Lexington on July
4.
"First of all, it's a
great learning experience. Our players
will have a chance to get
a good look at a different culture and a different way of life," said
Kentucky coach Eddie
Sutton of the trip.
"Secondly, it will make

Jordan's 49 not enough
Boston won its 32nd
The Bulls, with Jorconsecutive game at dan scoring 30 points in
home as four players the first half, led by as
scored 23 or more points many as 12 points in the
to offset Michael Jor- second quarter before
dan's team-record 49 for the Celtics rallied to
Chicago.
lead 61-59 at halftime.

Murray High School's
girls' softball team.spa
a double-header with
Lone Oak Thursday.
The Lady Tigers (3-5)
lost the first game 5-4,
then rebounded to take
the second 9-1.
They scored one run
in the first, second, sixth
and seventh innings in
the first game.
In the first inning.
Lori Perrin drove in
Karen Wolfe with a
single. Wolfe had singled and moved to second
on Michelle Westerfield's single.
Cindy Spann drove in
the run in the second by
hitting into a fielder's
choice with the bases
loaded. Cathy Williams
scored. Williams and
Melissa Maddox were
on base via singles.
Mary Jo Simmons was
aboard via a walk.

Aleisa Harris got the
Laxly Tigers on ths
scoreboard in the second, singling in Perrin.
Westerfield drove in
two runs in the third
with a triple.
Maddox's double
plated two runs in the
fourth. Vance knocked

in a run with a single.
Harris had a two-Fiat
double in the seventh.
Whited had a RBIsingle.
The Lady Tigers are
hosting Marshall County today at 4 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Park.

Lady Lakers beat Central

Calloway County's
girls' softball team has
never lost.
Of course, it has only
played two games.
In the school's first
girls' softball game, the
Lady Lakers defeated
Livingston Central 12-2.
They won the second
game of the doubleheader 10-8.
The Lady Lakers
scored five runs in their
first at-bat, as they
cruised to the easy win.
Erica Muskgrow
The Lady Tigers
scored in the sixth when knocked in five runs in
Lisa Shoemaker into a the first game. She hit a
fifth
fielder's choice with the grand SIP
bases loaded. Wolfe and
Angela Whited singled
in the inning, while Perrin walked. Westerfield,
who hit into a fielder's
choice after Wolfe's
single, scored.

us a better basketball
team. We'll have a
chance to compete
against some excellent
competition.
"Plus, trips like this
can bring a team closer
together since they are
traveling as a family for
a two-week period."
Spann knocked in
Sutton said the Williams with a single
in
Wildcats will practice the seventh.
for 10 days, beginning
Whited went 4-for-4 in
June 8, before departing the second game to
for Japan.
spark Murray.

inning. She went 7-for-7
on the day.
Sherri Gallimore had
three RBIs, including
the one in the sixth inning that ended the
game. Tracy Higgins
also knocked in a run
The Lady Lakers built
a 10-3 lead in the second
game then withstood a
five-run rally by Livingston Central in the
seventh.
Mandi Outland had a
grand slam for CCHS in
the third. Rhonda Lee
and Muskgrow had two
RBIs each.

Saturday Morning Special
Oil Change,
Filter & Lube
13
95
'We will also check your car over

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.
514 S. 12th

753-1750

too.-p-3̀0,0
Ac'14
;$00*-‘

0:00"

SCOREBOARD
For Universal
Life Insurance,
check with
State Farm.

LAP a gcxxf nergnbcv
State Farm •5 There

Music Provided
by
"Big D

Sound"
10-4

Saturday

County Wide
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W L
Pct.
Gil
New York
6
2
750 Baltimore
5
4
556 1%
Detroit
5
4
556
114
Cleveland
4
4
500 2
Boston
1
5
444 2%
Toronto
4
5
444 2%
Milwaukee
3
5
375 3
West Division
Texas
5
3
625 Kansas City
5
4 .566
Seattle
5
4
566
14
t'allfornla
5
5
500
Minnesota
5
5
500
1
Oakland
4
5
444
1%
Chicago
2
7
222 314
Thuraday's Garnet
Boston 6. Kansas City 2
Baltimore 5, Toronto 3. 1st game
Toronto 7. Baltimore 4, 2nd game
Texas 7. Milwaukee 5
Cleveland 6, New York 4
Detroit 10, Chicago 6
Minnesota 4. California 1
Only games scheduled
Friday's Gemini
New York 4 Rasmussen 1-01 at Milwaukee (Werner'
041.(ni
Cleveland I Schrom 2-01 at Detroit (Tanana 0-II.(n
Chicago (Seaver 1.11 at Boston (Hurst 0-11, In I
Kansas Clly (Leonard 1-0* at Toronto 1Stieb
In)
Texas(Maim 0-01 at BalUmore m McGregor
Oakland Codiroll 1.10 at Seattle (Moore 1.01, 4 n
Minnesota (Smithson 1-11 at California (Witt 0-11.
In I
Saturday's Games
Cleveland at Detroit
Kansas City at Toronto
New York at Milwaukee
Chicago at Boston
Minnesota at California
Texas at Baltimore n
Oakland at Seattle. n
SundaYs Games
Chicago at Boston
Cleveland at Detroit
Kansas City at Toronto
Texas at Baltimore
New York at Milwaukee
Minnesota at California
Oakland at Seattle
-- NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
St Louis
5
I
233
Pittsburgh
3
2
600
1.4
Philadelphia
3
3
500 2
Montreal
3
4
429 2%
New York
2
3
400 2004
Chicago
2
5
21011
5%
West Dorman
San Diego
4
7
634 Houston
5
3
625
Cincinnati
4
2
571
1
San Francisco
5
4
566 1
Loa Angeles
3
7
300 3%
Atlanta
2
5
296 3
Thursday's Games
Chicago 7 Montreal 6 13 Innings
St Louts at New York ppd rain
San rt1121C111C0 4 San Diego i
Only games scheduled
Friday's Gaines
St Louis Tudor 3-00 at Montreal Hesketh 01
Pittsburgh (Rhoden 1.00 at Chicago I Sutcliffe 0-20
Houston I Scott 2. al Cliftnnall (Soto 10* on.
Philadelphia 'caritas 0-li at New York Darling

0-01, Ini
Los Angeles Valenzuela 1-01 at Atlanta Palmer
0-11. n
San Dier 'Thurmond to, at San Francisco Gar
relts 1-11. (no
Satuedey's Games
Los Angeles at Atlanta
St Louis at Montreal
Philadelphia at New York
Houston at Cincinnati
Pittsburgh at Chicago
San Diego at San Francisco
Sunday's Games
Philadelphia at New York
Los Angeles at Atlanta
Houston at Cincinnati
Pittsburgh at Chicago
St Louis at Montreal
San Diego at San Francisco

AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING .10 at bats
Allanson. Cleveland. 456,
Slaught. Texas. 450. °Brien. Texas. 444. Yount.
Milwaukee. 438. Hendrick. California. 429
RUNS-DaEvans, Detroit. IS Downing. California.
10. DwEvans. Boston. 8, Gibson.Detroit. S.
McDowell. Texas. S. OBrien. Texas. A. Tartabull.
Seattle. 8
RBI-Tartabull. Seattle. 14. Bell. Toronto. II.
Downing. California. 10: 8 are tied with 8
HITS-Yount. Milwaukee, 14. Joyner, California.
13: Lacy, Baltimore. 13. Smalley. Minnesota. 13, Sane
tied with 12
DOUBLES-Buckner. Boston, 5. °Brien. Texas. 5.
Bell. Toronto, 4, Franco. Cleveland. 4. Hrbek. Min
nesota, 4. Law. Kansas City. 4
TRIPLES-Tolleson. Chicago, 2: 27 are tied with 1
HOME RUNS -Tartabull, Seattle. 1, 10 are tied with
STOLEN BASES-Cangelosi. Chicago. 7. Moieby.
Toronto. 4. RHendersom New York. 4, Shelby.
Baltimore. 4, Felder. Milwaukee. 3, Gibson. Detroit.
3
PITCHING • I decisions -28are tied with 10110
STRIKEOUTS-Morris. Detroit. 22. Viola. Min
nesota. 17. Boddicker. Baltimore. 14. Hurst. Boston.
14. Correa. Texas. 13
SAVES-Hernandez, Detroit. 3. Righetti, New
York, 3. Aase. Baltimore, 2, Camacho, Cleveland. 2.
JHowell. Oakland. 2. RDavie. Minnesota 2
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING I 10 at bats.-Garner, Houston 571,
Galarraga. Montreal. 53P. Ray. Pittsburgh. 476.
foRussell. Philadelphia. 442, Knight. New York. 455
RUNS-Doran. Houston, it. Parker. Cincinnati. 8.
Coleman, StLouis. 7, Leonard, San Francisco 7.
WClark. San Francisco. 7
RBI-Leonard. San Francisco, 9. P
.Cincin
natl. 9. Ray. Pittsburgh, 9, Stubbs. Los Angeles. 9.
011avis. Houston, A. Garner, Houston.
HITS-Gladden. San Francisco. 16 Gwynn. San
Diego. 13. McReynolds. San Diego 13. Parker. ('In
cinnatt. 13. Templeton. San Diego. IS
DOUBLES-Brooks. Montreal 4. Parker Ctricin
natl. 4. Thori. Houston. 4. 9 are tied with 3
TRIPLES --11 are lied with 1
HOME RUNS F.
. Cincinnati. 4. talevis.
Houston 3. Leonard San Francisco 3 Stubbs. Los
Angeles. 3, 14 are tied with 2
STOLEN BASES-Duncan, Los Angeles it Col
eman. SILouis. 4, Doran Houston 4. Herr 411.OUIP 4.
5 are tied with 3
PITCHING', decisions.-2* are Bed with 10110
STRIKEOUTS-Ryan Houston IS Welch Los
Angeles. 17. Krukcrs San Francisco 16. Denny Cincinnati. IS. JRobinson, San Francisco IS
SAVF:S-DSmith. Houston. 3. Franco Cincinnati 2.
Worrell. StLouls 2 13 are tied with 1

Flea Market
Saturday Only

Calloway Co.
Athletic Booster
Will Have Their
Grill Going Plus
Selling Baked

Murray High Band
Boosters Will Be
Selling Hot Dogs,
Popcorn & Drinks

U.S.
Coast
Guard
Auxiliary Giving
Courtesy Marine
Examinations
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Sat. 19th
Providing Boat Safety Information
WSJP
Live Remote
Broadcast
Saturday & Sunday

524 Main

759-9888

Sunday 2.4 p.m.
Gospel Music Show
Featuring

Drawings Held
Every 30 Minutes
For Prizes To Be Given Away
by the Bei Air Merchants
dot

frisboos Thrown With Cosh Sot. 200 p.m.

Larry Krouse Insurance

Goods

The Kings, Seekers
and
Molitimp Moir First Pubik Appooronos

The Paricers

BEL-AIR CENTER MURRAY, KY.
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Civil Action File No. 86-0-009
Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth of Kentucky Calloway
Circuit Court Donald E. Moore and wife, Pam
Moore, d/b/a Pirate's-Cove Plaintiff, versus
Charles Wilson and wife, Betty Wilson
Defendant
Notice of Sale
By virtue of judgment and order of sale of
the Calloway Circuit Court rendered,at the
February 28th Term thereof 1986, in the above
cause, for the sum of Thirty Four Hundred
Forty One and 28/100 $3.4128)(
Dollars, with
interest at the rate of $1.70 per day from the
15th day of November 1985, until paid and its
cost therein I shall proceed to offer for sale
at the Court House door in the City of Murray
Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at the public
auction on the 28th day of April 1986. at 10:00
o'clock A.M.. or thereabout, for cash, the
following described property, to-wit:
Lot 3 in H1LLANDALE SUBDIVISION,
Calloway County. Ky.. as shown by a plat of
record in Deed Book 156. Page 539, Calloway
County Court Clerk's Office.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
pay cash. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court
2 .Notice

2

6

Help

Wanted

6

Wanted

Help

egal

A NEN Party Plan.
Area supervisor wanted
for Christmas around
the world. Excellent
commission
No investment: greund-floer
chance for advancement. Call collect 9282364.
AUTO mechanic
trainee's needed,
Murray State University. Qualifications: ill
you do not have GED or
your high school
diploma. 121 you have
been out of school 9
months or more. i31 you
are between ages 16 &
21, call J.T.P.A. Out Of
School 753-9378 between
8:30-12:00 5 days a
week.
EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $714.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No sales. Details-- send
stamped envelope:
Elan- 332. 3418 En.
terprise. Ft. Pierce, Fl.
33482.
GOVERNMENT jobs.
$1 6,040- $59.230/yr.
Now hiring. Call 805-6876000 Ext. R-8155 for
current federal list.

AGE IV
Unless still in
School or -College
their family group
hospital insurance
may have expired
due to age. Our
most popular Major Medical Policy
offers comprehensive benefits at
reasonable rates
For free information call:

Lot. Rex

Face
Brick
Start At
;-•

$137C4
perl000

Vowell &
Son Inc.
Martin, TN
587-2301

Christian
Radio
89.3 FM
Cable Ch. 32

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

TWAT CANNON BALL
BLEuJ THE LONOLE TOP
OFF YOUR DOGHOUSE!

WONDER IF IT
HIT ANYTHING ELSE

BUT THEN WHERE
DID IT GO?

WIAAT
WAS THE

pArri!

QUEbTIO

?

17'5 TOO PEEP
FOR A LITTLE
FELLER LIKE YOD

6

COCKIE,
THE PARTY
TON GHT

Pi Old YOU

15
STAG.'

I PuniC.i-4E0 Our
MY STOCK BROKER

9

"et
HEY',
WHAT'S
THE
'PEA C

Aw„juST TALK,
ft:A. TIM THAT CASTLE
IS FULL OF w0i.ved5,,
LIKE THE JUNGLE
HE CAME FROM.

I MADE A BET,HE WON'T LAST A
WEEK,BEFORE HE HAS ANOTHER
"ACC/DEA/7

Aka'

Help

Wanted

10. Business Opportunity

Full time position available for

FOR SALE
Beauty Shop, 3 stations, 5 dryers, fully
equipped. Good location, ample parking.
Call 759-1242 days
Wed.-Sat.

custodian.
Must be dependable, have floor
care experience
& willing to work
night shift. 2
a.m.- 11
a.m.
Good starting
salary & fringe
benefits.
Experienced individuals must
apply in person
at Kroger, 650
Central Center,
Ky.
Murray,
Mon.-Fri, 8 a.m.-5
p.m.

TELL ME!

1

Legal

1

Legal

•
Civil Action File No. 86-CI-018
Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth of Kentucky Calloway
Circuit Court-AnzutHumphreys,Plaintiff verDefendiultii7
sus Potter Enterprises, Inc., Farmers Bank
Notice of Sale
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale & Capital Trust Company, Calloway County,
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the Kentucky, and Commonwealth of Kentucky
March 20th Term thereof, 1986, in the above Defendants.
Notice of Sale
cause, for the sum of Seventeen Thousand
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale
Three Hundred Forty-nine and 88/100 Dollars
($17,349.88) with interest, from the 2nd day of of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the
December, 1985, until paid, and its costs February 28 Term thereof, 1986, in the above
therein. I shall proceed to offer for sale at the cause, for the sum of Thirty Thousand Three
Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Ken- Hundred Eighty-seven and 15/100 Dollars
tucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction (00,387.15) with interest until paid, and its
on the 28th day of April, 1986, at 10:00 a.m., cost therein, I shall proceed to offer for sale
or thereabout, upon a credit of six (6) months at the Court House door in the City of Murray,
with a ten percent (10%) down payment at Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auctime of sale, the following described proper- tion oh the Mt day of April, 1986, at 10:00 a.m.
or thereabout, for cash, the following describty, to-wit:
BEGINNING at a point in the North proper- ed property, to-wit:
Being 43.28 acres adjacent to the Tennessee
ty line of a tract of land owned by Westvaco
Corporation, said point being located approx- Valley Authority Kentucky Lake property in
imately 1,587 feet West of where the South pro- Calloway County,Kentucky,and described as
perty line of a private roadway described follows: Beginning at T.V.A. Monument No.
herein intersects with the West right of way 49-1 and running thence South 4 degrees 10
of the Fred Jones road; thence, continuing in minutes 19 seconds West leaving said T.V.A.
a Westerly direction for a distance of approx- property 1103.98 feet to an approximately 1
imately 572.88 feet to an iron stake; thence, inch diameter galvanized pipe; thence North
in a northerly direction for a distance of ap- 80 degrees 27 minutes and 43 seconds East
proximately 380.18 feet to an iron stake; 1650 feet to an iron rod; thence South 00
thence in an Easterly direction for a distance degrees 19 minutes 15 seconds East 305.03 feet
of approximatley 572.88 feet to an iron stake; to an iron rod; thence South 89 degrees 32
thencelh a Southerly direction fora distance minutes 09 seconds East 540.12 feet to an iron
of approximately 380.18 feet to an iron stake rod; thence North 19 degrees 35 minutes 09
seconds East 100 feet to an iron rod; thence
at the point of beginning.
The above described property is sold sub- South 89 degrees 32 minutes 09 seconds East
ject to a private roadway easement reserved 165.88 feet to the center of a public road;
by Roger Jones and wife, Edna Jones, their thence North 19 degrees 35 minutes 59 seconds
heirs and assigns over the following describ- East along the center of said road 131.05 feet;
thence North 17 degrees 15 minutes 22 seconds
ed property:
BEGINNING at a point in the North boun- East along the center of said road 78.24 feet;
dary line of a tract of land owned by Westvaco thence North 00 degrees 37 minutesi 55 seconds
Corporation, said point being located approx- West along the center of said road 260.85 feet;
imately 1,587 feet west of where the South pro- thence north 68 degrees 14 minutes 52 seconds
perty line of a private roadway described West leaving said Road 258.52 feet to an iron
herein intersects with the West right of way rod; thence North 00 degrees 50 minutes East
of the Fred Jones Road; thence, in a Wester- 165 feet to the center of said previously menly direction for a distance of approximately tioned road; thence South 89 degrees 31
572.88 feet to an iron stake: thence, in a Nor- minutes 05 seconds West along the center of
therly direction for a distance of 30 feet to an said road 130.19 feet; thence South 73 degrees
iron stake; thence,in an Easterly direction for 29 minutes 35 seconds West along the center
a distance of 572.88 feet to an iron stake; of said road 252.88 feet; thence North 37
thence, in a Southerly direction for a distance degrees 50 minutes 25 seconds West along the
center of said road 119.26 feet; thence North
of 30 feet to the point of beginning.
5
degrees 46 minutes 05 seconds East along the
Roadway easement on and over the following-piece of property aacTifFed á6'fllws -center-ot-saki-road-102.80feet: -thence North---Beginning at a point in the West right of way 12 degrees 58 minutes 55 seconds East along
of the Fred Jones Road at the Southeast cor- the center of said 58.62 feet to a south line of
ner of a tract of land conveyed by Roger the T.V.A. property; thence South 79 degrees
Jones, et ux,to James Chaney,et ux, by deed 05 minutes West leaving said road and runndated the 28th day of September, 1973, and ing along the T.V.A. line 1079 feet to T.V.A.
recorded on Microfilm in Book 152, Cabinet 1, Monument No. 50-9; thence North 2 degrees
Drawer 4, Card 2967, in the office of the Clerk 26 minutes East along the T.V.A. line 446 feet
of the Calloway County Court, and said point to the T.V.A. Monument No. 50-10; thence
being located at the Northeast corner of a South 81 degrees, 27 minutes West along the
tract of land owned by Westvaco Corporation; T.V.A. line 659 feet to the point of beginning
thence, in a Westerly direction for a distance and containing 43.28 acres.
EXCEPT: 0.46 acres conveyed by deed of
of approximately 1587 feet and along the property line of Westvaco Corporation to an iron record in Deed Book 114, page 500.
NOTE: Said property being subject to the
stake; thence, in a Northerly direction for a
distance of 30 feet to an iron stake; thence, in preitailing.right of way requirements for all
an Easterly direction for a distance of 30 feet public roads touching same.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
to an iron stake; thence, in an Easterly direction for a distance of approximately 1587 feet pay cash. Bidders will be prepared to compto an iron stake in the East right of way of the ly promptly with these terms.
Frank L. Ryan, Master Commissioner
Fred Jones Road; thence, in a Southerly
Calloway Circuit Court
direction and along the West right of way of
the Fred Jones Road for a distance of 30 feet
to the point of beginning.
2 2 . Musical
The Grantees hereby agree that they, their
heirs or assigns will hold the Grantors, their P.A. Altec 10 channel LARGE, large, large
board, Bi amp stereo selection of storage
heirs or assigns, harmless from any damage amp,
4 base cabinets, 3 buildings in stock for
arising from their use of said roadway.
monitors, 2 mikes, 4 immediate delivery.
Being the same property conveyed to Lynn stands, cable case, all Acree Portable
Thomas Mathis, et ux, by deed from Jimmy cords. Must sell. $1800 Buildings, Mayfield,
502-247-7g31,
McLeod,et ux, dated April 9, 1977, and record- negotiable. 759-9665.
NW John Deere lawn
ed in Deed Book 157, Page 412, of the records
& garden tractors- 650 &
of the Calloway County Court Clerk's office, 24. Miscellaneous
750. bargain priced at
Murray, KY.
Stoke" _ Tractor, Indust1 ASHLEY heater, good rial Road 753-1319.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must condition, $175. 1 Ruger
execute bond, with approved securities, bear- Black Hawk 45 caliber NEW tobacco sticks for
sale
cents each while
ing legal interest from the day of sale, until with holster $175 & 300 they.15last:
George
Savage
rifle
model
99,
paid, and having the force and effect of a
Patrum, Founder Hill
$250 Phone 489-2446.
Rd.. Puryear, TN.
Judgment. Bidders will be prepared to com200 AMP trailer pole Phone 247-5549.
ply promptly with these terms.
with 40 ft. of cable. $250.
OAK & hickory $27.50
Frank L. Ryan, Master Commissioner Call 753-0220.
full rick delivered. Call
Calloway Circuit Court 2 INFRA red ovens $75 436-2778.

Showtime Movies

Happy
Birthday
Flo

Legal

Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth of Kentucky Calloway
Circuit Court Bank of Marshall County, Plaintiff versus Lynn Thomas Mathis, Et Al,

NEED a job' 4 openings
now You may qualify
it. liyou do not have
GED or your high
school diploma. 12) you
have been out of school
9 months or more. 131
you are between ages 16
& 21. call J.T.P.A. Out
Of School 753-9378 between 8:30-12:00 5 days
a week.
NURSE or Med. Tech.
wanted part-time for
doctors office. Duties to
include- vital signs.
E.K.G., venipunctures
dr general office work.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 1040-N. Murray,
Jerry McConnell
Ky.
Insurance
O .TREACH social
753-4199
worker for Calloway
County. High School
'(roc local claim serslcrdiploma preferred &
working knowledge of
government programs.
Resident of Calloway
Showtime
County. Excellent
fringe benefits. Salary
Movies
range $8.750-$14.000 per
Weekend
year. Applications will
be accepted from April
Special
16, 1986 through the
5 Movies at $9.95
close of business April
24. 1986 at 4:30p,m. Send
Fri. to Mon
resume.. application to
Friday Special
SUMMER WORK
Mr. A.J. Pearson. West
Rent 2 Get 1 Free
Kentucky Allied Ser$360 wk., colleg•
2
Due Back Sat.
Notice
vices Inc., Box 736,
students & grad. H.S.
Mayfield. Ky. 42066.
seniors only. competitive
Equal Opportunity
9.11.0••
A Bad Time For
Dixieland Center
Send resume, or peril.
Emploier.
753
nent
7
731
Information to: P.O.
PAM' time- lady for
PREGNANCY?
Box 104044, Murray. Ky.
cleaning rooms &
Call
general kitchen work.
WANTED: Sports reMust have transporta5 Lost and Found
LIFE HOUSE
tion. Call 436-5496 for porter for weekly
753-0700
newspaper. Must have
appointment.
LOST
1 506 Chestnut
SUBSTITUTE GRAN- journalism background.
Wilson Tennis Racket
DMOTHER. Responsi- own & be proficient in
REWARD 2
ble, dependable, non the use of a 35mm
smoking person, with camera. Send resume to
If returned in
own transportation to Box 185. Benton. Ky.
good condition.
care for newborn infant. 42025.
References required! WANTED: reliable
759-1884
Position available late women to babysit starting
Must
POUND: white poodle. July, Mon. thru Fri. have immediately.
three references.
8a.m.
to
5p.m.
Send
18th
Wells.
Sr
Phone
WNKJ-Nopkinsville
resume to P.O. Box Send resume to CJ
before 6p.m. 753-0542.
Watford, Rt. 5 Box 95,
1040-B, Murray. Ky.
PAM'S CAKE HUT is LOST. Long-hatred,
Murray, Ky
grey.
neutered.
male
the place to call the next
time you need a cake for cat. Hwy. 732. Also,
Additional
any reason. They make grey Sr white. neutered
BEHR'S
Help
Needed
cakes of all kinds male cat. $15 reward.
WOMENS'
Including character and 436-5397.
at
SPECIALTY
SHOP
novelty cakes. So call MALE black & gray
Applications now being
759-4492 or 437-4455. 410 tabby cat. lost Friday
Jerry's Custom
night. College Farm Rd.
accepted for part time
Main on Court Nuare.
Kitchen
Cabinets
Red---ecrItar. • Reward.
everttng sales-here
Call 753-3734. 753-6758.
abinet
maker
and/o
Previous retail exfinish work.
perience preferred. AppHelp Wanted
6
ly in person at Behr's in
Experience Necessary
WANTED 30 overCentral
Shopping
Apply in person
weight people serious
Center, Murray, Mon409 Sunbury Circle
about losing 10 - 29
day, April 21 thru Wed
Free Estimates
pounds in 30 days. 100
off S. 4th behind
April 23 between 10
percent guaranteed.
759-1983
Bunny Bread.
am.-5 n.m.
Call 762-4003
SON OR DAUGHTER

1

Situation

Wanted

14IGH-school student, 11
years old, with own
transportation wants
lawns to mow or odd
jobs Capable and very
strong Call Monty after
5p.m at 753.8799
IN home care nurse.
day or night. Re.
ferences. Call 753-9472
or 753.2891.
RrTTITIthe ira-T
nan•
for your lawn cutting
needs. Call 759-9268.
LAWNS mowed, anytime. Adult. Call 4362879.
RESPONSIBLE mother
will keep children in my
home in town. Excellent
references. Call 753-3498
MU do light hauling &
mowing. Call 753-8113.

14. Want to Buy
WOULD like to buy
good used piano, prefer
oak cabinet or medium
wood finish. Call 7533975 after 4p.m.
15. Articles for Sale
WHIRLPOOL 17 cu. ft.
refrigerator with tex•
tured steel door, only
$8.00 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear 753-0595.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer with 4
cycles, only $6.00 per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear. 753-0595.

16. Home Furnishings
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty dryer with 3 temp
sejections, only $4.00
per week
Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595

19. Farm Equipment
ALL kinds grass seeds
Clover. Kobe, Fescue
etc. Also, other farm
supplies. AG Broker.
Industrial Rd. 753-4533.
seeder,
Model 750. Call 753-6085.
TRACTOR, rebuilt. 536
Case, Call 753-7976
20

Sports

Equipment

TROPHIES hall tin
iforms. ball / apq at
Faye's 753.7743

ea. for office, heart
PORTABLE dispatients in place of
hwasher, $100. Call
micro waves, campers,
summer homes, etc. 753-6684.
PROM dresses. red &
759-4005.
orchid, size 9. Beautiful
long wedding dress. size
3 1.2 H.P. Sears Tiller, 7. Call
753-4487 after
$125. Call 759-4005.
5p.m.
ALUM. running boards PUSH -MOWERS
to fit Chev. Blazer. SELF-PROPELLED
HIMaple drop leaf table WHEEL- cheap
or
with four chairs. 759- expensive- whatever
9912 after 4p.m.
your needs! See us
APT. size elec. stove. before you buy. Stokes
$85. Call 759-4005.
Tractor 753-1319.
DUNK beds, upright RUBBER bed mats for
freezer. Singer sewing pickup trucks! Most all
machine, 1979 AMC car, sizes in stock! Cheap.
couch, double bed. All in Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
good condition. Call SADDLE UP A HORSE
after 4:30p.m. 753-5292.
WHEEL HORSE of
COMPUTER Datass- course at Stokes Tracette recorder. $25. 2 tor, Industrial Road
Commadore 64 cassette 753-1319.
computer games, $8 SLABS and tobacco
each. Computer sticks, Gordon Saw
joystick, $3. All items in Mill. Call 527-9009.
mint condition. Call TOPPER
by Glasstite,
753-7231 after 3:30p.m.
fits standard bed ImCOPPERTONE metal port pickup. $300. 753desk 995. gray $75. 3443 evenings.
office chairs $40 ea.. TOP
line catfish
swivel chairs $75, $35.
Fingerlings. Choice
typewriter table $50. disease
free 5"
IBM Memory typewri- Fingerlings
.20 each.
ter 100 cost $6.00. $1150.
Murray Halt Co.. Hwy.
Some library shelving.
94 East. 753-5693.
759-4005.
WE have garden supComing soon TORO at
plies. fertilizer seed etc.
Stokes Tractor.
Also, organic fertilizer.
DON'T work like a AG Brokers, Industrial
horse this summer put a Rd. 753-4533.
Wheel Horse to work for
have good clean 58
you! See at Stokes
gal. drums. MI each. AG
Tractor 753-1319.
Brokers. Industrial Rd.
GARDEN seeds- plants. 753.4533.
fertilizer Lowest prices. WE
makes o
highest quality. lawn
mowers! Best
Shoemaker Seed Inc . service
in town! Stokes
4th & Chestnut. .. _
Tractor 753-1319.
GIRLS clothes sizes 2fs, W
HIRLPOOL
3's k 4's. Call 489-2438
microwave oven with
GOOD clean gold 700 watts cooking
carpet: 1- 12x20,
power. only $4,50 week
12x12, 1- 3.2-x24, all for Rudoph Goodyear. 753$150. Call 753-3178
0595

wr

a
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CLASSIFIEDS

27. Mobile Homes for Sale
1971 2 BR. 12 860 , only
$4200. Appliances stay.
Central electric heat.
Perfect to put on lake
lot. Buy today- move
tomarrow. Call now
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898.
1977 VILLAGER, 2 BR,
partially furnished, nice
& clean. $5,250 firm.
Call 753-8267.

38. Pets-Supplies

32 Apts for Rent
1 or 2 bedroom Apart

ment near downtown
Murray. Call 753 4109 or
762-6650.-- TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.

41

34. Houses for Rent
BR home for rent in
city, large lot. Call
753-8835.
BR house on
Sycamore. Lease or
lease with option to buy.
Call 753-4109 or 762-6650
or 436-2844.
4 BEDROOM house
located at 1613 Farmer
Ave. Nice yard with
3 BR- front kitchen. driveway. Will be ready
14x70 mobile home. See for occupancy May 15.
at A-22 Fox Meadows References required.
after 5p.m.
Call 753-8588 ask for
G REAT weekend Grant.
getaway or comfortable TWO bedroom, very
year-round mobile nice, close to MSU,
home, only minutes Appliances. Call 753from lake. Has central 0718 or 753-4478.
heat & air and large
outdoor storage build- 37. Livestock -Supplies
ing. Just reduced to
1980 YAMAHA Special
$10,500. Phone Kop400, best offer, Call 753perud Realty 753-1222.
0747.
KENTUCKY Lake:
Northern built 12x60 Young BEEFMASTER
mobile home, 3 Bdrm.. 1 BULLS: Regist. &
1/2 bath, 2 1,2 lots, Commercial. Arterburn
wood shed, well, septic, Farms-- Wickliffe-- 876extras. Asking $15.000 7248.
or make offer. (502 i753- 38. Pets-Supplies
3163.
SEVERAL 10' & 12' AKC registered Collie
mobile homes. Ideal for pups, $175. Call 759-1509.
lake or rental, furnished
or unfurnished, AC. 41 Public Sales
Negotiable. 753-5209.
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
2 OR 3 BR, furnished,
AC/natural gas. Shady
Oaks 753-5209.
APPLIANCES furnished, very private,
country. $165. 2 BR
furnished. city. Both
have central air. Coleman Real Estate 7539898.
roil rent- nice 2 BR
trailer. near Murray.
No pets Call 459-2611.
30

One time or
contract.
437-4588
CREEK VIEW
SELF
STORAGE
Hwy. 641 N.
24 tar private entrance
753-6734
32

Apts

'or Rent

1 BR furnished apt. See
at 100 S. 13th St.
I BR furnished apt. Low
utilities. Call 753-3949.
2 BR duplex with carport on Stadium View
Dr Central heat and
air, all appliances.
carpeted, deposit required. No pets
„Married couples
preferred. Available
May 1. 753-1799 after
5p.m.
2 HR duplex, appliances
furnished. $265 per
month. Call 759-4406.
CALL Coleman Real
Estate for your rental
needs. 2 BR apart
ments. 2 BR duplexes.
2/3 BR townhouses.
753 9898.
FURNISHED apts.
Renting now available
in May. Adults only no
pets. Zimmerman
Apartments, S. 16th St.,
753 6609.

Saturday
8 a.m.
1633
Hamilton Ave.
Household items,
clothing, & misc.

MULTI
PARTY
YARD SALE
Sat., April 19
8-3
North end of
Penny
Hwy.
across from Oak
Grove Church.

PLANT SALE
Fri., April 18
3:00-6:00 p.m.
Sat. April 19
8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Greenhouse on
College Form Rd.
Bedding
plants,
herbs & vegetable
plants for sale.
Sponsored by MSU
Horticulture Club

Pancake
Breakfast/Yard
Sale
Sat. April 19
6 a.m.
Martin Chapel
United Methodist
Church

Garage
Sale
Sat. April 19
8:30-3:30
805 Sharpe

Yard
Sale

Summer clothing, mens
& womens small sizes,

Saturday
Only
7-1
211
S. 11th St.

household items, kitchen items, decorative

accessories & antiques

4 Party
Carport Sale
Saturday
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
427 S. 8th

Combination
Yard Sale
Bake Sale

Roll-top desk. Snapper
lawn mower, wash
basin,
washstand,
truck tool box, freezer,
refrigerator, tools, other
furniture, baby items, &
much more

Sponsored by
Alpha Phi Sigma
Honor Society

306 Broach
Saturday
April 19th
8:00 til 4:00
Odds and Ends

YARD
SALE
1508 Parklane
Saturday 19th
8-3 p.m.

4 Party
Yard Sale
Sat. April 19

Large braided rug,
clothes for entire
family, household
goods,
material,
bedspreads & many
,
surprises.

299 in Kirksey
Clothes, dishes,
African violets,
some furniture.
Lots of other
things
too
numerous
to
mention.

Garage
Sale
1506
Dudley Dr.
Saturday
Only
Clothes, furniture, other
items.

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 339.75
Opened
340.20
Today
.45
Up

Public Sales

Yard
Sale

Busmess Rentals

Clean
Commercial
Buildings

Silver
Closed
Yesterday
5.35
Opened
Today
5.29
.06
Down

Compliments of.
WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071

VERNON'S WESTERN

Backyard
Sale

753 7113
We buy Gold. Silver & Diamonds
Hours: 10.6 Daily. Closed Sunday

Sat. 19th

Contract for
Auditing Services
The City of Murray will accept
sealed bids for auditing of General
Fund operations for the year end on
June 30, 1986. Contract requirements are available in the City Clerk's Office and must be
returned to the City Clerk's Office
no later than 3:00 p.m., May 15,
1986. The City Clerk's Office will
make available to any interested
auditor any public records,
documents, or other data needed
in order for auditor to submit a bid.
The City of Murray will reserve the
right to select any of the bids submitted or to reject the bids in their
entirety.
Jo Crass
City Clerk

43

DOG training for obedience. personal
protection- guard & .dog
showing. Boarding.
AKCGerman
Shepherds & ARC
Australian Cattle dogs.
502-436-2858

919 N. 18th St.
8 a.m.
Carpet &
pads,
heavy duty grinder,
bedspreads & curtains, clothes & lots
of different items

COUNTY
WIDE
YARD SALE

,

Saturday,
April 19
Bel-Air
Shopping Ctr.

43

Real Estate

14x65 MOBILE home. A
lots. 1/2 block from
water k public boat
ramp Price negotiable
Call 753-6842

Real Estate

6 ACRE wooded building lot. 3 miles from
tawn..X.sLII 1534976, AT Almo Heights- 50)(60
shop, 2 story building
with 2 upstairs apts., lot
with trailer hook-up.
approx. 1 LA acre. Call
;
544
1266 after
have buyers'. Call
us to sell. Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
753-1492.
44. Lots for Sale
5 WOODED acres near
lake, close to Pine Shift.
Black top road. Small
down payment. Owner
financing at 8r;. Call
753-7531.
LOT- 100x234 East 04
Hwy. Phone 759-9460
after 5:30p.m.
LOT in
in
Ledbetter Shores subdivision. adjoining
Kenlake State Park.
Asking $5,000. 753-6763,,
753-4545.
LOVELY partly wooded
building lot, 2 miles SE
of Murray. $5.500. Call
Kopperud Realty 7531222.
45. Farms for Sale
35.5 ACRE farm, completely fenced with good
pasture, trees, beautiful
building sites, 3 ponds,
stocked with fish.
Paved road frontage. 6
1 / 2 miles from
Murray. Call 753-2280.

47

Motorcycles
1980 HONDA Interstate
1100 Touring bike, like
new,_
never down, adult ridden. $3200. Call 436.5876.
1980 YAMAHA 650
"Special. like new, 6500
miles, $1000. Call 7536000.
1981 HONDA 900, low
mileage, fully equipped.
$
5
1
0
0
436-2146 evenings.
1981 SUZUKI 850. less
than 7.000 miles. $1500
or will trade for fishing
boat of equal value.
436-2206.
1981 YAMAHA Virago,
4000 miles. excellent
condition, $1250. Call
.753-6855 after 6p.m. '
1983 650 NIGAT Hawk
Call 753-6203.
1985- 225 YAMAHA 3
wheeler with reverse &
electric start. Good
.condition. Asking $1100.
Call 492-8953 after 5p.m
48

Auto Services

IMPORT AUTO
SALVAGE
New and Used Parts
New Parts in Stock
Open 8-5 Mon-Sat
474-2325

49

49

Used Cars

19/14 Camaro Z 211,
loaded. 29 000 miles.
Phone----daye
beet
753.4703, nights 759-1274
141.7ST sell 1976 Cutlass
Olds. good mechanical
condition Also. 1973
Vega, will a(.cept any
reasonable offer Call
753-9413 after 5p m

52

53

NEED A CAR?
No Credit.
No Interest.
Call Sammy
at 753-6448
50

Used Trucks
1940 CHEVY truck, restored. sharp. $4,500. Call
527-1505.
1967 CHEVROLET 1/2
Ton truck, 283 motor.
good condition, $600.
Call 759-1683.
1940 SCOUT 4x4, no
rust, very solid, $1650.
Call 753-2708 after 4p.m.
1974 FORD truck with
utility bed. 30' Tappen
counter top range. VW
tube type Dune Buggy.
Call 759-9932 or 753-6215.
1978 CHEVROLET. 3,4
ton. 4 wheel drive, 4" lift.
1400 tires, needs motor.
$1200. Call 753-7161.
1978 CHEVROLET
pickup, no rust, new
tires. 350 engine, automatic. air 8r tilt, tool
box. $3000. Call 753-6855
after 6p.m.
1981 FORD Courier. 4
cyl auto., excellent
condition. See at 1803
College Farm Rd. or
call 753-8124.
1982 C.I7 Jeep. 30.000
miles, excellent condition. Call 753-6919 after
5:30p.m.
1983 BLUE & Silver
customized Chevy van.
low mileage, air. ps, pb.
power windows & doors,
new tires, excellent
condition. Call after
5p.m. 753-4123.
'74 INTERNATIONAL
pick•up, excellent
mechanical *condition,
no rust. $1000. Call
753-1239.
'77 CI-ireV ROL E T
pickup. 39.000 mi.,
sharp. $2900. Call 7537523.
'78 DODGE Power wagon 4x4. Call after 3p.m.
489-2697.
'79 DODGE 4-wheel
drive, swb, $2200. Call
753-6709 after 6p.m.

Boats Motors

HOUSEBOAT 26'
fiberglass, sleeps 4, self
clan tairrett.;-Tr a i ter
available, 51800 436
2146 evenings.
SKI boat, like new, new
interior, new paint with
skis & ski vests. 53,000
Call 753 9298.
Services Offered

ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. References.
Call Will Ed Bailey
753-0689

53 Services Offerer'
WILL haul white rock.
sand, lime, rip rap and
rne-sonary-sand, coal.
dirt, gravel, fill sand.
Call Roger Hudson.
753-4545 or 753-6763
ODD job specialist.
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing. fencing You
name it I do it You
buy. I install You
break. I fix Call 4362868.
PAINTING --- Paper
hanging, commerical or
residential. Free estimates, References. 25
years experience.
Tremon Farris 759-1987
PAINTING. Whatever
your needs- Int & Ext
painting. staining,
caulking, washing.
mildew problems, sand
blasting. spraying. No
job to large or small
Over 18 years experience Call Ralph
Worley & Sons 759-1050.
ROOFING. Plumbing
Concrete work. Ad
ditions. Painting.
General Carpentry
P.A
Molony Co
753 86 2 8 . Free
Estimates.
ROOF problems' Call
759-1600.

53. Services Offered
SEWING Machine Repair All makes and
models -1ToMe
Industrial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 40 yrs.
experience. All work
guaranteed Kenneth
Barnhill, 753-2674.
Stella, Ky.
STUMP REMOVAL
SERVICE.
Mechanically removed
10 inches below the
surface, no damage to
surrounding lawn.
Larry Wood 753.1)211 or
1-443-8682.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2. Box
409A, Paducah, Ky
12001 or call 1-442?70213.
WILDEY Welding Service, Hwy. 121 Coldwater. Portable & Shop.
489-2125.

2 MEN want to do yard
wor* Tree trimming,
removal of unwanted
trees & shrubbery. mow
yards, light hauling &
wood for sale. Free estimates 753.0680 or 7591683
ALL type masonry
work, block, brick,
concrete. driveways,
sidewalks, patios, house
foundations, new
chimneys or chimney
repair. 25 years experience. Free estimates. Call Charles
Let Rex give you a
Barnett 753-5476.
price on your sepAPPLIANCE REPAIR:
LIME
Factory authorized for
tic tank & backhoe
Custom hauling
Tappan. Kelvinator and
work.
Brown. Service on gas
and spreading
and electric ranges,
Call: Fronk or
microwaves, disDaryl Coles
hw a she rs. re30 yrs. experience
(502) 492-8425
frigerators. etc. Earl
Lovett. 354-6956 or 753.
5341.
APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse.
Whirlpool. 23 years
experience. Parts and
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Ser& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
OVER
Business 753-4872, 43620 YEARS
5848 ihome).
EXPERIENCE
CARPENTER- 28 yrs.
experience. Pole barns.
MOVED:
tobacco barns, additions, remodeling •
409 SUNBURY CIRCLE
houses. Farmington.
BEHIND BUNNY BREAD
Ky. 345-2024 call for •
•
W.A. Donegan.
• MURRAY, KY.
753-5940 •

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

Used Cars
1972 MAVERICK. automatic transmission, new
46. Homes for Sale
20 ACRES with beauti- battery, new muffler.
Call 759-1662 after 6 pm.
ful building site, house
with 3 BR. 1 bath, living 1 9 7 6 CHEVROLET
room, kitchen with din- Monza 2+2. V-8 autoing area, utility room. matic, power steering.
1/4 mile south Lynn AM/FM radio. 492-8799
Grove. Call 753-5945 after 5p.m.
19'79 DATSUN 210. new
after 5p.m.
2 BR modern home on 3 tires. 55.000 miles. good
lots with garage, storage condition. $1500 firm.
& guest house. Located Call after 5p.m.
off Hwy. 280, in walking 753-0410.
distance of the lake. 1980 CADILLAC Sedan
Deville. white/blue int.
Priced to sell. 436-5495.
3 BEDROOM brick, new (leather). 4 door, 39,xxx
roof, TVA insulation, miles. $4800 or take over
large shady lot. Like new payments. 759-9896.
central gas heat 1980 FORD Pinto.. 4.
electric AC & gas water speed, AM-FM cassette,
heater. .Built-in Frigid- sun roof, runs good.
• .0 • S • • • • • • • • • • • la.„ •
aire appliances. Low Also. 1979 Honda 185
Yearry's Tree
Twinstar
motorcycle.
2
utility bills. Near Un& Yard Service
helmets, windscreen.
iversity. 753-3330.
Free Estimates
3 BR. May be seen 1011 Call 753-8700 after 4p.m.
1981 BONNEVILLE.
Hopkins Insurance Agency
Story Ave., Murray, Ky.
Phone
436-2562
Brougham,
full
power and
3 BR brick home, gas
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
492-8542
air,
56,000
miles, new
heat, fireplace, full
Check Our
tires,extra
sharp,
very
Experienced
basement. For extra
City & Suburban
income has 1 BR up. reasonable. Call Sandy at
CARPETS- Dirty? Rent
stairs apt., outside en- 753-4006 or after 5 pm
Homeowner's
Host 'Dry' Carpet
trance & 2 BR garage 436-2606.
Rates
Cleaner
at Blacks Deapt. Large backyard 1982 CHEVY Cavalier 2
corating Center, 701 S.
with garden spot. 713 dr. hatchback, air, tilt. 5 1
Call
Campers
115 S. 13th
4th St. or phone 753.0839.
automatic, excellent
Elm. Call 1-395-4756.
Dr. Tom Hopkins
Murray, Ky.
3 BR brick in Hardin, condition, low priced. 21 FT. self-contained DAVE'S Window
two acres, full base- Call 759-4522 or after Blayzon camper, very Cleaning Residential,
42071
(502)75
3-6202
good
condition,
$2100. commercial, one & two
ment, 2 1/2 bath. 7p.m. 694-4481.
Call 753-6855 after 6p.m.
story. References._ .
Central air & heat... FR.. 1084 GRAND Prix, 24,
with Fireplace, LR, DR. 000 Miles. Cruise-8z tilt, 22' PROWLER camper Senior Citizen discount
with full bath, air 436-2845 or 753-9873.
large kitchen, utilitc $7,200. 753-7975.
room, two car garage. 1984 VW Rabbit, diesel conditioner, great con- PENCE sales at Sears
(45 mpgi. 4 dr.. ac. dition, $3500. Also. now. Call Sears 753-2310
437-4713.
BY owner- 3 bedrooms. am. fm;tape, new complete camper hitch, for free estimate for
your needs.
LIQUIDATION SALE OF
1 1/2 baths, living radial tires, 28,000 $150. 753-5665. 247-7739.
27' TERRY. roof air. GARDENS roto tilled.
room, den, kitchen with miles. 753-8801.
SHAWNE
E FIREWOOD, INC.
large
awning.
seperate
Also,
flower
1985
beds
BUICK
etc.
Somerset
dining space, 6 large
Located 2 miles south of Dixon Springs Exclosets, carport, stor- Regal, bought new in bedroom, good condi- Call 759-9661. Eve. weekend calls welcome.
perimental Center on Hwy 145, or 35 miles
age building with car- Murray. 2 door. 4 cyl. tion, cheap. 753-7304.
port in back. New air conditioning, AM - STARCRAFT tent GENERAL HOME
south of Harrisburg, Ill , on Rt 145, or 30 miles
insulation. Aluminum FM. stereo. 8800 miles. camper, sleeps 8. gas REPAIR. 15 years exNorth of Paducah, Ky , on Rt 145.
stove, ice box. good perience. Carpentry,
trim. Fenced yard. $8.500. Call 762-4781.
THURSDAY, APRIL 24, 1986
condition,
$750
Call
concrete,
plumbing.
1985 DODGE Aries SE,
$46,900. Call 753-8881.
roofing, siding. NO JOB
BY owner. Modern 3 BR automatic, ps, pb. air 753-1591 after 5p m
Beginning at 10 a.m. Sharp
TO SMALL. Free esbrick home on be- cruise. Excellent con- 52 . Boats -Motors
Rain or Shine
timates.
Days
753-6973.
autifully landscaped dition. $5500. Call 753nights 474-2776.
3/4 acre lot in city 9181 or 753-8124.
GrTTERING by Sears.
PROCESSING MACHINE - SCALES
limits. 2 full baths, LR. '76 ELDORADO, local
1973 Camper
Sears continuous gutFR. kitchen -dining car. $1200 or will trade
1 - GMC Model 481 Firewood Processor, S.N.
Self-Contained
ters installed for your
combo, utility, 2 car for fishing boat of equal
1083-102, Hydraulic, with John Deere Diesel Power
specifications. Call
garage. By appoint- value. 436-2206.
Call
Unit
and only 309 hours. This machine looks lite new
Sears 753-2310 for free
ment only. Mid 60's. '76 MAVERICK. ecand has been shedded.
753-1265
estimate.
1202 S. 16h. 753-5268.
onomical. dependable. 6
1 - GMC Firewood Conveyor, S N 1083-103..
HAMILTON Cultured
owner, a modern 3 cylinder, auto., with
after 6 p.m.
1 - GMC Livedeck.
Marble, tops- sinksBR brick home on 6 p.s., air, stereo, new
1 -- Toledo 60-Ton 10x 70 Portable Scales. Model
acres. 6 miles NW of tires, $750. Also, extra 14' ALUMINUM V bot- panels, custom made
670C10-W.
Murray off hwy. 783 nice '73 Dodge Charger. tomed boat with trailer, vanities. Free Est 753with a 28x30 garage & 66,000 miles. auto.. ps, 25 H P motor, excellent 9400.
M.F. LOADER. INT. DIESEL TRUCK,
work shop. Relocating pb. air. am-fm, cass- condition. $600 or best
TRACTOR AND EQUIPMENT
this summer. $60,000 ette. new radials. $1200. offer Call 436-5360.
'motto° Residential
1 - M F. 77 Rubber-tired Wheel Loader with Cab.
firm, by appointment Call 753-5901.
CAMPBELL WELL
16' FIBERGLASS boat.
Log Forks and 5 yard Bucket. S.N. 185370094
only. 753-0302.
'77 FORD Maverick. trailer and 40 H P
DRILLING
1 -- J.D. 4020 Gas Tractor, W.F.. Power Shift.
ENJOY your summer. 4-door. pi). ps air Johnson motor Call
McKenzie Tn
Rubber. 10-16 Ft.. S N. 195526J. with
Picture perfect. all conditioning. Bought 436-2743
CaN Collect
almost new Bush Hog Hydraulic Bucket Loader with
brick ranch, featuring new at Parker Motors
901 352 3671 a,
1974
Twain,
MARK
Forks
dining room plus the Low mileage. $1250.
901 352 5704
188 Mere Cruiser, needs
Free Estimates
1 - Int. Twin-screw Diesel Tractor with 903
warmth of a den and 753-7475.
upholstery work $2500
living room. Country '82 MONTE Carlo. extra firm_
Diesel Motor.
Call after 5p m
eat-in kitchen. 3 spac- nice, air. steering, 753-0410.
HAULING. AG Lime.
1 - Tandem Axle App 40' Flat Bed Trailer with
ious BR, 2 bath, private brakes. local. Asking
will haul and spread
Plywood Sides.
shaded lot, just painted, $4500 Call 753-4545, '1977 MARK Twain. 161: ft Call 492-8425.
1 - Load Cell Model No. 8805913; Banding
Trihull, 1 4 0 in
new carpet. $49,900. Call 753-6763.
INSULATION blown in
Rackets and Clamps. Steel Banding and ai
boarcfoutbo
ard,
open
759-1165.
by Sears. TVA ap'84 ESCORT L. 4-speed
Hand Operated Barrel Pumps; Cutting Torch Cart
rOR sale by owner- 192 with air, cassette bow, new seats and inter
proved. Save on those
Log
Chains.
4 way Hydraulic Unit; Other.
acres- 70 acres tillable. AM.FM. excellent ior, full instrumentation
high heating and coo1.
OFFICE TRAILER, OFFICE EQUIPMENT
16 yr old brick home. 2 conditiOn, 28.000 mi. Good condition S4,000 ing bills. Call Sears
753 5641.
1
BR, basement. 5 miles 762-2111 or 333-5733.
10x50 Office Trailer
753-2310 for free
from Paris. $110,000. By 973 RENAULT Le Car. 4 '198717' FISH 'n Ski bass estimate.
1
Electric Typewriter: 8 Swivel Chairs; 3 Decks
appointment only 901- door, air conditioning. boat with 1982 Chrysler J.L McKnight & Sons
Refrigerator. Vacuum Cleaner: 2 and 4-Drawer Metal
842-6979.
Sawmill on Poor Farm
good condition. Great 1 1 5 motor & ac
File Cabinets, Couch. Air Conditioner: Lamp and End
sale by owner- A gas mileage. $2500 Call cessories Call 492 9874 Rd Buyer of standing
Table Combination
BR, 2 • bath home in 753-3932.
after 5v m
timber. Call 753-7528.
WOOD PRODUCTS AND SUPPLIES
CantErrbury. Large
JOINER'S complete
Piles Logs. Cords of Firewood, 1
3
Lot of
formal dining room:
tree service. 32 yrs
MARKETING
Kindling and Piles of Firewood. Pallets. 3 - Rows
great room with
experience
Also.
INNOVATIVE NEW CONCFPT
of 12 ga Wire. 2 - Rows of 4 Cyclone Fence, 5
fireplace. large, tree
stumps mechanically
shaded redwood deck:
Metal 18 or 20' Gate, 2-6' Gates. Rows of No
removed 10" below
MULTI
MARKETIN
LEVEL
G
fenced yard. central
9 Galvanized Wire. App 80' Plastic 20- Culvert
surface. Call 753-0366
air, gas heat. TVA
AND ENTREPRENEURS WANTED
Fencertw
with
y
LEE'S CARPET
Treated Posts to be removed from
Insulated, 2 car garage
CLEANING For all
Property
THE
OMNI
CARD
$72,000. Phone 753-9520
your carpet itir upholstNOTICE There may be more logging equipment
after Sp m
ery (-leaning For a free
by Sale Day
Earn
dollars
big
spare
your
in
GOVERNMENT homes
estimate call 753-5827
AUCTIONEER'S NOTE The GMC Processor looks
from $1 it: repairi Also
time/full time. Start a credit line
Satisfied references
like new and has been under a shed - cost lots of
delinquent tax proLICENSED
Electrician
up to $100,000.
”Ioney new The Real Estate consist of app 13 acres
perty. Call 805-687-6000
for residential and
(No matter what you current credit rating 01
which can be leased from its present owner by con
Ext. GH- 8155 for
commercial Heating
'acting Steve Robbs at 16181 695.2732 for an ap
information
We will pay $2,000 distributor
and Air condition gas
Pointment or viewing of Processor
HOUSE & large lot at
installation
and repair
bonuses.
910 N 18th St 2 BR
TERMS CONDITIONS OF SALE Cash or good check
Phone 753-7203
day of sale Registration required for Buyers Number with
down & 1 upstairs, gas
NO MONTHLY PRODUCT QUOTES
\tOBILE HOME
heat. Price negotiable
prow I D Settlement must be made day of sale No sr
Specialist Repair and
NO PRODUCTS TO BUY EACH MONTH
tales to be removed front premises until terms of sale are
Call 753 6842 or 753 0864
preventative mainten•
NO PRODUCTS TO SELL EACH MONTH
complied with Not responsible for accidents or theft Any
NICE redecorated home
ance Roofs, floors.
$25.00 initial investment IRefundablel
announcements made sale day trik• precedence over
on 1 acre lot within 5
plumbing. wiring,
advertising printed maharishi
new company
25.000 distributors
hurricane straps 759.
miles of town. 2 BR plus
FIRST NATIONAL BANK Owner
in only 3 months nationwide. Tri-state
4850
den & living room with
Golconda it
Phone 16181 683 4141
beamed ceiling & wood
MOOD1 S Mower
area untouched' No scheme - Only
stove Satellite T V and
Service- pickup and
serious people
l8x33 swimming pool with
delivery Call 753-5668
Write or cell.
large. private deck $37,
NEED -help with spring
Jackson
Purchase
The
Area
,
000. Call 753 6185
cleaning Will clean out
HarriSlItirct III
16 181 152 C332
Consumer Response Group
basements, garages,
IWO story, two bedroom,
'THE IRON SALESMAN"
two bath. Lakeview
carports. attics, will haul
Rt 6 • Box 57 • Murray, KY 42071
SERVING THE TFtl-STATE AREA
trash and brush Will do
brick Recreation room,
Area Code 502 753 0299
repair work__ 1441V0 good
central heat and dir,
Often Inwated
Slaver Duplicated
OMNI
C
references Call 753-0379
art INOtPEPIOttri DIST1110uT04
Ow Senor, WO Please MI
garage. $59,500 Call 436
Your Pluvneas WO Please Us
day or night
2511

753-9224

Orlursr.s

PUBLIC AUCTION

roil

OMNI CARD...

25 Business Services
JOYCE Noel- registered investment
representative with
Twomey Seeuritiee -me.
of Benton, Ky. Call for
free consultation...
IRA's, Keoghs, Mutual
Funds. Member:
NASD. SIPC, 489-2441)

Werray Ledger & Times

Col. Charles L. Buchanan,
AUctioneer

•
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McDonald returns to office

4.%

control of devices used
to stamp his name on
health certificates
issued for animals being
shipped out of state.
He said the stamps
were an issue because
he "couldn't be responsible for things stamped
with my name without
having any control or
supervision."
Robert Geyer,
veterinarian with a
federal team working
with state officials. said
McDonald's situation
had brought an "increased risk of some
disease problems."
Tennessee and
Alabama officials had
raised questions about
the approval of animalhealth certificates
because of the the
circumstances.
McDonald. who has
an equine practice in
Louisville, was picked
by Boswell for a fouryear term beginning in
April. 1985. The appointment was approved by
the state Board of
Agriculture.
McDonald said when
he began working, he
found livestock programs were run with
had
Wolf in charge.
much less control and
supervision ... than I
thought I would have."
he said.
He asked Boswell to

FRANKFORT. Ky.
1AP1 - Three months
after he was removed
from his office by the
agriculture commissioner, state
Veterinarian Michael J.
McDonald is back.
The move is apparently a step in resolving a
dispute over
McDonald's duties in a
livestock industry worth
more than $1 billion a
year to Kentucky
farmers. Some other
states had begun to
question Kentucky's
livestock -sanitation
program.
Commissioner Dave
Boswell returned
McDonald to his office
at the state Livestock
Division on Wednesday.
Less than two hours after
a reporter asked about
the matter. Boswell said
the timing was a coincidence and said he was
dealing with "in-house
administrative
problems."
The dispute apparently involved overlapping
duties of McDonald and
J.D. Wolf, director of
the Livestock Sanitation
Division for 26 years.
McDonald. who had
been moved to an office
across town from the
livestock office, said
that Boswell allowed
him to return to the division, as well as reclaim

OBITUARIES

Mrs. Nancy C. Parker

Additional charges are filed
against Deshetler by officials

Additional charges matter.
and his wife returned
were filed against
Murray City Police about 9:15 Saturday and
Mrs. Nancy C. parents. Mr. and Mrz
Will
Forest had charged Deshetler pursued him about 500
Parker, 41. of 1504 Lon- C. T. N'alentine of Deshet ler, 22, of
Tuesday in connection yards from the house.
don Drive. Murray, died Puryear, Tenn.: and a
Geneva, Ohio. Thursday with the theft of a van Carraway and a
at 6:20 p.m. Thursday at brother. Charles R. by Calloway County and
tools belonging to neighbor, Steve Branher home following an Valentine, Hazel.
Sheriff's. officials and Neal Stubblefield don, captured the
A beautician, she was Kentucky State
extended
illness.
._
_ earlier this month. Also suspect and- -held -him
member or the -Oak
Deshetler was charg- charged in that incident until Deputy Sheriff
Born Sept. 3, 1944 in a
ed with burglary in the is a female juvenile Max Dowdy arrived a
Calloway County, she is Grove Baptist Church.
Funeral services will first degree
survived by her husand two from Murray. according few minutes later.
band, Dan Parker and be in the chapel of the counts of possession of a to MPD officials.
The capture was not
two children, Mitzi Blalock -Coleman
handgun by a convicted
Earlier in the week, without incident,
Funeral
Home
at 1 p.m. felon,
Parker and Cregg
according to county officials filed however, as at one point
Parker, all of the home Saturday with burial in Trooper Richard Wright burglary and assault Deshetler alledgedly
the
Hicks
Cemetery.
address.
of the KSP Mayfield charges against the shot at Carraway with a
Friends may call
post.
Ohio man in connection .22 pistol and one of the
Also surviving are her after 6 p.m. today.
The charges were in with an incident at the bullets struck Carraway
connection with the Joe Pat Carraway home in the hand. Carraway
April 1 burglary of Un- on Neal Road Saturday was taken to Murraycle Willie's Trading night.
Calloway County
Mrs. Hilda Freeman,
Foust, Calvert City; Post on U. S. 641 South.
Carraway reportedly Hospital where he was
74, of Benton. died
Mrs. Melba Sue Morris, Wright said other ar- saw the man running admitted
for treatment
Thursday at 12:40 p.m.
Orlando, Fla.: Janie rests are pending in the from his home when he
of the wound.
at Western Baptist
Cothran. Benton; and
Hospital in Benton.
Marie Manning. Lynn
She is survived by her
Grove. Also surviving
husband. Clarence, four
are two sisters, Lona
daughters. Mrs. Bobbie
Moore. Porter, Texas,
artd Ruth Hurt, Calvert
(('ont'd from page 6)
City; nine grand- Industrial Average
+ 1.86
I.B.M.
1541/2 .l,.
children and four great- Previous Close
1855.03
Ingersoll Rand
.. 65 unc
your home,school, on the Thessalonica was that
grandchildren.
Air Products
83 +2
Jerrie()
235,N
+
job. it should be your they were a "following"
She was a member of American Telephone
/
24% +1
4
Kmart
46% + 1/2
goal to make heaven church. I Thessalonians
the First Baptist Church Briggs a; Stratton
Kroger
38 -%
511 + 5,4
xour home, and not only 1:6 "And ye became
of Calvert City.
Chrysler
41% + 14
Overnight Trans.
31/
1
4 -14
for yourself but to take followers of us." Note
Funeral services will CSX Corp
36% unc
JCPenney
.70/
1
2 unc
someone with you. The chapter 2 v. 14. Also II
be held at the Max Chur- Dean Foods
49% +%
Penwalt
52 +','
goals and directions of Thessalonians 3:7-9.
chill
Funeral Home at 2 Dollar Gen. Store
19% unc
Quaker Oats
70 +1/8
the leader and the
Leaders
create
p.m. Saturday with the Exxon
57/
3
4 -1/s
Sears
followers must lee the themselves: Please per47% •1
/
2
Rev. Phillip Yancy of- Ford
Texaco
83/
1
2
1
2 +/
32% - 1./.1
same. It is only the road mit me tb refer to the
ficiating. Pallbearers
70 -1
/
2
Time Inc.
.72% I/
to division and disaster if story told in the first two
will be Ray Foust, Den- General Motors
82% unc
U.S.Tobacco
the goals and directions paragraphs and the age
371
/
4 + 1/4
75 .%
Wal-Mart
41%
are different.
old truth spoken by Mr. nis Foust, Daniel Ivan, GenCorp, Inc.
Mike Smith, Gerald Goodrich
42 unc
Wendy's
213/4
One of the great and Lincoln that Leaders
Mouse and Bobby Goodyear
32% + 1/
8
C.E.F. Yield
noble characteristics of create themselves. I
6.419
Boudens.
the
church
at would like to say it in
Friends may call at
WOODMAN BUILDING
another way. Spiritual
BETTY BOSTON
300 MAPLE STREET
leaders are made - not the funeral home after 4
JACK UDDBERG
p.m. today.
born.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366
•
clarify his duties and opposed unsuccessful
legislation that would
allow future agriculture
commissioners to hire
and fire state
veterinarians..
On Jan. 15. McDonald
said, the commissioner
told him he was being
moved to the new office.
Boswell declined to
discuss specific reasons
for the move. Nor would
he talk about conflicts in
the livestock division.
He said he took the action "if for no other
reason than to satisfy
some of the outside
concerns."
Wolf. who oversees
about 50 inspectors, said
he didn't know why
McDonald was moved
and said he can work
with anybody.

Mrs. Hilda Freeman

Stock Market

Thought ...

Ohio River safety suffering
OWENSBORO. Ky.
AP - Safety on the
Ohio River is suffering
because of federal
budget cuts and a•Coast
Guard official says
fewer inspections are
being made of vessels
on the waterway.
"I'm not able to do the
preventative measures
I would like to do."
Cmdr. John Berglund
said in a copyrighted
story in Thursday's editions of The Evansville
Courier.
Mainly because of the
Gramm -Rudman Hollings budget.
balancing bill,
Or

Berglund, who is based Guard," Berglund said.
in Owensboro, said his
Berglund said major
funding has been sliced cuts include river inby "11 percentito 13 per- spections.
cent in all operational
areas."
The 60 -person
Owensboro group has
Federal State Market Sen• Ser
jurisdiction over the %i,•• k pril 1904:
kenturk• l'Urrha..
Flog
981 -mile -long Ohio Market lieport Includes Area
0 Ruling
River and all its Stations
Receipts, %rt. 7911 1.1. IlMel hair
tributaries, from Pitt- rows
A Gilts I .110 hearherort• under
5104 lb... stead) to
sburgh to Cairo. Ill.
,'r oser 51111
ha
1.401 higher.
They they include the I I!2111244111r,
0:10.71 411.15
Allegheny. I• 2 21M/ 210 lb...
C144.71 39.75
3 11.4 v44 lb.,
I S
S:114.2:4 .39.71
Monongahela, Big San- 4 S :1 4 2.511.1744
0:414.25 39.1.5
NICIA•
dy and Green rivers.
I 2 !To .044 lb..
' 514 3:1.4111
"We are counting our II•
004 4544
N I
• . 141:43.511
dollars more closely I'S 1 CAI ...WO lb,
$35.1N1
•
40137.511
than I've ever seen in I• 1 3 o‘er 1410
I 'S1 3 31015011
.140 31.111
my 21 years in the Coast Boars Sts.rois ;foam

Hog Market

NATIONAL
APPLIANCE
MONTH
HURRY-LIMITED TIME OFFER!

Playhouse ...

GM QUA[11
1
SERVICE PARTS

GM1

(Cont'd from page 8)
proven themselves.
Meredith and John have
authority to provide
technical notes directly
to the actors," he said.
And how do the actors
feel about it? Louise
Weatherly, a veteran of
stage and film productions, is impressed.
Weatherly. who plays
the role of Janet McKenzie in "Witness." said
that the younger staff
members are •'very pro
fessional. I think it's important for young people
to take on these respon
sibilities so that they
can grow in the theatre
and mature as in
dividuals,•• she said. "I
think they are just
superb."
When the play opens
on April 25 at 8 p.m.,
Valentine will be sitting
in the audience feeling
- as most directors do
- a bit nervous about
"his" production. But
there will be three
young faces peering
oven seats or around
cornr3 with just as
much interest in the
play they have helped
create.

SAVE NOW ON SELECTED GE MAJOR APPLIANCES!

THIS IS MURRAY APPLIANCE'S LARGEST SALE OF THE YEAR!

CASIIMMAi MOTORS COSPOIIATICM

Keep That (treat liM Feeling Si ith Genuine GM l'arts
15.5 CU FT

HEAVY DUTY

EXTRA LARGE CAPACITY

REFRIGERATOR

ELECTRIC DRYER

AUTOMATIC WASHER

L'oltr'd

_
•

DWAIN
753-2617
641 S. Murray
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.

T Eli. 1 tJSt.3
•

C

I

Cap& .1y 1 74 cu 11

lao 1Ce
Las:, trays
t at,net shei,,es
aCqtrtelble h.
SA.10-

Fr1,94 Sa.er

Esi,a1pe0 for uphome

malt17.eMaRef

,1 1! 11 ,1 111111111111111111111111111111111111

Uncle
Jeff's
Discount
- Pharmacy

Only

528

Muriel DDE40006
1.10 to 130 rl.m,ites
for heavy F,ads
op -front IIr,t Idle:
porcelain ename; drum

248

VYWA3100G
:
1 legara, wash CyCle Tv.o
*Ash rmse temperature sen
I. ns Energy saving cola
water rinse Firter-F D•
lihering system

o.de

COMPACT COUNTERTOP

7-CYCLE POTSCRUBBER

MICROWAVE OVEN

DISHWASHER

30

'288

FREE STANDING

ELECTRIC RANGE

l‘a1t7 , N1.1:7
PharMar ist Owner

;
-\
Igieat
HEARING
AIDS
FREE ELECTRONIC
HEARING TEST
in your home or our office

SX
E Polaroid Automatic
E Focus 660 Camera

= Duracell "C" Cell

247-8654
X"enowe
HEARING AID SERVICE

310 S. 8th St.
Mayfield, Ky.
Hrs: 9-4:30
Awry 0 wheeler.
Authorized Beltone
Dealer

= Fuji 110-12
E Fuji 110-24

=
=
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=
==
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-_:_-

$69.95:
1_-
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E Fuji Disc
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SPECIALS
70 or Sun 600
$6.00

$1.85 g
$2.50 2-

*Assorted Boxed Cards

$1.75
"We Care About your Health-

Ea•-,. •

7 Year
rant,
. , Ca"y

Se-.

ar,
1 iat, Of
*wranl,, 1,a• Jeta,

138

Model J8S03f
Rotary infinite heat surfac.
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PerinaTuf• 1,14
last for dela,'
aCt.On
option

Energy saver

A • •

348

CdIFOCI• st,riace unos
fierno,ra6traztan dour
width storage draaer

Ft,
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90 DAYS BEFORE A PAYMENT IS DUE!

=
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E
=

Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center

= 753-7688
Home 759-4703 1T77111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110

•

panel

Model GSDIathit)
Temperature
'
,
ens°,
10-year foil viyar ,ahty

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
212 East Main Street
Howard Coy & John
753-1586

Simmons Owners

MINIM

It's Time to Get Outdoors
A Special Section of The Murray Ledger & Times
Friday, April 18, 1986
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Your Guide to the Lakes Region
-

.117?144.00

1. Country Crossroads
2. Hoffman's
3. Happy Holiday

10. Kid's Stuff

19. WickliffeMounds

28. Murray Sport & Marina
20.
29. Darnell Marine
Sportman's Marina
11. DeVantis
21. Sportman's Campground 30. Leisure Cruise Marina
12. Murray Bait Co.
22. Wilderness Fun
4. Snapshot Photo
13. The Emporium
31. Joyce's Beauty Salon
23. Wooden Wave
5. Fantastic Sams
14. Ky. Dam
32. Eddy Crook Resort
6. Town & Country Yamaha 15. Kenlake Music Hall 24. Ky. Lake Sails
33. Something Special
25. Cain's AMC Jeep
7. Granny's Summer Kitchen 16. D's Shirts
34. Murray Rental
8. Lindal Cedar Homes
17. Kenlako Marinir
26. Coast to Coast
9. Gold Gallery
18. Su* Si Charlie*
27. Bel-Air Merchants Boat Show
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Hours listed for LBL facilities

GOLDEN POND, KY
Golden Pond -Visitor
Center — Open 7 days a
week, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The Visitor Center's
multimedia
theater/planetarium and
observatory are open
mid-January
to
December, 9 a.m. to 5
p.m., every day except
Tuesday. A 7-minute
LBL orientation slide
program and a variety of
other educational programs geared to different -age groups are
presented.
Woodlands Nature
Center — Open daily
March-November. 9
a.m.
to
5
p.m.
Naturalists feature a live
red-shouldered hawk or
barred owl. Exhibits
relate
to
natural
resources and include
mounted owls. hawks.
eagles, and wild turkeys.
as well as the region's
historic iron industry.
Empire Farm — Open
daily March-November,
9a.m. to 5 p.m. The farm
has many exhibits and
domestic farm animals.
Programming is related
to self-sufficient living
and
energy
conservation.
The Homeplace-1850 —
Open daily March-

November, 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. On • this living
history farm are 16
original log structures,
plus livestock and crops.
Costumed interpreters,
portraying the roles of a
two-generation family
living between the
Cumberland and Tennessee Rivers in the
mid-19th century, carry
out daily and seasonal
activities. An Interpretive Center provides
exhibits and a 7-minute
orientation -slide program. Visitors then walk
from the theater to the
historical area and take
a walking tour of approximately one-half mile.
Buffalo
Herd
—
American bison were
once native to the hills
and woods of this region.
LBL now maintains a
herd of about 50 buffalo
across'the road from The
Homeplace-1850 as a
demonstration of successful
wildlife
conservation.
Great Western Furnace — This relic of the
iron industry which
flourished in this area in
the 1800s is located near
The Homeplace-1850.
LBL Facility Fees:
Visitors are reminded
that a new fee structure

A,

went into effect March 1.
19-S6.'The daily fee for
The Homeplace-1850 is
$2.50 for adults and $1 for
youth
and
senior
citizens. Up to two adults
and their dependents
may pay the family rate
of $6. Those who visit the
Homeplace frequently
may want to purchase an
annual pass — $10 for individuals, and $15 for
families.

--- --

The daily Homeplace
fee allows visitation•during regular operating
hours but does not cover
special programs or
workshops.
Those
special events have
previously had a fee, but
the charge has been raised to $2 for adults and $1
for youth and senior
citizens.
Empire
Farm.
Woodlands
Nature
Center. and the Golden
Pond Visitor Center will
not charge a daily visitation fee. However, these
facilities will charge
special program fees of
$2 for adults and $1 for
youth
and
senior
citizens. Workshop fees
will generally range
from $5 to $15. Special
rates are available for
organized groups.

LOTS OF FISH — Kentucky and Barkley Lakes provide plenty of fishing for
avid fishermen.
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That's family boating! Pure
Pleasure, Lots of Room, Very Safe, Low
- Maintenance, High Resale. Start your
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summer fun here! Many rigged and
ready for immediate delivery.
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HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL. INC.
The
McClure's
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MURRAY SPORT

Hours expanded at some LBL facilities

. MARENE8tegNTER-__

GOLDEN POND, KY
— Springtime visitors to
Land Between The
Lakes,.(LBL I will find
expanded
operating
hours at some facilities
— and a new fee structure. Beginning March 1,
The Homeplace-1850,

Evinrude - Force- Mariner
Cheetah - Alumacraft - Grumman
Sales - Service - Storage •
718 S 4th MURRAY, KY
Phone 753-7400

)t,
Woodlands
Nature
Center, and Empire
Farm will be open 7 days
a week from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.
The Homeplace-1850
will charge a daily fee of
$2.50 for adults and $1 for
youth
and
senior

i•1•1•]:

IS WHERE THE FUN IS
Adventure into the Great Outdoors in
a Jeep from Cain's AMC Jeep. We can
take you places you've never been
before!!

—.
citizens. Up to two adults
and their dependents can
pay the family rate of $6.
Those who visit the
Homeplace frequently
may w"to purchase an
annual pass — $10 for individuals, and $15 for
families.
The daily Homeplace
fee allows visitation during regular operating
hours but does not cover
special programs or
workshops...
Those
special events have
previously had a fee, but
the charge has been raised to $2 for adults and $1
for youth and senior
citizens.
Empire
Farm,
Woodlands
Nature
Center, and the Golden
Pond Visitor Center will
not charge a daily visitation fee. However, these
facilities will charge
special program fees of
$2 for adults and $1 for
youth
and
senior
citizens. Workshop fees
will generally range
from $5 to $15. Special
rates are available for
organized groups.

The new fee structure
will also affect some
campers. Fees for the
family campgrounds and
Camp Energy increased
on March 1. Sites with
electricity will cost $9,
and nonelectric sites will
cost $8.
Camping
had
previously been free at
20 lake access areas.
Beginning
April
1.
campers in nine of those
areas will b0.tOqurre-iri to
pay a $3 per night camping fee. Lake access
areas affected by the
new fee charge include
Boswell Landing, Gatlin
Point. Nickell Branch.
Redd Hollow, Taylor
Bay,
Smith
Bay.
Birmingham
Ferry,
Cravens Bay, Sugar
Bay, and Twin Lakes.
Also effective April 1,
a camping fee will be
charged at Wranglers
Camp. The fee will be $5
per night for each camping unit.
Budget limitations
made the fee increases
necessary.

pow
"
Comanche
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_

W
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A.P.R. Financing
(48 Months)
TURKEY IN FLIGHT — A wild turkey takes
flight at Land Between the Lakes.

Wagoneer

Ti• 4 photo by Mode.Schmitt",
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Hurry! Offer Ends
April 30th, 1986

Why Buy?

11
Cherokee

*Tents
'Lanterns
'Sleeping Bogs
•Cookstoves
*Coolers
•Hotchets
•B-B-C) Grills

Come by and test drive the new

1987 Jeep Wrangler

1

today!

CAINS AMC JEEP RENAULT INC

MURRAY

RENAULT

191Jeep

Hwy. 641 North

753-6448

Rent Your Camping
Equipment and Save!!!

RENTAL SALES

CENTER

PP/

_
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Bald eagles returning
GOLDEN POND, KY
— Nesting bald eagles
are returning to the Land
Between The Lakes
(LBL area thanks to an
eagle restoration program sponsored by TVA,
the Tennessee Wildlife
Resources
Agency
TWRAI, the Tennessee
Conservation League,
other State and Federal
agencies, and private
industry.
The program uses a
technique known as
"hacking." Hacking is a
procedure in which
eaglets are raised under
human care and then
released when strong
enough to fly. Eagles

have a strong homing instinct, and they will normally return to nest in
the general area where
they first learned to fly.
To date, LBL wildlife
biologists and other project cooperators have
released 19 young bald
eagles.
In 1984, one of those
birds returned with a
mate, nested, and produced one eaglet. This
was the first documented
return and nesting of a
hacked eagle in the
southeastern
United
States, and the offspring
was the first wild eaglet
hatched at LBL in more
than 30 years. It was also

PAGE 5

CATCHING SOME
RAYS — A bright sunny
day and an old wooden
pier provide the right atmosphere for some sun
worshippers.
TVA photo

"Canning Bed
SpeciaV.
o1ii
Supev
399
$

the first documented
case of an eagle hatched
and raised in captivity
successfully nesting in
the wild. This historymaking eagle was hatched in the Columbus. Ohio
zoo in 1981.
The LBL hacked bird
returned with its mate in
1985 and
produced
another eaglet. And the
pair have come back to
the nest again this year.
It is hoped they will continue to successfully produce offspring.
The Tennessee Valley
area once supported a
healthy population of

150 Minutes

•Wolff Tanning Bed - 24 Bulbs
•New Bulbs Installed
Experes Awl 30

Joyce's
Beauty Salon
Central Shopping Cu (Next to Taco Johns

753-2511

(Cont'd on page 6)

KENTUCKY DAM VILLAGE
STATE RESORT PARK
The "Star in the Crown"of the Nation's Finest Parks System
Accomocktions: Lodge rooms overlooking beautiful Kentucky Lake Cottages ranging from one bedroom to spacious three
bedroom "Executive" type.

Dining:
RECREATION:

U.S. Hwy 641
011bortsville, Ky.
42044

Family style menu offered daily in the Lodge overlopking
Kentucky Lake—Full catering services available upon
request.
225 campground sites with full hook-ups, boat rentals for
houseboats, fishing boats, pontoons, rowboats and pedal
boats. Excellent 18 hole Village Green Golf Course 'rental
carts), Horseback Riding,Swimming, Bicycling, Hiking,
Tennis. More entertainment and social activities ore arranged year round.

Ky 1-100-633-422
Of

SlATE PARKS
"MAKE 7715 TIME THE BEST TIME"

Out of State/
1-1100-325-0146
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LBL Institute a secret to many visitors

---------

GOLDEN POND, KY
— To the fisherman,
Land Between The
Lakes (LBL ) may be a
quiet bay just before the
crappie
break
the
silence. To a bowhunter,
it's the unusual hours the
sun spends coming up

over a deer stand. To a
school child, it's the
nature center when the
bus finally stops after
two slow a ride.
Behind
all
these
scenes, there's also
another LBL, one that's
a secret to most users, an

EDDY CREEK
RESORT & MARINA
Catch up with
"Fast Eddy"
Take Home a
$5,000
Crappie Rig
10% SPRING
CRAPPIETHON
DISCOUNT w/Reservations
March 1-April 15
\toici I t'IL!,...n..fe,• I.ikefront Cotralle.• Pits? • SO Cotered
• Kcrital I Ishine
Ponioon%
*
Tickh• * ;tilde Senate • I loam!! Rt.Nlji11:111I * ‘lactIr
• I ree Liiek NIT .k Docking * Free(amyl:round

(502)388-2271
At. 1, Box 327, Eddyville, KY 42038
4 Miles off 1-24, Lake Barkley

LBL that's a national
demonstration;
a
resource for a nation of
professionals in recreation, education, and
natural resources. It's
called the LBL Institute.
The Institute was
created recently, but its
role is not new. Since its
beginnings back in 1963,
LBL has been chartered
as a national demonstration, a set of human and
physical resources used
to research, test, and
demonstrate innovative
programs.
The Institute is a result
of that demonstration
role coming of age.
It coordinates professional
development
through undergraduate,
graduate, and postgraduate internships. To
date, more than 800 interns from 75 universities nationwide have
spent 10 to 16 weeks learning directly from LBL
professionals.
Six
university consortia are
currently active. In this
program, groups of
universities
bring
students for 5 to 10 days
of professional involvement with facilities, pro-

grams, and staff. More
than 2,000 students have
participated thus far.
LBL also serves as a
center for training activities for professionals
already active in recreation, education, and
natural resource fields.
It conducts workshops
like Management Encounters, a management
training series; Resident
Managers Colloquium, a
forum for resident facility problem solving; and
Outdoor Education for
the Handicapped, a
cooperative project for
teachers.
The Institute arranges
in-service sabbaticals for
professionals
from
across the U.S. and from
a number of foreign
countries to spend time
working and studying in
LBL. Staff exchanges
are arranged with other
agencies.
LBL has implemented
a number of research
projects. Major activities include a U.S.
Department
of
Agriculture sponsored
tick study, Tennessee
Committee for the
Humanities-funded iron

•IP

COME AND SEE!
OUR NEW RESORT OVERLOOKING BEAUTIFUL
LAKE BARKLEY AT BUZZARD ROCK

,
,r,
•ss.04

g,

ell

Two bedroom Cottages Accommodating Up To 8
One Bedroom Efficiencies That Sleep 4
•

All You Can
Eat Fish
Dinner Special
Fish
ONLY
Choice of potato $525
Slaw
White Beans Try Our Plate Lunch
Choice of 1 Meat
Hush Puppies
3 Vegetables

$300

r

• All 0terlools The Lobe From A Spocsous Deck
• Fulls Equspped K sickens • Le.sng Arta Wsth Color TV
• Heat and As, Condstsonsng
Pool & Jocuiss, lounchsno Romps Moorage Restaurant
Houseboat IL Pontoon Rentals

CSOSS‘C/66S

ni0
COUt‘In

LEISURE CRUISE MARINA
& BUZZARD ROCK RESORT

r4

Bald eagles ... ((ont'd from page 5)
Through the continued
efforts of TVA's hacking
program, and the work
of State and Federal
agencies, the return of
bald eagles as yearround residents of the
Southeast
will
be
possible.
For more information
write TVA, Land Between The Lakes, Golden
Pond, Kentucky 42231, or
call (502) 924-5602.

resident bald eagles, but
the last of those birds
disappeared from the
region more than 30
years ago. They fell vicchemical
tim
to
inpesticides,
discriminate shooting,
and habitat degradation
— the same problems
that have made bald
eagles an endangered
species in 43 of the lower
48 states.

at

/ APRIL
SPECIAL

'2 Prints
For The
iPrice of 1"
Expires April 25th, 19116

Prints Ready In 1 Hour!
'Limit one coupon per roll,

and one roll per customer.
— Bring this ad —

in
Hardin,

Hwy 62 Ems sof Barisirey Dor*
Si frowomosse HA* Hwy. RIO

cies. It will also provide
support for faculty
wishing to conduct
research in LBL.
The Institute also has
hopes of making LBL a
place where manufacturers test new products.
A lecture series and a
publication series are
also planned.

industry study, market
research study, Public
Area Recreation Visitor
Survey, and numerous
studies conducted by
universities.
The Institute will identify new research opportunities, locate funding
sources, and act as a
liaison with other agen-

Snap Shot
Photo

Ky.

1 HOUR
PHOTO DEVELOPING
0/yen.",

Boa 266 Kortowo Ky 4205S
PHONE (S02)388-7925 or 1 -600826-6238 OUT OF STATE
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many, many years.
Here's
the
basic
"spring workout" that I
take my gear through.
*Tackleboxes — Completely empty the boxes
and sort the contents according to types of
tackle. Once the box is
empty, remove any rust
left by the lures and any
film residue. I use an old
toothbrush and a mild
dishsoap for this job.
Rinse
the
box
thoroughly, blot it dry,
and then let it air dry. I
complete the cleaning
process with an inspection of the box's hardware — handles, latches,
etc.
*Sharpen hooks — This
is probably one of the
most important areas
overlooked by most
anglers. A good, sharp
hook will catch more
fish. There are two types
of hooks, the straightpoint and curved-point.
Each is sharpened differently. The straightpoint hook is sharpened
with a file at three different angles to make a
triangular-shaped cut-

k

1

20" Push Mower
Powerful 3-HP Briggs engine has
handle throttle control, baffled
deck, 4 cutting heights.
Bogging equipment ovoiloble.
(481-0016)

WITH GREAT BUYS
FROM COAST TO COAST!
SEE OUR HUGE SELECTION OF CLAY POTS;
TREES INCLUDING DOGWOOD. APPLE & SHADE
TREES & WE STILL HAVE SOME AZALEAS!

Salo

*119"
\
A. Mary Duty Lawn Edging
,3 99
20-It (492-2O27)
B. 4 AN Poly Shooting
S.43.77
Clear or black 10x25-ft 13.23-057o os961.
C. Meek Sheeting (323-0711)
Sastilig. 77

22-Tine Leaf Rake
Sleet broom

'ate

wooden

Sale2A40

handle 14 - 7

Lawn & Leaf Bags

sale1138

Sturdy bags m 6-bushel size 12 pkg 1492-0975

"HEY! HAVE YOU SEEN WHAT'S HAPPENING AT COAST TO COAST?"
gt
lit•
i
y
r
.
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We're here to help you. We're TOTAL HARDWARE.

753-8604
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
"•••••11111141111111111111111••••••wwwww.
•
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MURRAY BAIT CO.

SPRUCE UP
THE OUTDOORS

ANIL
Iowa

Al'HIL IS. ism;

every. year for their
wherever it occurs. Inof fishing. Remove any
"spring tuneup" — much
spect the clevises and
portion of line that sfit.ws
. .---tHadecier—et-tot4less- -- - 414:eirtS-EW -at•rftSbenS7--Ilk.1tak-mr-Gar-in far—
its checkup. I have the
operation. Then, give the !'Hods — Wash your
shop check parts for
spinners a quick coating
rods wjth a dishsoap
wear, repair or replace
of demoisturizing oil.
solution and wipe them
Ft er, F t. sic r
parts necessary. oil and
dry. Inspect the blanks,
"Jigs — Check the lead
grease the reels and put
heads for chipping and
handles, guides, tips. and
ting edge. The curved on new line. With the prorepaint
wrapping for wear. If
them
point hook is attacked
if
per
care
and
necessary. Also, look
there is something
with a rounded hone.
over- the skirts-for wear.
wrong_ don't hesitate to— mititatettunce_
_reels
which sharpens the-twa
should last you many.
take the rod to a
tear and discoloration.
sides of the hook. If you
many years
qualified repair shop for
Re-tie the skirts out of
can't eye the sharpness
the
buCktail or FisHair.
of the cutting edges,
necessary
f
t
improvement.
*Soft plastics — I keep
here's a test that my
all my soft plastic lures
'Reels — All reels
father taught me: drag
need to be periodically
in a separate tacklebox.
the hook across your
or transfer a few of my
oiled and greased accorthumbnail. If the hook
favorite plastic worms to
'ding to the manufacsticks into your nail
baby food jars for leakturer's instructions. As a
while you are applying
proof storage. The soft
rule of thumb, I take my
little or no pressure, then
plastic lure contains
reels to a repair shop
the hook is sharp.
plasticizer, an oily
'Plugs — Polish your
substance that gives the
plugs with a damp cloth.
plastic its pliability. The
Eliminate any rust on
plasticizer can leak with
the hooks and put the
age or heat and can
original shape back into
damage other lures
them with a needlenosed
For over 30 years we have provided fishermen
stored nearby. If your
pliers. Check the lips.
soft plastic "springs a
hook hangers, propellers
with the "Freshest" bait in the Lakes Area.
leak," be sure to scour
and blades.
the affected compart•Spinnerbaits — Check
ment and discard the
all the metal parts for
pieces struck by the "oil
the slightest sign of rust.
spill."
I touch up any lead heads
• Retail — 21/2 Mi.94 E. Murray
'Line
—
If
that show chipping. I
you
• Weekly wholesale route service
remember that the only
look at the skirts and
• Bait available 12 mos.
thing between you and a
replace those that have
• L.P. Gas — Ice— Tackle
trophy bass is your line,
seen better days. I wash
you might start taking a
each lure with a damp
• Open 5 A.M.
lot more interest in its
rag and wipe dry.
•502-753-5693
condition. Cut off about
"Spinners — Check all
five feet of line after
the metal parts for that
every two or three hours
nasty rust and remove it

with the pros
Over the many years
I've been fishing. I often
have found myself in a
situation where I've asked, "Now how would a
pro
handle
this?"
'Bassin' with the l'ros"
is a new column that will
feature professional bass
fishermen providing the
answers to many of the
questions I've asked. and
I hope to many of your
questions as well. The
column also will offer
tips on fishing equipment
and its proper use and
care to help all of us
_catch more bass.
Before you hit the
water for the first day of
the new season, you
should make sure your
equipment is as ready
for bass action as you
are. Spring is the time of
year that most anglers
inspect their tackle —
that is, if they inspect it
at all. 'Tis the season to
check over your rods,
reels, line, lures and
tackleboxes. With the
costs of these items going up each year, proper
maintenance can keep
these tools productive for

•I••••

Store Hours
Mon-Sot 8:30-9:00
Sun 12:00-6:00

•
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o tame wild 'animals ----Each spring. the
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources
receives numerous requests to take over the
young_animaIs
_ care.
which people have taken
from the wild in the
mistaken belief they
they were abandoned.
Once the animals start
growing they are no
longer cute and cuddly
and seem to suddenly
become wild animals
which their keepers can
no longer handle.
At this time these
"good samaritans" find
they not only possess an
unmanageable wild
creature, but that they
are in possible violation
of the law for keeping
The women at the Homeplace-1/4511. a living history farm iii
[And
wildlife without a
Itet%%.-en The Lakes I.81.), perform the farm chores and cook melt k using
permit.
the techniques of the ca rl I9th century to giv e visitors a glimpse of life in
A worse problem is
the Cumberland and Tennessee valley regions before the Civil %liar. The
finding out too late the
Homeplace. representing a two-generation farm. has Ili log structures
reason the "orphan"
restored from the surrounding area. farm animals, gardens and a crop field.
didn't scamper off when
first approached is
pie tagged for the Kenbecause it has rabies or
tucky Lake
some other disease.
Crappiethon.
This is more common
"Tangle-Free Tom"
than most people
was worth $20,000.
Florence Spears, Rt.
her $35,000.
realize, and too often
Spears gained an ex9, Benton, decided to do
Fishing from the bank
they find out the hard
some fishing Wednestra $15,000 because she
with minnows, Spears
way.
was using a Johnson
day at Kentucky Lake.
caught "Tangle-Free
In truth, most of the
tangle-free reel.
That decision earned
Tom," one of the crap"orphaned" animals
T%

Spears lands S35,000 fish

ickliffe
ounds
Museum and Archaeological Site
Take a past break...

(Cont'd on page 9)

Renting 16-34' Sailboats
Also ski, fishing
and pontoon boats.
Full service marina with an open end mobile
boat hoist and lakeside cottages and camping.

Excavations going on
Tues.-Sat — June-July

For More Information
Call 362-8206
New & Used Sailboat Sales

Admission: $3 00 adult
$2 75 senior citizen
S200 age 6-11
under 6 free
Tours and group rates
available by reservation
Wickliffe Mou.scls Research Center
P0 Box 155
Wickliffe, KY 42087
Tel 502)353681
Admission supports the exhibit and
research program

the 1986 Kentucky Trout
Stamp Contest. A panel
of five judges picked
Erickson's entry from
110 original works sub--mitted by -professional
and amateur artists
.from across the
country.
The winning entry is a
water color rendering of
a male brown trout
chasing shiners through
a weed bed. Second
place in the 1986 competition was awarded to
D. Ed Philpot of North
St. Paul. Minnesota. and
third place went to
Terry A. Isaac, of
Salem. Oregon. Works
submitted by seven artists received honorable
mention. — There's
always a hope of winning, but it's a surprise
when it happens."
Erickson said, adding
that "I wouldn't have
entered if I didn't think I
had a chance of
winning."
Issued by the Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife
Resources, the Kentucky trout stamp is a
license which sells for

Sail Kentucky Lake

Visit a prehistoric village on the bluffs
of the Mississippi River Excavations
and exhibits reveal a unique glimpse
into Indian life. 500 years before
Columbus

,

found in the spring
woods are not orphans
at all. Their parents
have gone off in search
of food, or are hiding
...nearby until the human
intruders leave. So if
you find a young animal
in the woods, do it. and
yourself a favor and
leave it alone, and avoid
any wild animal that
does not show a normal
fear of humans or which
is acting sick or
unusual.
Kentucky Afield
TV Show moves
to V.ednesdays
Starting April 9. 1986.
the popular Kentucky
Afield television program moves to Wednesday evenings at 7:30
p.m. EST, on the Kentucky Educational
Television Network.
Featuring host Jeremy
Dreier, Kentucky Afield
is of interest to sportsmen and all those who
love the outdoors.
1986 Kentucky Trout
Stamp contest
Winner Announced
Victor L. Erickson, A
Beaverton, Oregon, artist, designer and art
marketing executive
was named winner of

01
sei
Highways 51/60/62
at Wickliffe, Ky.
Open daily 9:00 to 4:30,
"Open mid-March to November"•

KENTUCKY
LAKE
SAILS
Grand Rivers Yacht Harbor
Grand Rivers, Ky.
Near Northern Entrance To I.RL (On 15:1) "The Trace."

A program of Murray State University
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S

iroutstramp.-_mvenile helps-fund program-

(Coned from page 8)
$3.50. Revenue from the
sale of the 1-1/2" x
2-1/4" stamp is used to
fund Kentucky's trout
stocking program and
trout m ana g
research.
Last year's winner
was Kentucky artist/woodcarver, Rick
Hill of Hart County.
Prior to 1984. Kentucky
trout stamps featured a

PAGE 9

Kentucky
Legal Moped

line drawing design of a
jumping rainbow trout.
Turkey Season
Opens April 16
Kentucky's wild
turkey season opens
.......4.Prii_16....ancl_dependisw
on the county is either
seven or 14 days in
length. The season is 14
days long in all or parts
of Ballard, Bath. Pike.
Letcher. Menifee,
Harlan, Butler, Boyle.

Casey, Marion. McChristian, Crittenden.
Creary and Pulaski
Franklin, Greenup,
counties, as well as the
Henry. Lewis. Nelson.
Beaver Creek, Cranks
Taylor, Webster. HanCreek, Pine Mountain.
cock and Ohio counties.
Pioneer Weapons
Special areas such as
Wild]ife _Mar4a.garnent ---Ft.--Knox.
-Ft.-Can'ipte II
Areas, and the
and Land Between the
Bluegrass Ordnance
Lakes may have difDepot.
ferent open and closing
The seven-day season
dates. Hunters should
includes all or part of
check the 1986 Kentucky
Adair. Bejl.
Spring Turkey. Hunting
Breekinridge, Carter.
Guide for details.
Only turkeys with
visible beard may be
taken. Shooting hours
are from one half hour
before sunrise until
noon, prevailing time.
All wild turkey
hunters must possess a
turkey permit $6.50 ) in
addition to a valid annual Kentucky hunting
license.
Defensive Turkey
Hunting
Turkey hunters
should avoid the colors
red, white and blue
because they are
similar to the coloration
of the gobbler's head.
Several hunters have
been wounded while
wearing these colors.
Gobbler calls should
A NICE CATCH — Jim Overton (left) accepts $1.000 in prize
money for catalso be avoided because
ching a tagged fish during the Crappiethon at Kentucky Lake.
Making the
of the very great risk of
presentation is T.J. Mullins, sponsor of the fish in the tournam
ent.
being mistaken for one!
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Yamahopper
Automatic, Shaft driven
100 mpg.

Town & Country
Yamaha
Hwy. 94 E
of Murray

753-8078

S.*
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Sue & Charlie's
Restaurant
Is'Now Open And
Serving Those Famous
Fish Dinners
Hwy. 68 & 80 at Aurora
Will be open 7 days a week
Mon.-Sat. 4 p.m.-9 p.m.
Sun. 11:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.
" 1E111‘211

KENLAKE MARINA

•••
#$

1-800-624-4124
RENTALS
•Houseboats
'Ski Boats
•Pontoon Boats
'Fishing Boats
Writs

COMPLETE
MARINA
SUPPLIES
GAS &
RESTAURANT

1-*

Kenlake Marina
Rt. 1, Aurora, KY 42048
(502) 474-2245

Or Cal:
Off KY HWY. 94 South of U.S 68 & KY 80

AT KENLAKE STATE PARK
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Largest
Outdoor Boat Show
Ever Held in Murray

April 19 & 20
Bel-Air Center

2
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Kenlake Music Hall co-owner Bennie aggers demonstrates an
antique record player, to be part of the
hall's museum.

C,

Music hall to Open in May
By DAVID TUCK
Staff Writer
Its debut may have
been delayed, but plans
are still on for the open-

Kentucky's New Entertainment Showplace!!
LIVE
STAGE
SHOWS

YrJca.
R.:ore:brig
Sfucho

ing of the Kenlake
Music Hall in late May.
The former Kentucky
Bluegrass Opera House
in Aurora, was to have
opened this month but
the untimely death on
February 2 of project
partner Adron Thompson postponed the music
hall and museum's
curtain-raising. Benny
Jaggers and Jewell
Adams, the other principals in the venture,
have continued the
development.
Jaggers, the former
president of Music

Village, U.S.A.(home of
Twitty City) in Hendersonville, Tenn., plans to
bring part of that
Nashville sound to west
Kentucky. With an
estimated four million
tourists coming through
the area each year, the
Jaggers is optimistic
that the hall will be a
hit.
The hall is expected to
seat around 2,000 for
performances. Jaggers
said Irlene Mandrell
and Steve Warbler had
been scheduled to appear at the April 5

opener, although the act
for the Memorial Day
weekend opener has yet
to be signed.
Jaggers notes that the
performances will also
feature some area
talent as well as out-oftom/Tiers. A house band
has been hired to provide daytime shows and
professional back-up.
In addition to the performances, scheduled to
run from Memorial Day
through the Labor Day
weekend, a recording
(Cont'd on page 11)
MP,

If you've got the dream,

we've got your home!

• LIVE CONCERT PERFORMANCES
• AMERICA'S MOST EXCITING STARS COUNTRY.POP, ROCK,COMEDY
& SPECIAL EVENTS
• THE BEST IN SIGHT & SOUND WITH OVER 2000 COMFORTABLE SEATS
• FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT AT ITS BEST
• FESTIVALS—ART & CRAFTS & AMUSEMENT
• COUNTRY MUSIC MUSEUM OPEN 9AM-5PM 7 DAYS
STAR STUDDED EXHIBITS
MARTY ROBBINS 1934 PACKARD
KENTUCKY'S MUSIC HISTORY—SOUVENIRS
•WHERE KENTUCKYS LAND OF SONG COMES ALIVE
In The Heart of Kentuck vs

I' I t
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I

Western Watertand

11AI L 1.()( All 1)(-)1.1 Of,

unomi CHM NOIRES'
JOHN & HAROLYN YAMS
203 Corson

Way(Canterbury Hills, Reidlond)191-7562

For Reservations & Further Information Call.

502-474-8059

•

The versatility of lindall's distinc
live designs makes your dream home
an affordable reality With over 00
original plans to choose from. you can
modify or expand any lAncial home to
nt your needs and your lifestyle Or
we'll help you design a plan that's all
your OW11
Lindal Homes offer the elegance of
dramatic cathedral ceilings, free
flowing Interiors, and the warmth of
beautiful cedar. Our unique open
post and beam system makes it easy
to plan your home just the way you
want It
To make your dream home energy
efficient. LincLal includes many built
in features for energy and cost sav
Ings Our unique cavity wall design
and thermal windows help keep out
door temperatures from coming In
hill nor model ham,at tell Carom
Nal in Canterbury HIM.In Paducah.
For more information and In slew Mk
nt..clel /tome pleas. else us•call.
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fishing line

Sailing, sailing...
What better thing to do on a sunny Saturday afternoon than to be sailing on
Cypress.

Music hall to open...
"We're in a recreational Utopia, but the
people here don't have
anything to do at night."
Jaggers said. "We're
not taking anything
away from the local
businesses — we're adding to them."
Another feature at the
hall will be the 16-piece
"Kentucky: Land of
Song" show, which will
show the evolution of
Kentucky's music from
the early days of folk
music through the present. When the show
becomes established,
Jaggers said he believes
it will outdraw the nighttime stage acts.

formerly owned by Marty Robbins.
Inside the auditorium,
extra measures will be
taken to ensure highquality sound. Although
bare rafters and smooth
concrete on the floor
make the room quite
"live" acoustically for
now, the floors and back
walls will be covered
with a special acoustical
carpet to help cancel
echo. Even the theatre
seats will be designed to
absorb sound.
Jaggers, however, is
confident that the
Kenlake Music Hall will
be able to fill those
seats.

(Cont'd from page 10)
studio and museum are
also being installed.
Jaggers said the studio
will be available for live
recordings for albums
or syndicated radio
programs.
Visitors will also be
able to watch studio sessions through doublepaned windows.
The music hall's
museum and hall of
fame will feature country music stars from the
past and present, with
an emphasis on entertainers from Kentucky.
Already in place is a
1934 Packard limousine

This cold froht has
made it tough fishing
the past two days! I got
used to that 75-80 degree
temperature and when
the chill factor dropped
into the 20s Wednesday
and Thursday mornings, the insulated
Coveralls come out
again.
Stanley. Brooks and
Steve Duncan fished
with me both days and
on several occasions our
rod tips were shaking so
bad, it looked as if we
were fencing. I'm sure
some of the crappie we
caught.,were just as surprised as ourselves. I'm
finding crappie in 3-5
foot water and near
stumps or brush but not
down in it.
Several of the fish, the
bigger ones, were just
cruising along rocky
shorelines close to deep
water..
We have been casting
ultralight jigs most of
the time but when
fishing a drop off or
deep brush I switch to a
tube jig- to match the
color-celector.
This system has worked pretty well so far and
if we get some more
water in the lake I think
it will be a great
combination.
A lot of the big money
"tagged" crappie are
being caught so if you
plan on fishing anytime
soon, you had better invest in that little ticket!
Bass fishing interest
is picking up with tournament' dates rapidly
approaching.
Steve Cathey was in
the station earlier this
week and told me he
caught a 7 lb. 10 oz. wall
hanger bass!
The bass shouldn't be

•..41.4nrom..•••••••F 401••••••••.11•1111i11•11•Min•Fig."
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_ matipin
by ierry
too far away from going
on the beds with the
water temperature
pushing 68-70 degrees. I
think this cold front
might slow them down a
bit but not for very long.
They already have the
urge to spawn in mind
so its just a matter of
time until we get a
warm south wind, then
look out, a lot of folks
will get their string
stretched!"

Most bassers are
throwing a wide variety
of lures which include,
crankbaits, spinner
baits, plastic worms,
pig and jig combos and
even a few topwater
stickballs
All of these will produce if conditions are
right and the lure is
presented properly.
I'm sure you know
(0)nrcl on page 1.5)

ATTENTION
CAMPERS
SEASONAL SITES
AS LOW AS $40000
(Monthly & Weekly Rates on Request)

CABLE HOOK-UPS AVAILABLE

SPORTSMAN'S SAFARI
CAMPGROUND
Hwy. 68 at Jonathan Creek On
Kentucky Lake
Phone 502-354-8493

DS Shirts n'Things
HIGHWA'r OS AURORA KENTUCKY
502-L174-8890
MEMORIAL DAY-LABOR DAY 9 T09 DAILY
OFF SEASON 10 TO 5

LARGE
SELECTION
OF
SHORTS TOPS

‘1-)

INFANT
SKIRTS

NeaatitUSTOM
an(eezzektokBezigns
TRAN3FERS
SCREEN PRIIITING
AVAILABLE TO GROUPS
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LBL is outdoors to the fullest—
GOLDEN POND, KY
— Enjoying outdoor life
to the fullest is as easy as
finding your way to Land
Between The Lakes
LBL),
a
heavily
forested national recreation area located between Kentucky Lake and
Lake Barkley in western
Kentucky
and
Tennessee.
Twenty-two years ago,
LBL was acquired by the
Tennessee
Valley
Authority (TVA and
developed as a national
recreation area to provide a variety of recreational and educational
activities.
This
40-mile-long
peninsula offers virtually unlimited camping,

KENTUCKY LAKE and Lake Barkley are well
known for their spring crappie run but crappie
fishing is excellent in these lakes year-round.
The daily crappie limit is 60. which makes
fishing on these lakes doubly inviting.

hiking, hunting, fishing,
boating, and other traditional outdoor activities
for groups, families, or
individuals. Reservations aren't necessary,
and the 170,000 acres and
300 miles of unspoiled
shoreline are available
year-round.
Welcome stations at
each entrance provide
visitors with information
about LBL and the surrounding area. The
Golden Pond Visitor
Center, LBL's central information
station,
features a multimedia
theater and planetarium.
The new Golden Pond
Observatory provides
unequaled views of
LBL's starry skies. At
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We Carry All Types Of
Pipes, Blends, Cigars,
Gifts And
Gourmet
Coffee!

Also — For
The Ladies —
We Now Have
A Stitch Shop
Featuring
Knitting,
Needlepoint
& Crocheting

THE
EMPORIUM
114W. Broadway

247-0020

KIDSTUFF
1st Anniversary
Special
We'd like to thank all of
the Calloway Countians that
helped make our first year in
business such a success.
To show you how much
we appreciate your business
— Just bring this ad along
with Calloway County Identification to KidStuff and
Receive an Additional
20% Off Our Already Discounted Prices.
Thanks again,
Jeff Green
Lou Ann Hendrickson
Hwy. 641 S.

Offer Expires 4-2546
Benton 527-1063

The Homeplace-1850,
LBL's living history
farm, visitors get a rare
look at what farm life
was like between the
Cumberland and Tennessee Rivers in 1850.
Members of the "farm
family" attend to their
daily chores in period
dress. Woodlands Nature
Center, located in the
Environmental Education Area in the northern
portion of LBL, houses a
theater and exhibits on
natural history and
resource management.
Nearby, Empire Farm
has
programs and
demonstrations to show
both traditional and
modern ways to live
more self-sufficiently.
Visitors can learn about
a broad range of topics,
including
organic
gardening, beekeeping,
sheep shearing, and
solar energy.
Visitor facilities and
large
camfamily
pgrounds are open to the
public on a seasonal
basis from March 1
through November 30.
Primitive
camping,
more than 200 miles of
developed hiking trails,
and scenic woodlands
are at a visitor's disposal
365 days a year.
There are no closed
fishing seasons on Kentucky Lake and Lake
Barkley. These two manmade lakes offer some of

the best fishing in the
Southeast. Four subimpoundments of Lake
Barkley and 23 inland
ponds provide fishing for
anglers who prefer
smaller, quieter waters.
Hunting seasons are
offered in LBL on 14
game species, plus
waterfowl. Both archery
and gun hunts are
scheduled for deer, wild
turkey, squirrels, woodchucks, coyotes, and
foxes.
Horseback riders can
bring their mounts to
Wranglers Camp, a
stable area with marked
trails and camping
facilities. Off-road vehicle (ORV) enthusiasts
have Turkey Bay, a
2,350-acre site with rugged, challenging terrain,
unloading ramps, and
campsites.
LBL is at the heart of
one of the country's most
exciting outdoor recreation areas in the country.
Numerous
private
restaurants, marinas,
resorts,
shopping
centers, and attractions
are conveniently located
on opposite shorelines.
Elaborate State parks
with lodges, golf courses,
and marinas are near
each entrance.
For more information,
write TVA, Land Between The Lakes, Golden
Pond, Kentucky 42231,
phone (502) 924-5602.

Granny's
Summer
Kitchen
Buffet Style Fisherman's
Breakfast 4-11 a.m.
Dinner's served 4-9 p.m.
Monday-Saturday
sOpen All Day Sunday
Children Under 3 Eat FREE!

"Famous for our
Home Cooking"
Hwy 68 Between Aurora
& Jonathan Creek
354-6836

IP
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(Ol
t ping styles have come long way from pup tent
GOLDEN POND, KY
— Camping styles have
come a long way from
the pup tent. Elaborate
motor homes are common sights in campgrounds today, and
lightweight dome tents
are replacing the heavier
canvas box types.
While equipment may
have changed, campers'
expectations for a
peaceful and inexpensive
respite from a busy
world have not. They still
look to the outdoors for
relaxation,
where
songbirds make the
wake-up calls and sunshine provides the light
to play by.
Be they back-country
adventurers or fully outfitted owners of RV's
I recreation vehicles),
they can find a campsite
that suits their camping
preference at Land Between The Lakes (LBL),
a forested peninsula between Kentucky and
Barkley
Lakes
in
western Kentucky and
Tennessee. The Tennessee Valley Authority
manages LBL as a
public recreation and environmental education
area. The peninsula's
170,000 acres offer a
wealth of outdoor recreation experiences, including camping, hunting, fishing, hiking, biking, and nature study.
LBL has campsites
designed to meet a variety of needs. There are
three
family campgrounds with modern,
well-defined sites and
electrical hookups that
can handle large motor
homes and campers.
There are 14 lake access
areas scattered along

LBL's 300 - miles of
shoreline, and many
have boat launching
ramps, chemical toilets,
and lakeside sites large
enough for RV parking.
Wranglers Camp - has
horse barns, bridle
trails, and informal camping facilities for people
who want to bring their
horses with them. Camping space is also provided at Turkey Bay, a
2,350-acre off-road vehicle (ORV 1 area.
Back country camping
is permitted at no charge
in LBL, except in posted
areas. Campers are encouraged to inquire at
one of LBL's welcome
stations for further
details.
Camping in the Turkey
Bay ORV area is also
free. The camping fee for
Wranglers Camp is $5
per night for each camping unit. Nine lake access areas at LBL have
been developed and
maintained at a higher
level. The fee for camping at these more intensively managed areas is
$3 per night for each
camping unit.
The camping rate for
LBL's family campgrounds is $8 for
nonelectric sites and $9
for campsites with electrical hookup.For this
overnight fee, visitors
have access to athletic
courts, sports equipment, archery ranges,
hiking and biking trails,
and one entertaining
aspect that sets LBL
family campgrounds
apart from most others
recreational
programs.
College intern students
majoring in recreation

conduct daily programs
throughout the summer
at LBL's family campgrounds. These programs range from
nature hikes and arts
and crafts workshops To
square dances and
campfire sing-alongs.
The
programs are
designed for a variety of
age groups and often include movies, softball
tournaments, parades,
and fishing seminars.
Camping at Hillman
Ferry. and Piney Campgrounds is on a firstcome-first-served basis.
Hillman, in the northern
portion of LBL, has 391
sites — 166 campsites
with electrical hookup
and 226 nonelectric sites.
Many Hillman Ferry
campsites are located
directly on Kentucky
Lake. Piney, on Kentucky Lake in the
southern portion of LBL,
has 388 electrical sites
and 60 nonelectric sites.
Piney's fishing pier will
also appeal to many
fishermen.
Rushing Creek, in the
central portion of LBL,
has 88 campsites. Fortyfour sites with electrical
hookup are available for
long-term rental basis
for periods ranging from
one day to six months.
Rushing Creek also has
44 nonelectric campsites
available on a firstcome-first-served basis
To ensure campers'
safety. LBL is patrolled
24 hours a day by its own
patrol officers. Welcome
stations are located at
LBL's three major entrances to
provide
brochures and informa-

SPORTSMAN'S
BOATS•NIOTORS•TRAILERS•ACCESSORIES
OPEN 7 DAYS

'WHERE
SERVICE
COUNTS'

8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
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.A227
BASS BOATS
V CENTURY
RUNABOUTS

tion on the many activities throughout LBL
and the surrounding

region. For more information, write TVA, Land
Between The Lakes,

Golden Pond, Kentucky
42231, telephone (502k
924-5602

For the camper who prefers to get away from
the structured camping
situation of the three family campgrounds. there are
21' informal use areas
located along the lakes. Although more limited in
facilities. these art-a offer
the camper an opportunity to "get away from
it all" and njo the tranquil
beauty of lake or forest. Other campers may
prefer to camp in tamp
Energy, a campground designed only. for tents;
Ginger Ridge Back -Country
tamp; or anywhere else in the 170,000•acre public
demonstration area. 111
camping is first-come-first-ser% ed.

A
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w
STEAK & PIZZA HOUSE
"THE WORLD'S FINEST STEA
KS"
Hwy. 641 N.
Gilbertsville, Ky.

61

Invites You To Try
Their

6 Oz. Irbeye
Special
Get 1-6

Oz. Ribeye
Baked Potato
Loaf of Bread
Dinner Salad with Choice of Dressing

302/354-6569
VOLVO
PE NTA

Hwy. 68—Jonothon Creek
Rt. 5, Box 418A, Benton, KY 42025
Adiocent Po Sportsmen's Solon Comp
ground ond Manna

$
49
5

Only

,
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LBL a learning environment

L.

Ft N ON THE LAKE — Visitors to Kentucky's Western Waterland can enjoy
a Wide ariety of resort facilities and camping, boating and fishing along
more than 3,:',110 miles of shoreline on Kentucky and Barkley Lakes.
TA A photo

-‘ke‘ N\ed
ec
CIviels
GO

GOLDEN .POND, KY
—
Schools,youth
organizations, leadership training programs,
and other large groups
are discovering an ideal
learning environment at
the Land Between The
Lakes (LBL _ group
camps. LBL is a
170.000-acre national
recreation area located
between Kentucky Lake
and Lake Barkley in
western Kentucky and
Tennessee.
LBL offers groups
three camps to choose
from. They can "camp"
in the dormitories at
Brandon Spring Group
Camp and the Youth Station, or they can pitch
tents and "rough it" in
the great outdoors at
Camp Energy.
Brandon Spring Group
Camp is located near
Dover. Tennessee, in the
southern portion of LBL.
Facjlities at this yearround camp include
eight
modern
dormitories that can house
128 people; a commons
building which provides
meeting space, a dining
room, and an activities
room; and an activity
building for programs,
workshops, and group
assembly. Recreational
facilities at the camp include a swimming pool,
developed hiking trails,
and playfields with paved courts. Canoes and
sailboats
are
also
available.
The Youth Station is
located in the En-

vironmental Education
Area in the northern portion of LBL. This yearround camp's facilities
include a combination
dining and recreation
building, six dorms
capable of housing a
total of 72 people,and an
activities building which
doubles as a classroom.
Youth Station campers
can also enjoy developed
hiking trails, a swimming beach, playfields,
and canoes.
Camp Energy, located
near the Environmental
Education Area on the
shores of Energy Lake,
can
accommodate
groups of 4 to 400
campers. The camp is
specially designed for
use by scouts. 4-H clubs,

and other groups interested in outdoor
activities.
Facilities at Camp
Energy include 15 campsites with electrical
hookups, a heated activities building, drinking water, graveled tent
pads, a paved playcourt.
an amphitheater, swimming beaches, an archery range, developed
hiking trails, canoes, and
playfields. Shelters with
electrical outlets are provided for other organized
activities.
For more information
about group camps at
LBL. write TVA. Land
Between The Lakes.
Golden Pond, Kentucky
42231, telephone 15021
924-5602.

Crappie tourney slated
The North American
Crappie Association
1NACA
is holding a
"Pick Your Partner"
Tournament at Kentucky Lake April 18-19.
The entry fee is $100
per boat, with first prize
being $4,000, second
prize being $2,000 and
third prize being $1,000.
Ten prizes will be
awarded. Tenth place is
worth $100.
Each day's largest
crappie is worth a $500
gift certificate.
Participants must be
a member of the NACA.
Membership fees are
$15 per person or $25 for
husband and wife.
NACA application

forms and the new tournament rules can be
picked up at: WSJP.
Wal-Mart, Happy Holiday Travel, East
Grocery, Murray Bait
Co.. Gary Darnell
Marine, the downtown
Murray fire station and
Uncle Jeff's Sporting
Goods.
Besides becoming a
member of the NACA,
participants must attend a meeting on April
17th at the Paris Landing State Park Lodge,
where the tournament
will be held.
Application forms and
the new rules can be
picked up at the
meeting.
ID
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Five
syc)
Big Days
of Extra Super
Savings!!
Hwy 641 South
April 23-26
527-3372

See Darnell's Special "Crappie Machine" by Bomber
The "Crappie Machine" available in 15' and 16'
models, Ranging Horsepower 40 to 90 HP. This boat is
the only custom designed rig for trolling ledges and
brush piles. Put the World's Leading Outboard on this
rig and a Service Department Second to None, and
You Can't Loose.
ONLY AT

BARNDLL MARINE

Rt.3 Box 133• Murray, KY 42071
wy.94 East 5 miles from Murray, KY •(502)753-3734
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Many services.and
materials offered
to media members
Land Between The
Lakes(LBL),through its
Marketing and Planning
Group, is pleased to provide members of the
print and electronic
media with various services and materials.
1. We will do all we can
to
assist
writers,
photographers, broadcasters, and television
crews. We can provide
information on your area
of interest, arrange
schedules with our staff
and facilities, and advise
you
on
production
logistics in LBL. Please
contact Scott Seiber,
Supervisor, Information
and Visitor Services
Unit, at (5021 924-5602.
2. If you are interested
in a news item but cannot cover the event with
your staff, we can assist
by providing materials.
There is, of course, no
charge
or
media
representatives. The
following items are
available to you:
Black and
White
Photographs:
LBL
maintains a file of 8" x
10" glossy photographs
on a broad range of LBL
attractions and events.
Most requests can be
honored with a 1-day turnaround. For some
specific requests, more
time will be required.
Color Transparencies:
LBL maintains a file of
over
8,000
35mm
originals and correspon-

-.JR_

ding duplicates. If in
stock, duplicates are
available on 1-day turnaround. Others may require 2-3 weeks. Specific
special requests may
take longer.
Videotape: LBL main34' Utains a library of .
Matic videotape. We
regularly shoot events of
special interest. We are
happy to provide 3,4" or
.
1 2" tape on request to
television stations. If file
tape is available, turnaround is usually one to
two days.
Information Sheets:
You will be receiving
news releases on many
items; however we can
provide written information on additional topics
at your request.
If you need these
materials, please contact Dick Paterson,
Supervisor, Marketing
and Promotion Unit, at
(502) 924-5602.

BARRED OWL - The barred owl is one of 1,500 species of birds that can be seen in TVA's Land Between the Lakes. Woodlands Nature Center, a natural resources interpretation facility in the 5,000-acre
Environmental Education Area, has programs which focus on techniques for hunting, photographing,
sheltering, feeding and watching birds. For additional information, contact TVA-Land Between The
Lakes, Golden Pond, Ky. 42231, telephone 502-924-5602.

Fishing line ...
(502)3544776

(Cont'd from page 11)
this already but
sometimes we forget to
stop and think!
We are still at low
water elevation so
please be careful' when
running, many stumps
and bars are just under
the surface and they can
be deadly! Pay attention to where you are
running!
Happy Fishing'

Cross Country Survival Games
WILDERNESS FUN. KENTUCKY LAKE, KY.
Hwy. 68 1 Mile North of Jonathan Creek

YOU'VE GOT
IT HERE!
WINDSURFING
We give lessons!

1/2 Price Special
for the Month of April

Make waves with the Wooden Wave,
learn how to use the wind and water.
— Beach Accessories
oo` — Skate Boards
cv•
— Hobie Cat Dealer
(re
The latest and hottest styles in
swim wear from California and Hawaii.

When You
Want
COmething
,
44:40.0;

pedal

10% off for
MSU Students with Ws
-a

Think of Us —
•

*Precious Moment Figurines
•Pfaltzgraff Stoneware
*Porcelain *Braided Chair Pads
•Teddy Bears •Wicker Baskets
W. Broadway in
Court Square Mall
Mayfiekl
247-4911
1 14
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You ve seen them all The great adventure movies laiden
Of the Lost Ark, The African Queen. isitCh Cassidy
and the Sundance Kid, Star Wars .
how picture yourself having the adventure of your life
It s called The Survival Came Combine the sheer fun of
childhood games of chase with an adults capacity for
strategy action and outdoor appretiatiOA and yOu get
an idea of what playing The Survival Game' is lae
But you won t really imow how thrilling it is until you Play

On Kentucky Lake
Awn hours
9am 7pm
everyday

362-4271 est 387

Kentucky Dam
Village State Park
Highway 641

--

, 4 140'
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Before you take your
family on vacation...

Owned and Operated
by
Tom & Yvonne Key

Back row, left to right, Thumper, Bubbles,
Peaches, Blondie, Crispie and Happy.
Bottom row,left to right, Critter, Foxy and
Snoopy.

Get your hair cut family style.
Families all over America are getting their hair cut at Fantastic Sams.
We give a high fashion cut, shampoo and style for a single price that
won't curl your hair. In.a clean, fun, friendly atmosphere. And we do
everything with flair, featuring Helene Curtis MO products. From coloring to cuts, high styling to perms. And you never need an appointment.
So bring your whole family to the original family haircutters. It shows
you're really using your head when it comes to cutting your family's hair.

PADUCAH
2608 PARK AVENUE - - PHONE 442-4386

a VISA'

4 (OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY)

MURRAY
MosforCard

•FELEM
CUI\lS
MONUOil QUOIV

te.

OLYMPIC PLAZA - - PHONE 753-0542
(OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY)

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY!!!
_
OWNED AND OPERATED BY

TOM & YVONNE KEY
The original family haircutters.

(-Patitastir
•8ants

VISIT SOON!

-

Resort & Marina
Uniquely Qualified & Dedicated to the Outdoorsmen of Kentucky Lake since 1961
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179V
Bass
*150 H.P. Oil Injected Mercury
*Mercury Thruster Trolling Motor
*In-dash Humminbird
*Stainless Prop
*Full Instrumentation
*Batteries & Boxes
*Drive-on Custom Color Co-Ordinated
Trailer

$112,555
"Pleasure Ready"
Stock No. 1501

NEW FOR 1986
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'150 H.P. Oil Injected Mercury
'Mercury Thruster Trolling Motor
"Super 60 Humminbird Depth Finder
'Drive-on Custom Color Co-ordinated
Trailer
'Stainless Steel Prop
"Batteries & Boxes
"Dual Steering
'Full Instrumentation
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*150 H.P. Oil Injected Meccury
*Mercury Thruster Trolling Motor
*In-dash Humminbird
*Stainless Prop
*Full Instrumentation
*Batteries & Boxes
*Drive-on Custom Color Co-Ordinated Trailer
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Aglow

15' Footer

CRAFT

Fish in Thli
Package
Today

41P.

'30 H.P. Johnson or 35 H.P.
Mercury W/Alternator
'Mercury Thruster Foat_Tralling Motor
'Super 60 Humminbird
'Drive-on Trailer W/12' Tires
COMPLETE
'Battery
•Areated Livewell
PACKAGE
'Bilge Pump

$5495
"Pleasure Ready"
$549500
Stock 1986

'Aerated Livewell '12-gal. Built-in Gas
Tank
w/Gauge 'Rod or Ski Locker `Windshield 8 12 volt
Mercury Thruster Foot Controlled Trolling Motor
'Bow Total Electric Panel 'Running Lights
'Striker
Crank Battery & Box 8 105 amp Deep Cycle Striker
Trolling Battery & Box 'Custom Color
Coordinated Drive-on trailer w/13" White
Spoke Wheels
H.P. Johnson w/Powor Trim
Choice
of Johnson
or Mercury
'115 H.P. w/Trim
'Batteries
'Trolling Motor
'Super 60 Depth Finder
'Drive-on Custom Color Trailer
*Full Instrumentation
'Livewell Front & Rear
'Convertible Top & Glass Windshield

1 2 Foot
17/
1750 FISH 'N SKI

$6995

.

'Bow Trolling Plug •Aeroted Live Well 'Bilge Pump
•Teleflex Steering Complete w/Console •Humminbird
Super 60 Depth Finder '12 volt Mercury Thruster
Foot Operated Trolling Motor 'Battery 'Gas
Tank & Line 'Prop 'Drive-on Trailer with
FISH
12'; Tires & Slotted-White Spoke
Wheels '35 HP Mercury OutFUN
board w/Electric Start
SKI
'Controls &
Alternator
SUN
or 30 H.P.
Johnson

"Pleasure Ready"

$9995 Stock No. 1460

BASS Masters Classic Boat

TNE 11114 BASS MAST E CLAM PAT & ACCESSORIES PAC(AOI
DOAT AND ACCESSORIES

STANDARD SOUIPMENT

Model. 373V Conwnonche Package will
Mull Option and Double SP Dec Stripe
Mull (ZIO-Stlyer l4F
HuNSinpryledloe INF/Red INFIReello. 14F
Netnews('lowborn, MP
Carpet Ruby (No 4) Cascade
Deck halos ha
Deck Stripe (Double 5?)Red MF/Sina IMF
Pinetrateng- Raspberry 14F
Ugliehlawylkiiabow Twit 'N loll
Grey/Pearl Or,,/Red

Rod Storoge, Poly-surf lead with
Podded lounge Seat
2 Dry Shortages w/GolCooted Intoner%
towbar Tuck N Rol Wraparound Seats
witenter Seat Cushion and Podded
Rockrest
Wax, Mermen and Fine Panel
Two 12-gallon Robyn Fuel Tanks
lockable Teak Pant Corricortesent
Tann C00110111111 with Wrap-emend
Windshiekls
Burl Den Wood Grow Console Panel
se/Fuel Gauge. Switches &

COMM' GM,'

F roMiltoof Decks & L.do Turf Cowered

Key loch Compartments
Two Power Pedestals
Podded Fokldown Sean (2)
Coencerdion taw Steering Wheel

EXTRAS

large edge Pump. 1 300 goldh.
Automatic Ihige Pump, 300 gel/hr
2 AC Delco Voyager lattenes 1427MF
Deluge Running Ugh%
1 AC Delco Voyager lottery C24 litF
Handrails
3 !lottery Molders
Front & Rear Aerated lreewells
Minnestribird lCR 4000 witaprid Crystal
Chuolay
Chan lighter
Ourl Sri Wood Grew Morornor Super 24C theinewskurd InGesh WP60 witrenakron
low Panel Trolling Motor Iwasaki, Hurronsinbinf Super 30 II se/Transducer
oneVer emery
thretriareed Surfers Teracesature Gouge
Charge Iteceoacie
Fire E anemia,
Aerobe Switch
3 AroAer font
Sow. Light Soiled+
2 Tie Cleateit
Power Tilt Switch
Horn
Courtesy light

Double SP Deck Stripe
ZR HuN
Johnson ral Switch
Johnson Musk-Mount Controls
Johnson Tachometer
loArmon Spodomeer
Johnson Fuel Gauge
Johnson Anoching Kt
Johnson Treat Gauge
Johnson Fuel hher
Johnsen GTISO H P Motor yr/Arsoonoter
Inpichon end Irma-Till
Raker Prop
Deluge Octet Cover Coke Coonknoted
Motor Gin& Ono* trollinVAot
Footomoo
or,d24
volt. 41 lb Thrust.
-

RANGER TRAIL TRAILER
Model 373V Delo we we+, Spore
Pros. Ilea
Foralen Reclos NP
Pinstaping.lospbewr OriT
*Niels Chrome
Tees White lettered
Carpet Ruby (No 4) Cascade

ON

16,49*
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*Fully Furnished Stern & Bow Seats
*Ice Refrigerator With Wood Insert
*Foward Sleeper Couches
'Elegantly Styled Aluminum Hardtop
*Solid Oak Beverage Cabinet
*Interior & Exterior Lighting
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*Deluxe Fiberglass Helmsman
Control Center
SAM/FM Cassette with Fore & Aft
Speakers
*Beverage Holders Thruout
*2 Wood Removable Tables
*Soft Covers For All Furniture
*23" Pontoons

*Available in Outboard or with
OMC Cobra Stern Drive

"Pleasure Ready"
*Full Furniture
'Aluminum Hardtop
'Big Pontoons
'Dinette Group
'Extra Gas Tank
*Tank Trays
*Battery
*30 h.p. Johnson Electri
Start
*Running Lights
*Ice Chest

No. 1 of the
WORLD'S LARGEST
PONTOON DEALERS

STANDARD FEATURES AND EQUIPMENT:'Bow seating with storage
under

the side cushions and cooler under the forward cushion 'Bow wrap-ar
ound
bock cushions •Reclining lounge seats 'Padded cockpit panels ''Cockpi
t
storage shelves 'Rear seats with storage below 'Upholstered engine cover
'Rear podded sun lounge 'Ski storage compartment below floor 'Full carpet
'Sport wheel *Approximately 36 gallosifuel system 'Dash instrument panel
'Oversized passenger dash compartment with matching door 'Inland Rul
lights 'Bilge pump 'Bilge Blower 'Bow hand rails 'Stern hand roils 'Half
boarding platform with drop step'Bow eye and two stern eyes 'Ski tow 'Four
deck cleats 'Aluminum walk -thru tempered glass windshield 'Vinyl top and
*
boot 'Vinyl walk-thru curtain 'OMC installations available from 120 to
260
horsepower •Polyfloke hull and deck.
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SUPER SIXTY
FLASHER
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•Depth ranges 0-60' and
60-120'
•Completely waterproof
*With transducer
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Humminbird

OUTING PRODUCTS

LCR 1000
LCR 2000
LCR 4000
Swivel Mounts
Chart 30-11 Graph

1Timber
48 QUART COOLER

T
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$219.95
'319.95
$12.00
$275.00
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Rain Suits
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PRE-SEASON SALE
Eagle by BYRD
"The Black Beauties"
p.
1260
2460
1275
1260
1250
6000

Thrust
XP Hand 12V
Hand 12/24V
XP Hand 12V
Hand
12V
Foot
12V
Hand
24V

33 #
33 #
33 #
23 #
23 #
60 #

$295
$295
$325
$279
$350
$495

JOHNSON

Brute by
MOTOR GUIDE
III Foot
12V
12/24V
Brute Foot
755 Brute Duro Anp
12V
Brave Hand
Pony Hand
12V
550 Brute

FOOT CONTROL

24 # $275
41 # $385
$485
$99

12/24"t
Super
Thrust

p.

$89
$355

MOST
POPULAR

"New For 1986"
INSTRUMENTS/ ACCESSORIES

PH Guide Dash Mount
Surtemp by BYRD.
Motor Toter
Color C Lector.
Trailer Tongue Jack
Lowrance 1240A in-dash

$129
$79
$29
$79
$49
$200

Perfector Series
Motorguide Ill
XT Version
12V
Motorguide Ill 12V

28 # $200
24 # $190

*LIMITED QUANTITIES ON A LL MODELS—SO HURRY!

Mir
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$349

p.
p.

•31 lbs. static thrust
•Weedless propeller
•Sealed permanent
magnet motor
FULL 1 YEAR WARRANTY

.rar

Jr MINI AMP /rap.ra.

..rar

/Mr

NEW
OUTBOARD SPECIALS
6 #, 8 #, 10 #, 12 #,
14 #, 17 #, 20 #

DU PONT STREN
MONOFILAMENT LINE;

TEST

•41.•••• •••,/••• • 1 • wan., a. •....es,
_

Series RM mini pak
•Single 100 yd. spools
•Clear/blue fluorescent
'Easy to see above water
•Virtually invisible below

•
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1985 2 H.P. Johnson
1985 8 H.P. Rope Start Johnson.
1985 10 H.P. Rope Start Johnson
1985 15 H.P. Rope Start Johnson
1985 15 H.P. Electric Start Johnson
1985 25 H.P. Rope Start Johnson
1985 25 H.P. Rope Start Mercury
1986 28 H.P. Electric Start Johnson
1985 40 H.P. Electric W/Handle Johnson
1985 40 H.P. Electric W/Controls Johnson
1985 35 H.P. Electric W/Controls Mercury.
1985 60 H.P. Electric W/Trim Johnson
1985 90 H.P. VRO WiTrim Johnson
1985 115 H.P. VRO W/Trim Johnson
1985 110 H.P. VRO WiTrim Johnson
1985 120 H.P. VRO W/Trim Johnson
1986 150 H.P. VRO W/Trim Johnson...
1985 160 H.P. Oil Injected W/Trim Mercury
1985 140 H.P. VRO W/Trim Johnson

'349
'850
'1099
'1199
'1350
*1495
'1495
'1495
'1995
'1995
'1895
'3200
'3500
'3600
'4000
'4200
'4700
'4500
'4400

Limited Quantiflos...So Hurry!
'ALL ENGINES INCLUDE STANDARD EQUIPMENT
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QUICKSILVER

QUICKSILVER

COIL
$2495
Case of 24
16 oz. Cans

QUICKSILVER

QUICKSILVER

QUICKSILVER

QUICKSILVER

QUICKSILVER

gLIICKSILVER

CILIICK5ILVER
(WICKSAVE!

SE
I NVEM

LIMITED QUANTITIES

0,0
am/..MP• 4M1
,

Mercury

Air AP'

4121# Thrust Thruster II - '295
28# Thrust Thurster Plus - '395

FOOT OPERATED
1985 25 H.P. Rope Start
'1495
1985 25 H.P. Electric Start
'1695
1986 25 H.P. Electric Start
'1750
1986 36 H.P. Oil Injected Electric Start.'1895
1985 50 H.P. Electric Start w/Trim....`2895
1986 9.9 "sensational" Rope
'1195
1985 35 H.P. w/Trim & Oil Injected
9995
1986 75 H.P. w/Trim & Oil Injected '3495
1986 115 H.P. w/Trim & Oil Injected. '4295
1985 150 H.P. w/Trim & Oil Injected. `4500
1986 XRZ w/Trim & Oil Injected
'5400
1986 200 Hot! w/Trim & Oil Injected. `5800
ALL ENGINES INCLUDE STANDARD
EQUIPMENT

MERCURY

ELECTRIC THRUSTER

POWERFUL
DEALS
ON
POWERFUL
ELECTRICS
Mercury Thrusters. Delivering
more thrust at a lower amp draw
on one 12-volt battery than most
electrics offer with two.
• 1?

*LIMITED QUANTITIES...
SO HURRY!

For electric power, check out
the Mercury Thrusters.
More power to you.
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see NatTona
Migratory Wildlife
Refuge

Mckinnon

147
Erin,6 miles

Springville

Waverly

Nathan Bedford
Forrest State Park

Camden

Nashville, 80 miles

Bruceton

Nalkan Bedford
Forrest State Park

ew Johnsonville
•

HUNTINGDON

Rosort & Marina
T*wens*. el A tional
ègator Widelfe
Refuge
.
.

Nashville,00 mash.
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CAMDEN - PARSONS

athy Trace
State Park and 'Forest

JACKSON
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